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[It's] a kind of university—only nobody goes to it. There aren't 
any buildings, isn't any faculty. Everybody's in it and nobody's in 
it. It's like a cloud that everybody has given a little puff of mist to, 
and then the cloud does all the heavy thinking for everybody. I 
don't mean there's really a cloud. I just mean it's something like 
that. 

-Kurt Vonnegut's The Sirens of Titan (1959, p. 269) 
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ABSTRACT 

In response to the growmg popularity of internet-based instmction in technical 

and professional communication, this dissertation is the first study to offer a 

comprehensive examination of pedagogical designs for such instruction. To answer the 

study's primary research question—^How should program directors and instmctors design 

curricula and employ technologies to best deliver technical communication courses and 

their associated literacies online?—^two different pedagogical designs (one presentational, 

the other interactive) are compared in the study. The presentational design is most 

similar to traditional paper-based correspondence courses: materials are provided online; 

students work independently and at their own pace; and student/teacher interactions are 

restricted to student-iiutiated questions and teacher feedback on assignments. The 

interactive design employs three additional communication features—a bulletin board, a 

chat room, and an intemet-based collaborative writing application—in the course's 

technology mix. Through these technologies, students interact with the instmctor on a 

regular basis, comparable to the interactions onsite students have with their writing 

instructors. From these two designs, data was gathered on the formative and summative 

assessment opportunities each design afforded, on student grades as a result of the 

opportunities, on student literacy demonstration and achievement, and, finally, on student 

satisfaction with each design. This data was then analyzed to determine which design 

was most effective. The results of this study did not defmitively demonstrate that one 

design was superior to the other, although the interactive design did appear to promote 
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increased literacy achievement. In fact, both designs seem to have their advantages, 

depending on the course's literacy goals, students' needs, and mstitutional constraints, 

such as class size and instmctional load. Because neither pedagogical design in this 

study was clearly better than the other, the study suggests that a variety of effective 

designs are not only possible but desirable. Based on these fmdings, the study 

recommends an online instmctional continuum ranging from presentational to interactive 

designs. Using this continuum as a starting point for planning a distance course, 

instmctors can locate their own pedagogical and student needs and create an 

individualized design that best delivers instmction to satisfy these needs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION PEDAGOGY AT A DISTANCE 

As intemet and World Wide Web (WWW) access and use increases, many 

technical communication programs are considering or implementing intemet- or web-

based course delivery. Such delivery eliminates or, at least, promises to eliminate the 

need for shared physical classroom space. With this movement toward web-based 

instmction comes questions about technical communication pedagogy—questions that 

ask instmctors to examine the field's pedagogical past, present, and future: What 

literacies should students possess as a result of a techitical communication course or 

course of study? What successful practices have we developed to support student literacy 

learning in our traditional and computer-based onsite classrooms? Can these favored 

practices be adapted for WWW courses, or must we invent new practices supported or 

suggested by web-based instmctional technologies? How might such new practices be 

designed and conducted in an web-based course, and how will instmctors determine these 

new practices' success? And, fmally, how can instmctors ethicaUy and professionally 

evaluate students' efforts from a distance? 

With so many unknowns facing instmctors, some instmctors moving into web-

based or online instmction are adopting the familiar and simple, if not always popular, 

correspondence model of writmg instmction. Employing such a design, instmctors build 

web sites which present students with assignment descriptions and requirements, and 

students work independently on these assignments with few, if any, direct interactions 



with the instmctor except for assignment exchanges. Instmctors evaluate student work 

summatively, emphasizing fmal product assessment. 

This design, based origmally on the exchange of letters between mstmctor and 

student, promotes autonomous yet isolated learning, though exchanges with web-based 

technologies like email expedite the flow of mformation between student and instmctor. 

In addition, many readily available web-based courseware tools, such as the University of 

British Columbia's WebCT and Virginia Commonwealth University's Web Course in a 

Box (WBC), offer increasingly user-friendly web page creation tools and asynchronous 

communication tools to support the quick and easy design and delivery of such courses. 

Easy to create and to maintain, the correspondence model offers instmctors with little or 

no experience in distance education a simple method for presenting students with 

required information and assessing their learning of this material from a distance. 

The problem with the correspondence design, its critics argue, is not in its 

simplicity but in its contradiction of many of technical communication's valued literacies 

and practices. For example, because students work independently and at their own pace 

in most correspondence courses, electroiuc versions of these courses, critics insist, do not 

allow students adequate opportunities to learn about the social nature of writmg. nor do 

they adequately prepare students for actual workplace writing practices or the social 

situations in which these practices take place. In addition, because students work in 

isolation, away from the mstmctor and other student writers, instmctors are unable to 

advise students as they develop their documents, direct them to consider Hnportant 

literacy questions, or monitor their progress. This mability to witness and assess the 

writing process or to participate in it as observer or mentor concems instmctors who 



value such mteractions and believe that they are essential to students" overall 

achievement of technical communication literacy goals. 

In contrast to the correspondence model, these critics promote a more interactive 

course design. An interactive design relies upon web-based technologies' ability to 

permit direct and timely social interactions between teachers and students and their 

ability to reduce the isolation associated with the correspondence model. While the 

interactive design incorporates many of the features of the correspondence model, it also 

includes a more complex cadre of communication technologies that allow students and 

instructor to interact frequently and often, both asynchronously and synchronously. Such 

interactions, in theory, minimize the physical distance between instmctor and learner and 

promote a learning environment capable of supporting social exchanges much like those 

occurring in traditional onsite classrooms. This online learning environment may also 

invite the kind of formative assessment opportunities that interactive advocates prefer. 

While some web-based courseware tools provide the more sophisticated synchronous and 

asynchronous communication tools required of interactive designs, interactive design 

advocates are fmding that, m most cases, they must employ multiple web-based software 

applications to achieve the more class-like environments they seek. For this reason, 

despite their social advantages, interactive designs are usually more technologically 

complicated, and, for novice onlme instmctors, they may be much more difficult and 

costly to design and to administer. 

While mstmctors stmggle with these pedagogical questions about onlme 

instmction and design choices, more and more students are clamoring for web-based 

courses. These courses appeal to technical communication professionals and other 



workmg people who desire an undergraduate or graduate degree but who are unable or 

unwilling to give up their present employment to seek full-time higher education. 

Professionals are especially mterested in courses that they can complete on their own 

schedules and from their own personal or business computers. Distance courses can be 

accessible to people who cannot be resident students because of family, heahh. or 

location constraints, and they can also accommodate students who are unable, for a 

variety of reasons, to enroll in courses required for graduation at the institutions at which 

they are resident. In addition, these courses may invite consortia of programs that pool 

each institution's resources and offer educational opportunities to students not available 

at a single institution. Web-based courses provide the flexibility professionals need and 

the accessibility students need. In response to these needs, urtiversity administrators are 

strongly encouraging techrucal communication instmctors to develop more online 

courses. For these reasons, as this market has grown, interest in providing distance 

education in techitical communication has grown accordingly, and increasingly 

institutions are delivering or considering delivery of coursework via the WWW. 

Yet, despite demand and mstitutional pressures to produce online courses, how 

best to deliver them remams a reverberating question. To reach an answer will require 

instmctors and researchers to review current technical communication pedagogy in light 

of these designs. Choosing between these designs will require them to articulate what 

literacies they most value in onsite technical communication mstmction and to consider 

how their most valued literacies can be adapted to onlme instmction. Ihe choice will 

also require instmctors and researchers to re-examine and to reconsider their preferred 

teaching activities and practices and to identify the assessment opportunities they require 



m order to evaluate student work. Furthermore, these designs require them to move 

beyond pedagogical and assessment issues to question the most basic of teaching 

relationships: that of teacher and student. Which interactions with students do the\ 

consider essential, and which ones might be deferred or elunmated? All of these 

questions require the technical communication field to look backward as it looks forward, 

to inform new teachmg practices with old. These questions, furthermore, provide the 

techrucal communication field with a unique opportunity to re-examine techitical 

communication pedagogy in general as its members explore new methods of delivery. 

Many researchers have moved cautiously, if at all, into studies of web-based 

instmction. Only twenty articles and book chapters have examined distance education 

related questions over the last six years. As early as 1994, the field began to investigate 

methods for delivering technical commurtication instmction to distant students. The first 

article concerned with technical communication distance education reported beta-test 

results of a comparison of three interactive video systems (Duin, Mason, and Jom, 1994). 

Although this article explored interactive video technology's effects on collaboration in a 

technical communication course, its fmdings provided the field with its first gUmpses of 

what collaboration might look like and how it might work in future web-based distance 

education courses. 

Following this mitial article on interactive video as a distance delivery medium, 

another study (Tebeaux, 1995) appHed distance education theories directly to technical 

communication course design and, m its conclusions, offered the technical 

communication field an early distance education model. This article, 'Technical Writing 

by Distance: Focusmg the Pedagogy of Technical Communication," presents the field's 



first published look at theoretical frames for distance education, provides a successful 

course outline based upon this frame, and proposes a theory of distance education 

specific to technical writing. In the same year, another article (Weise, 1995) examined 

user control m hypermedia mstmctional applications. Although this article did not 

describe specific results of a study in technical communication pedagogy at a distance, it 

did provide foundational information relevant to the design of intemet-based instmctional 

materials for distant students. 

In 1996 and 1997, eight articles addressed the issues of web-based distance 

learning and technical communication. Six of these articles related specifically to 

internet-based technical communication instmction. Two of these reports described 

teaching collaborations. One of these reports on collaborative teaching relationships \ ia 

the intemet focused on an international teaching collaboration using email and intemet-

based chat (Duin and Archee, 1996) while the second detailed the coUaboration of three 

mstmctors within the United States (Jom, Duin, and Wahlstrom, 1996). Two others 

described web-based undergraduate and graduate courses at specific institutions 

(Dumont, 1996; Leonard, 1996). AU of these articles provide interesting fmdmgs about 

their authors' specific teaching experiences online and offer suggestions to other 

instmctors for developmg internet-based instmction. Providing assistance in designing 

internet-based assignments (GoubU GambreU, 1996) and creating effective courseware 

for a particular course (Chou and Sun, 1996) were central topics for two of the other 

articles. Also m 1996, a literature review of multmiedia and hypermedia computer-based 

instmction appeared (Ross and Moeller. 1996). In its closmg section, its authors argue 

that technical communicators are ideally suited, because of their rhetorical and technical 



trammg, to create muhmiedia and hypermedia instmctional materials. They suggest that 

technical communication instmctors learn to create and use multimedia and hypermedia 

instmctional applications and materials in order to provide models for their students: in 

using such materials, students will be able to critique and then create their own effective 

hypermedia materials. The instructors' models thus become the foundation for future 

instmctional materials developed for the intemet or other types of computer-based 

instmction. A final article (Warlum, 1997) examined computer-based instmction as used 

in corporate training. It provides guidance to practitioners about creating computer-based 

training screens. While aU of these early articles provide useful pieces of the intemet-

based instmctional puzzle—from screen design to assignment development—none of 

them provides a comprehensive look at the development and delivery of intemet-based 

instmction from beginning to end. Of aU of these early articles, only Tebeaux's 1995 

article, one of the first, provides a description of distance course design and 

implementation issues at all. 

In addition to these articles, a section "Exploring Pedagogical Frameworks for 

Computers and Technical Communication" in Selber's (1997) Computers and Technical 

Communication: Pedagogical and Programmatic Perspectives devotes substantial 

attention to the issue of distance education and technical communication pedagogy. In 

this section's four chapters, the authors explore questions of community-buildmg (Dum 

and Archee, 1997), mteraction (Burnett and Clark, 1997), collaborative teaching and 

learning via the WWW (Allen and Wickliff, 1997), and online teachmg environments 

(Mehlenbacher, 1997). Like the articles written before 1999 on technical communication 



and distance learning, these chapters provide readers with specialized information about 

teaching from a distance and often focus on community and collaborative issues. 

More recently, the Winter 1999 of Technical Communication Quarterly (TCQ) 

was dedicated to distance learning. "The articles in this special issue," according to its 

editors, "address...general distance education leaming issues only insofar as they relate 

specifically to techitical communication, focusing specifically on Web-based 

pedagogical, curricular, design, political, theoretical, visual, and technological issues" 

(Brown and McMurrey, 1999). Unlike the seven articles published before 1999 in 

various technical communication journals, the six articles coUected into this single issue 

and the seventh, which appeared in TCQ's Spring 1999 issue, provide instmctors 

interested in teaching at a distance with pictures of many of the components of distance 

instmctional planning, design, and implementation. Among the components examined in 

the issue are online teaching and instmctional design (Gillette, 1999; Thmsh and Young, 

1999; 0'Sullivan, 1999), online or distance students (Schneider and German, 1999), and 

corporate training via distance (DriscoU and Reid, 1999). To provide a more 

comprehensive view of these issues and others associated with teaching at a distance, 

Leonard (1999) provides an overview article, and Starke-Meyerring and Clemens (1999) 

review articles about online teaching from other fields. As a whole, these articles provide 

a useful if somewhat scattershot collage of the distance education teaching experience. 

Consequently, although published research is beginning to appear more frequently 

in techitical communication's journals as well as journals m education, human-computer 

interfaces, and instmctional technology, today's technical communication instmctors face 

a difficult task when researchmg design and implementation strategies for web-based 



courses. This difficulty, no doubt, is a result of the nascent mterest in teaching technical 

communication across distances and the lag time between experimental design, course 

delivery, and article production and publication. 

This dissertation research project is designed to begm to fill this gap and, 

specificaUy, to provide a more comprehensive and detailed report of distance technical 

communication course design, development, unplementation, delivery, and outcome. 

The prunary research question for this study is simply: How should program directors 

and mstmctors design curricula and employ technologies best to deliver technical 

communication courses and their associated literacies online? 

To answer this question, I look specifically at two designs (one a presentational or 

correspondence design and the other an interactive design) and study their curricular 

goals and assessment opportunities, evidence of student goal achievement using each 

design, the reciprocal relationship between course goals and the technologies employed, 

and student satisfaction with learning goals and teaching technologies. 

Before examining these designs specifically in the study, 1 offer technical 

communication instmctors a theoretical method for articulating the literacies valued in 

their courses and provide a perspective on how teachers have used technology historically 

to deliver writing instmction. These early chapters, in a sense, look back through 

technical communication pedagogical history to explore what literacies are valued by the 

field and what technologies have appeared to support best literacy learning. Through the 

juxtaposition of literacies and technologies used to teach them, the reciprocal relationship 

between the two becomes apparent: while simple literacy goals may be accomplished 

with the employment of simple technologies, more complicated literacy achievement 



may require more complex technology combinations, especially when instmction is 

occurring across distances. Describmg this reciprocal relationship between pedagogical 

literacy goals and technology and determinmg how a given set of literacy goals can best 

be delivered through intemet-based technologies thus estabhshes the first boundary of 

online instmctional planning in this study. 

I draw this boundary Ime within the first three chapters of the dissertation. In 

Chapter II, "Pedagogical Stances: A Survey of Writing Instmction Goals and 

Objectives," I review eight pedagogical frames, from both composition and technical 

communication literature, that have been used to identify and classify goals and activities 

in writing instmction. As I review these frames, I note the literacies each classification 

promotes and explain how these literacies have been translated mto course pedagogical 

goals, assignments, and activities. Drawing from the literacies emphasized in these 

frames, I then synthesize them into a new frame in Chapter III, "A Layered Literacies 

Pedagogical Frame For Technical Communication Instmction." In this chapter, I argue 

that technical communication pedagogy has grown significantly from its roots as a course 

for teaching basic reading and writing. Experts in the field now advocate courses that 

promote multiple literacies, and most classroom activities are designed to layer 

instmction in more than one literacy at a time. Considering the new literacies technical 

communication instmction now has as its objectives, the theoretical framework I propose 

in Chapter HI is based on sue layered literacies—basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, social, 

and technological. These literacies, I beHeve, now underlie current trends in technical 

communication pedagogy. Fmally, in Chapter IV, "Tools For Teaching Layered 

Literacies At A Distance," I critique teachers' historical use of technology to teach 
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writmg and apply the layered literacies theoretical frame within this critique to suggest 

how technology choices can affect students' literacy opportunities and achievements. 

With this groundwork m technical communication pedagogy and teaching technologies 

laid, I move into a specific study of two online pedagogical designs and the technologies 

used to deliver them in the dissertation's last five chapters. 

The heart of my dissertation is described in these fmal chapters. Here I consider 

specifically the issues of curricular goals, assessment opportunities, technological 

reciprocity, and student satisfaction. In these chapters, I employ a combination of both 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies to compare two intemet-based pedagogical 

designs—one presentational, the other interactive—on such issues as student literacy 

achievement, student satisfaction, and web site design and usability. The presentational 

design is most similar to traditional paper-based correspondence courses: materials are 

provided online; students work independently at their own pace to read these materials 

and complete assignments; and student/teacher interactions are restricted, for the most 

part, to student-irtitiated questions and teacher feedback on assignments. The interactive 

design, in contrast, employs three additional communication features—a bulletin board, a 

chat room, and peer evaluation software—m the course's delivery mix. In the interactive 

design, students are required to interact with each other as well as with the instmctor on a 

regular basis. Although students usmg the mteractive design work at their own pace, 

their interactions with the mstmctor and other students create a learning environment 

similar to that of an onsite classroom. 

These chapters detail a variety of the study's stages from planning, 

implementation, and delivery to its outcomes. Specifically, Chapters V and VI describe 



the curricular and technological decisions I made as I planned and delivered both courses. 

Chapter V, "Curricular and Assessment Shifts To Promote Layered Literacies," examines 

the curricular and assessment modifications that occurred when I began to adapt both 

courses' curricular goals for online delivery. In examining the curriculum in its origmal 

form, I discovered that the course used in both designs was predominantly based in three 

literacies—basic, rhetorical, and social. Social literacy instmction was strengthened in 

adapting it for web-based delivery, and technological literacy learning was added to the 

course's pedagogical goals. In addition, moving the curriculum to the WWW required 

me to reconsider assessment opportunities made possible by each design. The 

presentational design emphasized summative evaluation with very few, if any, formative 

evaluation opportunities. The interactive design, in contrast, had the same summative 

opportunities as the presentational, but these summative opportunities were supported by 

additional formative evaluation. In reporting these adaptations, this chapter introduces a 

number of key concems in the study that follows: how well do students achieve in both 

designs, how well was I (as the course instmctor) able to evaluate students from a 

distance with each design, how well did students demonstrate their literacy leaming, and 

how satisfied were students with the pedagogical design through which they took the 

course. By addressmg these secondary research questions, I was better able to draw 

conclusions about the overaU effectiveness of each design in teaching technical 

communication from a distance, my study's prunary research question. 

Chapter VI, "Teachmg Technologies and Online 2309's Two Pedagogical 

Designs," further documents my decision-making process in developmg the two 

pedagogical designs, focusmg on technological decisions I made. This chapter appraises 
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the technologies needed to deliver both presentational and interactive designs and 

considers the importance of choosing technologies that promote the course's literacy 

goals. At the begmnmg of this chapter, I review the technological mixes used in previous 

studies of technical communication distance education and consider why some of these 

early technological mbces did not deliver instmction that was satisfying to both students 

and instmctors. At chapter's end, I then describe the technologies I chose to deliver each 

design, discuss their advantages as well as their disadvantages, and speculate about these 

technologies' ability to support specific kmds of literacy learning. Discovering each 

technology's ability to support specific kinds of literacy learning also helped me to 

address my questions about student achievement and satisfaction as well as my ability to 

evaluate student work. To answer these questions, I explore students' demonstration of 

literacy leaming using various technologies. 

Chapters VII, VIII, and IX relate the methods, findings, and conclusions of my 

study of two pedagogical designs. Chapter VII describes the study participants and 

parameters and brings together the three secondary research questions about student 

achievement and evaluation, literacy leaming, and satisfaction with the two designs. 

Chapter VIII relates the study's fmdings, and Chapter IX discusses them. With its 

focus on instmctional designs and technological choices, the fmdings suggest that a "one-

size-fits-air approach to course development and dehvery is probably not the best tactic 

for technical communication distance education. They Ulustrate how two different 

designs can be viewed as effective, dependmg upon the course's goals and outcome 

expectations. Both designs and the course's delivery technologies were satisfying to 

most of the students using them. Students m both designs were able to achieve multiple 
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literacies in onlme technical communication courses, although the literacies promoted in 

pedagogical designs did vary. With both designs, students produced rhetoricaUy 

effective, competently written technical communication documents; and they 

demonstrated an understanding of both technological and social literacy. In neither 

design did students demonstrate particularly high achievement of ethical or critical 

literacies, but this lack of achievement can probably best be explained by the 

curriculum's lack of focus on these literacies. 

The study did identify several significant differences between the designs. 

Although the students m the interactive section had lower GPAs going mto the course, 

they did practically as well as their presentational counterparts who had higher GPAs. 

This similar achievement suggests that interactive designs may assist lower-achieving 

students to write better. The students in the interactive design also had significantly more 

exchanges with their instmctor, and they discussed a significantly higher number of 

literacies than their presentational peers. This finding may also suggest that interactive 

designs provide instmctors with more opportuiuties to discuss the literacies with students 

and with more opportunities to assess how weU students are achieving these literacies. 

The increased number of exchanges may have drawbacks in some situations, however. 

When instmctors are faced with multiple distance courses or high enrollments, the 

number of exchanges may prove to be burdensome. 

Because the benefits and outcomes that can^xpected from these designs and their 
/ 

delivery technologies do vary, these fmdmgs suggest that programs and instmctors must 

decide in their early planning of distance courses which pedagogical goals (or literacies) 

they most value. This evaluation can then assist them as they choose the most 
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appropriate mstmctional design and technological delivery method to fit their identified 

goals. It can also assist them as they address other key concems, such as class size limits 

and instructional loads. After such evaluation, instmctors and program directors w ill be 

better able to customize their instmctional designs and technology choices to meet their 

goals as well as their students' needs. 

Distance education, in almost all disciplines including techitical communication, 

is growdng exponentially and, at times, the decision to offer a course at a distance is made 

with little instmctional mput. While instmctors may not be able to affect administrative 

decisions about whether or not to offer courses at a distance, once the decision is made to 

teach from distance, they can influence and decide what their distance courses will 

include and how they wUl be taught. To make these decisions more competently, 

instmctors must more fully understand how instmctional designs and technologies for 

distance delivery can be customized to suit their courses' pedagogical goals and the 

literacies upon which they base these goals. This dissertation's aim is to begin to 

understand these designs and technologies in order to improve the way techitical 

communicators teach techrucal communication at a distance. 
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CHAPTER II 

PEDAGOGICAL STANCES: A SURVEY OF WRITING INSTRUCTION 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

As a course of study, technical communication claims its roots in late 19^ centur\ 

engineering instmction (Connors, 1982; Kynell, 1996; Kynell, 1999). These early 

courses were developed and designed to improve engineering students' reading and 

writing; instmctors' first pedagogical goals, therefore, were basic literacy skills. 

According to Connors (1982), "This period was...a time when, by the schools' own later 

admissions, they tumed out large number of otherwise competent engineers who were 

near-Uliterates" (p. 331). Practicing engineers in the workforce were dismayed by 

graduates' illiteracy and called for reforms. Among these reforms was the infusion of 

humanities instmction into engineering curricula. The resulting instmction often 

included technical writing, a course that focused both on mechanical and grammatical 

correctness and on the study of model engineering documents. 

As technical writing courses have matured during the twentieth century, so too 

have the complexities of their pedagogical goals. No longer are basic literacy skills the 

primary concern of such courses. Today, technical communication students need 

exposure to and knowledge of multiple literacies, Hteracies which promote success 

defmed not just in material terms or in correct writing, but also in students' abilities to 

use language in problem solving, teamwork, and information management. The 

importance of multiple literacies, as opposed to basic literacies, for such success is well 

documented in recent technical communication literature (Sullivan and Dautermann, 
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1996; Ecker and Staples, 1997; Meyer and Bernhardt, 1997; Wahlstrom, 1997: Garay 

and Bernhardt, 1998). In much of this literature, writers cite federal workforce literacy 

goals (1991 's U.S. Department of Labor Secretary's Commission on Achieving 

Necessary Skills [SCANS], for example) and other significant workplace literac\ reports 

(i.e., 1987's Workforce 2000 and Boyer's 1990 Scholarship Reconsidered) to 

demonstrate that defmitions of literacy have changed. "Workplace literacy," as redefmed 

by Meyer and Bernhardt (1997), "mcludes not only the traditionally defmed literacies of 

readmg, writing, and math, but also computer skills, oral communication, teamwork, 

problem-solving, and effective interpersonal communication" (p. 86). Because of the 

interdisciplinary qualities and characteristics of technical communication, many 

technical communication academics argue that its programmatic curricula are uniquely 

capable of providing students with such literacy. In reviewing the literature relating 

technical communication pedagogy and workplace literacy, Ecker and Staples (1997) 

note that "technical communication requires multiple, integrated, and interdisciplinary 

skills" (pp. 376-7). To mtegrate these multiple skUls into mstmction, they argue, 

technical communication programs have responded with "research, teaching, and 

curriculum development m such techrucal communication areas as collaboration, gender 

studies, workplace ethics, and the nature and teaching of technology" (p. 378). These 

approaches have mcorporated the teaching of multiple literacies into technical 

communication instmction and have come to ground the pedagogy—goals, assignments, 

and activities—which instmctors employ in technical communication courses. 

To situate the pedagogy for the distance courses I taught for this study, I review 

eight pedagogical frames academics have used to identify and classify' instmctional goals 
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and activities in writmg courses. I chose to review eight frames because they represent 

historically the mcreasing complexity of writing mstmction goals, focusing in the end on 

the specific goals of technical communication courses. Situating the distance course 

pedagogy m terms of these pedagogical frames is important because the goals and 

activities of any technical communication course, whether onsite or online, should be 

consistent with the field's standards. In addition, this review allowed me to identify what 

has been valued in writing instmction historicaUy in order to defme technical 

communication pedagogy now and m the immediate future as we move toward web-

based instmction. 

Rhetoric and composition scholars developed the first three frames; technical 

communication scholars, the last five. The first two frames from rhetoric and 

composition specialists (Fulkerson and Berlin) were written in response to one another, 

and both have directly influenced the authors of technical communication frames. The 

third rhetoric and composition frame (HUlock's) is the most recent of all eight. It 

highlights the importance of instmctors' attitudes and values on course design. Such 

attitudes come directly into play, I will argue, as instmctors move traditional onsite 

instmction into the online teaching setting. The five techitical communication frames, 

similarly, reflect the increasing complexity of technical communication instmctional 

goals as they become more workplace-oriented. As I review each frame. I note the 

literacies its classifications promote and explam how these literacies have been translated 

into course pedagogical goals, assignments, and activities. 



Rhetoric and Composition Pedagogical Frames 

In "The Basic Aims of Discourse," James Kmneavy (1969) notes that 

classifications of discourse have existed m Western literature since Plato and Aristotle. 

To illustrate his point, Kinneavy provides a table historically situating and comparing 

seven of these approaches according to each system's classification prmciple and the 

resultmg discourse classifications (p. 94). Into this context, he then places his own 

classification system that he mtroduces m this article and eventually expands into A 

Theory of Discourse (1971). Kinneavy's classification system divides discourse into four 

aims based upon components of the communication process: expressive, referential, 

literary, and persuasive.' "Each aim of discourse' *'according to Kinneavy (1969), "has 

its own logic, its own kind of references, its own communication framework, its own 

patterns of organization, and its own stylistic norms.... Over laps certairtiy occur but the 

ultimate conflation and confusion of any of the aims of discourse with any other is 

pedagogically disastrous" (p. 98). Kinneavy does not explain, m this quote from his 1969 

article, why or how this conflation results m pedagogical disaster, but. when he returns to 

the subject of overlap in^ Theory of Discourse, he deals with the problem more 

specificaUy and appears to modify his stance somewhat: 

No one who has ever studied the matter of aims of discourse ever pretended that 
aims do not overlap. The distinctions which we and others have been making are 
valid theoretical and practical distmctions. We have to separate the aims in order 
to study them in a systematic manner....But is it palpably clear to anyone who 
takes a look at actual discourses that very fev^ pure aims of discourse exist, (p. 60) 

' Using the communication triangle comprised of an encoder (writer or speaker), decoder (reader 
or listener), signal (text), and reality, Kinneavy classifies each aim. For example, referential discourse 
focuses on reality or subject matter and includes informative, scientific, and exploratory discourse; 
persuasive discourse focuses on the reader or listener; literary discourse focuses on the text and expressive 
discourse focuses on the writer, hi A Theory of Discourse, Kinneav> provides a deep analysis of each 
discourse type, its inherent logic, organization, and style. 



Kmneavy's purpose mA Theory of Discourse, according to Stephen M. North 

(1987), is "to 'carve out' for Composition a 'respectable domain in the field of 

EngHsh....But his major tactic, m fact, is to redefme the field of English" (p. 117). If 

North's analysis is correct, then it may explain why Kiimeavy suggests that each type 

must be pedagogically mdependent, his purpose being to re-estabhsh composition as a 

respectable and viable autonomous study within English departments. 

In response to Kinneavy's theoretical attempt to institute composition or redefme 

the field, Richard FuUcerson (1984) argues that Kinneavy's theory faUs, primarily 

because his four classifications require the grouping of extremely diverse documents into 

single, simple categories. Yet Fulkerson does appear to accept Kinneavy's distinction 

between the theoretical and the practical application of this theory: "We need not accept 

Kinneavy's assertions about the relationships between aim and form, but they 

nevertheless provide useful hypotheses for works of rhetorical explication" (p. 54). In 

other words, although he questions Kinneavy's theory of discourse on the basis of 

methodological flaws and questionable practical application, Fulkerson believes that the 

theory can be seen as a useful tool for rhetorical analysis of texts, curricula, and syllabi. 

With a similar purpose in mind— t̂he analysis of "composition's curricular and 

pedagogical implications"—FuDcerson (1979) creates his own framework for the 

evaluation of composition texts, curricula, and syllabi (343). Like FuDcerson's frame, 

James Berlin's (1983) response to Fulkerson and others provides another useful scheme 

for classifying writmg pedagogy. While their terminologies differ somewhat, their fmal 

categories are quite shnilar. A third and more recent method for critiquing curricular 
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goals and objectives builds on these frames—George Hillocks' (1999) Ways of Thinking, 

Ways of Teaching. 

In the sections that follow, I will briefly review these three frames. I have chosen 

not to include a more detailed discussion of Kinneavy's frame because, although his 

theory m some ways precipitates Fulkerson's, its goal is the classification of all 

discourse, rather than focusing on writing instmction and the pedagogical stances 

addressed in the other three critics' frames. It is these pedagogical stances and 

instmctors' application of them that I wish to highlight here. In describing these stances 

and applications, I have sometimes summarized the key components of each frame with 

broad strokes. Such technique has necessitated the omission of detaUs that some readers 

may consider key to the frame's articulation, and, consequently, I have perhaps left 

openings for debate. What I tried to foreground and identify, nevertheless, is the 

pedagogical trends that have lead to my own synthesis and frame for distance learning 

pedagogy. 

FuUcerson's Four Pedagogical Philosophies 

FuDcerson's (1979) classification scheme identifies four pedagogical philosophies: 

the formalist, the expressive, the ntimetic, and the rhetorical. Like Kinneavy, he bases 

his classification on the communication triangle with the formalist "emphasizing the 

traits internal to the work," the expressive "emphasizing the writer," the ntimetic 

"emphasizing correspondence to reality," and the rhetorical "emphasizing the effect on 

the reader" (p. 4). Formalist theories value the written document first, stressing 

grammatical and mechanical correctness. Expressionists look first to the writer; rarely 
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concerned with correctness, they view writmg as a means of self-discovery and 

exploration. Expressionists, consequently, value the writer's personal voice and strive to 

develop it. The ntimetic philosophy values subject matter, focusmg on developing 

analytical and research skills and on unitation of other writers' successful writing 

strategies. The fmal category, the rhetorical, emphasizes the reader or, more specifically, 

the writing's effect on its audience. 

From a literacy perspective, courses developed from such philosophies would 

likely have very different goals and objectives. The formalist course would emphasize 

correct grammar and usage. Classroom activities would include drUls, practice, and 

revision exercises. Students might be required to write paragraphs and essays that meet 

strict formulaic patterns (five-paragraph themes, for example). At the end of the course, 

the successful student would be able to write an essay or paragraph with properly 

sequenced information, including perfect spelling, punctuation, and grammar. The 

literacy skiUs most valued in this approach are formal or basic, focusing on correctness 

and accuracy in writing. 

Expressionist course goals de-emphasize basic literacies, focusing on students' 

personal growth and self-awareness: "the aim of [the teacher and students'] work together 

is more to help the writer figure out what she thinks or feels, than it is to help her 

compose a text that wUl seem persuasive to a certam group at a certain time" (Harris. 

1997, pp. 31-2). Commonly, students in these courses write personal essays that best 

reflect their inner realities and their authentic voices. The literacy goal implied here is 

related more to a knowing of oneself than to gainmg knowledge of basic reading and 

writing skills. 
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The ntimetic course, m contrast, would articulate its goals and objectives m terms 

of critical thmkmg, developed through instmction in logical reasomng processes, and in 

providing students with the knowledge to write more specifically on subjects. According 

to Fulkerson, the ntimetic philosophy might take two pedagogical approaches: (1) an 

emphasis of logic and reason, includmg propaganda analysis, or (2) an emphasis on 

research during prewriting, on heuristic systems, or on topically arranged readings (pp. 5-

6). In the first approach, students might study both deductive and mductive organization 

strategies and logical fallacies. With a basic understanding of these concepts, they would 

then analyze model documents, including propaganda. After analyses of models, 

students would then use the logical and analytical skills developed through these practical 

analyses to write documents of theu* own. In the second approach, students learn more 

about a subject so they are better able to write about that subject. In both approaches, 

literacy comes to mean the ability to analyze, assess, and make judgments and to reflect 

and imitate or model expert writers' thinking processes in students' own written work. 

Rhetorically influenced instmctors, according to Fulkerson, might provide 

students with audience analysis instmction and ask them to write a paper with the same 

topic for two different audiences to demonstrate how audience affects the writer's 

approach to a subject. Successful achievement of rhetorical goals and objectives would 

be measured by the writer's ability to transform a document for use by one audience to 

another. 

By categorizing pedagogies into these four categories, Fulkerson notes the 

problem of overlap (as introduced by Kinneavy and his classification system) and directly 

addresses its pedagogical implications. He laments that "in many cases composition 
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teachers either fail to have a consistent value theory or fail to let that philosophy shape 

pedagogy....They are guilty of mindlessness" (p. 7). Mindlessness or modal confusion 

occurs, he argues, when instmctors provide instmctions based in one theory but evaluate 

student work with another. His intent in developing his schema, he says, is to make 

instmctors more aware of their philosophies and to prevent mindlessness. 

Berlin's Four Dominant Ideologies 

Berlin (1983) fauhs Fulkerson's scheme for reducing pedagogical differences in 

writing instmction to the teacher's decision to emphasize either internal traits of the 

written work (formalist), the writer (expressivist), reality or subject matter (the mimetic) 

or reader (the rhetorical). He argues, in contrast, that that the most distinguishing factor 

in categorizing pedagogies is not the aim of the discourse but instmctors' perceptions of 

tmth and their beliefs about how students should seek tmths and write about them. In 

other words, Berlin's scheme focuses on instmctors' ideological approaches to 

composition instmction. 

He identifies four dominant approaches: the Neo-Aristotelians or Classicists, the 

Positivists or Current-Traditionalists, the Neo-Platonists or Expressivists, and the New 

Rhetoricians (p. 10). Neo-Aristotelians view tmth as knowable through sensory 

impressions; the tmth, thus, can best be derived from impressions if one uses reason and 

deductive processes to understand it. Unlike the Neo-Aristotelians who value deducti\^e 

reasoning, the Positivists or Current-Traditionalists seek tmth through inductive 

reasoning and experimentation. To them, tmth can be observed through carefiil 

application of scientific methods and rational interpretation of fmdings. Neo-Platonists 
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or Expressionists, according to Berlm, developed their ideology in response to the 

Positivists' perspectives. For them, tmth can only be discovered through mdividual and 

private vision of the world. Fmally, New Rhetoricians do not see tmth as a "static 

commodity," like the other groups. Instead, "tmth is dynamic and dialectical, the result 

of a process involvmg mteraction of opposmg elements" (p. 17). This perspective does 

not view tmth as fixed. It arises from and can be changed through further interactions 

with others and moments of exchange. 

Given Berlin's claim that his four approaches were written in response to faults he 

sees in frames like FuUcerson's, what is perhaps most interesting about Berlin's analysis 

is its similarities to Fulkerson's philosophies. Of the four approaches Berlin describes, 

three can be directly overlaid on Fulkerson's philosophies: Berlin's Neo-Aristotelians 

would take Fulkerson's rhetorical approach; Positivists/Current Traditionalists could 

easily adapt the rational emphasis and tmth-in-subject-matter approach of the ntimetic 

philosophy as well as the formalists' skUl development emphasis; Neo-

Platonists/Expressivists would clearly adopt Expressionist's pedagogy. The goals and 

objectives of each of these approaches or philosophies appear to be quite similar. 

Where Berlin differs from Fulkerson is his extension of the rhetorical philosophy 

into his New Rhetorician's pedagogy that he strongly attaches to social-epistemic 

rhetoric. FuUcerson's definition of the rhetorical approach appears to rather narrowly 

focus on audience and its effect on the shapmg of discourse whereas Berlin's New 

Rhetorician's pedagogy emphasizes the epistemic nature of social interactions between 

writer and reader. In other words, FuUcerson's rhetorical approach focuses on an 

audience's effect on a given text's production (its shaping of purpose, organization, or 
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development, for example) while Berlm's shifts the emphasis to the audience's role m the 

production of knowledge. The New Rhetorician's approach sees the writer as "creator of 

meaning and shaper of reality, rather than passive receptor of the mimutably given" (p. 

19). By applymg a social-epistemic pedagogy, Berlm argues, "we are teachmg a way of 

experiencmg the world, a way of ordermg and making sense of it" (p. 20). Because 

Berlin sees this ideology as a new way of thinkmg about pedagogy and its effects on 

student development, he readily admits that he prefers it because he believes it best 

serves the needs of students. 

In his last book. Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures: Refiguring College English 

Studies, Berlin (1996) argues even more strongly for the social-epistemic approach in 

composition studies. He further defmes social-epistemic rhetoric as a form of rhetoric 

that is self-reflexive and that is aware of its ideology. As such, it is not ideology-free; 

rather it is constantly re-examining its stance to determine how its ideology affects its 

social and political positioning. "Significantly," he writes, "it contains within it a Utopian 

moment, a conception of the good democratic society and the good Hfe for aU of its 

members. At the same time, it is aware of its historical contingency, of its limitations and 

incompleteness, remaining open to change and revision" (p. 81). A pedagogy based in 

social-epistemic rhetoric, consequently, would value multiple voices and tmths and 

provide students with opportunities to analyze documents to discover their ideologic 

stances and the impact of these stances on the writing. It would also provide students 

with educational opportunities to reposition themselves—to examme documents and theu-

own analyses of them from other stances— t̂o discover how their own positionings and 

ideologies have shaped their origmal analyses. Given these kinds of opportunities, Berlin 
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suggests that "students must come to see that the languages they are expected to speak, 

write, and embrace as ways of thinkmg and acting are never disinterested, always 

bringing with them strictures on the existent, the good, the possible, and the resuhmg 

regimes of power" (p. 93). 

In terms of its goals and objectives, then, a social-epistemic pedagogy would 

encourage students to recognize how their writmg reflects their own ideologic stances. It 

would also ask them to consider how their stances might affect their readers and their 

documents' purposes and effects. Such goals and objectives move beyond the clear and 

accurate writing of documents to a recognition and analysis of how these documents are 

shaped by their writers' ideologies. Goals and objectives such as these are, therefore, 

more complex and much more difficult to evaluate because they require students to 

perform meta-analysis of their work. No longer concerned with mechanical correctness 

or attention to form, the instmctor must find a way to gauge leaming that may or may not 

appear directly in students' final products. In fact, the successful evaluation of this 

written product may depend more on an accompanying document in which students 

reflect on what they have written, evaluate their stances, and explain why they took the 

approach to the document which they did. Through this reflection on their own writing 

and their discussion of their product, students thus demonstrate how well they have 

developed their metacritical analytical skiUs and how weU they will be able to 

incorporate what they have learned into future written documents. 
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HUlocks' Two Ways of Thinking and Teaching 

Unlike FuUcerson's and Berlin's pedagogical schemes. Hillocks (1999) develops 

his scheme from an empirical study of high school and two-year college composition 

mstmctors. He suggests that teachers' pedagogical stances can be reduced to two 

approaches: the^bjectiye^d the constmctive. He compares these two stances to 

Berlin's scheme and places three of Berlin's ideological approaches—^the Neo-

Aristotelian, the Current-Traditional, and the Neo-Platonic—within the objectivist 

category. The fourth approach—social-epistemic rhetoric—^he considers to be 

constmctive. 

Ahhough he uses fewer categories, HUlocks' analysis complicates Berlin's 

epistemological approach because he argues that instmctors' perceptions of students— 

either optimistic or pessimistic—affect their pedagogical stances. Optimistic instructors, 

who view their students and their students' abilities positively, are more likely to be 

constmctivists. Pessimistic instmctors with less favorable attitudes about their students' 

and their abilities are more lUcely to be objectivists. Furthermore, teachers' pedagogical 

stances also affect the kmds of activities they use to arrive at literacy goals and 

objectives. Objectivists teachers tend to use declarative instmctions (lecture, recitation, 

drill and practice) and more highly stmctured activities. They believe that they possess 

the knowledge students need to learn, and their job is to declare this knowledge to 

students. They tend to fragment the writmg task into building block modules and require 

students to accomplish simpler tasks first before moving onto more complex strategies. 

The most pesshnistic of objectivists may never move students beyond fundamental 

activities, simply because they doubt so strongly that students can competently perform at 
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even these low-level tasks. In his study. Hillocks found some instmctors m this categor\' 

who never allowed students to write more than a paragraph at a time, so pessimistic were 

they that their students could accomplish srniple writmg tasks. 

Constmctivist teachers, on the other hand, mtegrate different kinds of activities 

into their classes: they typically incorporate small group discussion and coUaboration into 

their daily plans. While objectivists tend to toaoh teU students what they need to know, 

constmctivists tend to show students how they can learn: "Listening to a lecture or 

reading about the content to be used m writing to show what one knows.. .entails 

declarative knowledge of substance" and is common among objectivist mstmctors (p. 

29). Constmctivists prefer "activities mvolvmg the manipulation and transformation of 

content for writmg" (p. 29). Constmctivist instmctors value student knowledge and 

typically require students to work collaboratively to constmct their own meanings from 

authentic writing tasks. They organize activities to engage students in their learning. "At 

the heart of [these activities] lies reflection of the highest order, reflection that involves 

knowledge of the students and what they can do, detailed knowledge of the learning task 

that is the goal, an openness to the myriad possibilities that might make the desired 

learning possible, and an abUity to imagme and evaluate what the consequences of any 

set of activities might be" (p. 123). These instmctors expect students to reflect, interact, 

and respond with and to each another. As students present their responses to the class m 

general, these instmctors often learn from and along with their students. 

Although Hillocks' two categories of pedagogical stances may seem overh 

simplified when compared to Fulkerson's and Bertin's, in fact, his frame is particularly 

helpful because it grows from his team's observation of teachers in action. \Miat 
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Hillocks' categories suggest is that when instructors view students less favorably, they 

tend to choose objectivist goals which focus on correctness and forms. When they view 

students more favorably, they are willing to engage them in activities which promote 

more fluid understandings of what it means to write, understandings which grow from 

experimentation and reflection upon writing. The goals and objectives of most writing 

courses. Hillocks' research strongly suggests, depend much upon how the instmctors of 

these courses view their students and what they can achieve. 

As pedagogical frameworks for writing instmction, all three of these frames are 

valuable because they approach pedagogical goals and objectives from different 

perspectives: 

• the teachers' emphasis on course content (Does she emphasize correctness and 

form, the writer's personal voice, sound reasorting and argumentation, or the 

document's affect on its audience?); 

• the teacher's ideological stance (How does she define tmth, and how can 

students fmd it?); or 

• the teacher's attitudes about students (Is the teacher optmtistic or pessimistic 

about her students' ability to learn, and how does this attitude affect her 

pedagogical goals?). 

The literacy goals and objectives of these perspectives vary widely, and the approach 

instmctors adopt appears to profoundly affect the goals they establish for their courses 

and the activities they use to develop or achieve these goals. 
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Technical Communication Pedagogical Frames 

First mfluenced indirectly by FuUcerson's and directly by Berlin's composition 

frames for classifying teachmg approaches or pedagogical stances, technical 

communication scholars have developed their own pedagogical frames. Classification 

criteria for these pedagogical frames, lUce those of rhetoric and composition theorists, 

have varied widely. These criteria vary from the earliest, which classified pedagogical 

stances according to instmctors' philosophical approaches (similar to Fulkerson and 

Berlin's criteria), to later frames which categorize stances by workplace literacies. When 

viewed historically, the five frames which I review in this section not only illustrate the 

increasing complexity of technical communication pedagogical goals but also the 

increasing importance of workplace and social context in relation to these goals. 

Blyler's Taxonomy of Pedagogical Approaches 

Claiming that the process and product approaches commonly used to distinguish 

pedagogical approaches are too simplistic, Blyler (1986) proposes a frame for technical 

communication pedagogy based on the heuristic for the writing act. Her resulting 

taxonomy includes three pedagogical approaches: form, content, and method. In her 

discussion, she relates each approach to its predominant theory and activities, and she 

evaluates each approach's strengths and weakness. Table 2.1 summarizes her taxonomy. 
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Table 2.1: Blyler's Pedagogical Approaches Taxonomy 

Approach 

Form 

Content 

Method 

Theory 

The modes: 
description, narration, 
exposition, and 
argumentation 

Discourse types based 
on communication 
triangle: expressive, 
persuasive, referential, 
and literary types. 

The writing process 

Sample Activities 

1. Write a narrative with 
ordered, chronological sequence 
of events 

2. Generate a sentence with a 
main clause and designated 
modifying phrases. 

1. Classify discourse by type 
and then type guidelines as 
students write 

2. Analyze writing situation 
before making writing decisions 

Follow the writing process to 
compose 

Evaluation 

Forms are easy to use and 
provide students with ready-
made answers to generic 
problem. They may, however, 
oversimplify writing task, and 
formulaic writing tasks, such 
as sentence generation, 
activities often do not relate 
directly to actual writing tasks. 

Types, like forms, may 
oversimplify writing task and 
reduce individuality. Also, the 
writing situatiwi analysis may 
confuse novice writers by 
giving them more information 
than they know what to do 
with. 

The process provides students 
with a method or set of 
instructions for writing tasks, 
but students may not 
recognize the recursiveness of 
the writing process. 

When compared to the rhetoricians' frames, these individual taxonomic categories 

appear to fall strongly in Hillock's objectivist, BerUn's Positivist/Current-Traditionalists, 

and FuUcerson's Formalist categories. The first two taxonomic categories (form and 

context) focus on forms or types while the last category (method) provides students with 

a fairly inflexible set of instmctions for writmg. The goals and objectives of any course 

with any one of these categories as central pedagogical value would primarily focus on 

product and method with very few opportunities, if any, for the social-epistemic approach 

or constmctive approach advocated by Berlm and Hillocks. 

Because she recognizes aU three of these categories' resident weaknesses, Blyler 

recommends that to improve technical communication instmction, instmctors should 
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combme all three heuristics into their instmction: "This combination of heuristics,'' she 

concludes, "serves to overcome the disadvantages mdividual heuristics may entail" (p. 

109). By suggestmg a combination approach, Blyler corrects what she sees as a common 

flaw in technical communication textbooks of the time— t̂hey rely too heavily on mode or 

discourse type organization. Her intention with this combined approach is to provide a 

more complex notion of the technical writing than might be found in any given textbook: 

and by recommending a hybrid approach, she appears to be correcting what she sees as 

weaknesses m a single heuristic approach. This taxonomy, however, does not go as far as 

to recommend an approach similar to Berlin's and Hillocks' later social-epistemic or 

constmctive approaches. 

Souther's Five Pedagogical Approaches 

Compared to Blyler's taxonomy. Souther's (1989) frame expands technical 

commurtication pedagogical approaches from three to five categories: language, rhetoric, 

product, process, and hybrid: 

The first approach sees effective use of language, grammar, and style as the focus 
for the technical writmg course; the second centers on rhetorical principles and 
modes of discourse; the third views technical writing as a series of different forms 
and products; the fourth teaches technical writing as a process that produces 
writing for different audiences; and the fifth combines these approaches into an 
integrated pattern, (p. 3) 

Souther's first four categories are quite similar to Fulkerson's categories as his defmitions 

illustrate. Unlike FuUcerson, however. Souther adds a fifth category—the hybrid—and 

views it as the most beneficial. Souther bases his appraisal of these approaches on a 

historical survey of textbooks, and he concludes that "today's authors blend the best 
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from each of these approaches into a use fill and functional approach that serves teacher 

and student alDce. Yet each is mdebted to those who came before" (p. 12). Like Blyler. 

he seems to support the hybrid or combmation approach as the most effective for 

technical communication instmction. 

ThraUs and Blyler's Social Theory Frame 

By the late 1980s and early 1990s, another theory—social theory—was 

introduced as a means for setting goals and stmcturing activities in the technical 

communication classroom. Workplace research revealed that professional communities 

frequently worked together in teams to produce writing and, in fact, much workplace 

writing was produced through some form of collaboration. Drawing on social theory to 

support their instmctional goals and activities, instmctors incorporated into their 

classrooms "techniques such as cases and collaboration, designed to give pedagogic 

shape to the connections social theory posits between communication and culture" 

(Thralls and Blyler, 1993, p. 249). As social theory research and application developed, 

ThraUs and Blyler argue, differences emerged m social theory perspectives. From these 

differences four socially based pedagogies emerged: social constmctionist, ideologic, 

social cognitive, and paralogic hermaneutic pedagogies. Table 2.2 briefly defmes each of 

these perspectives, describes its underlymg assumptions, states its pedagogic aim, and 

identifies common classroom practices associated with each perspective. 
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Table 2.2: Four Social Theories: Theu- Assumptions, Aims, and Classroom Practices 

Social Theory 

Social Constructionist 

Description 

Underlying 
Assumptions 

Pedagogic Aim 

Classroom Practices 

Ideologic 

Underlying 
Assumptions 

Pedagogic Aim 

Classroom Practices 

The key role discourse communities in writing 
The key role of discourse community members in developing writing conventions 

Student preparation for the discourse communities into which they seek to enter 
Student engagement "directly in the conversations of communities'" (251) 
Case studies 
Case construction 
Actual workplace-situated writing 
Peer review 
Co-authoring or team writing 

The key roles of discourse communities in developing conventions 
The importance of critique to identify the "link between community norms and 

authority structures" (254) 
Student preparation in the methods of resistance 
The emancipation of those who are disempowered or underprivileged 
Rhetorical analysis of discourse to identify the roles of norms and authority 

structures in establishing and maintaining power over the underprivileged. 
Computerized classroom settings "to foster more democratic social exchanges'' 

Social Cognitive 

Underlying 
Assumptions 

Pedagogic Aim 

Classroom Practices 

Paralogic Hermeneutic 

Underlying 
Assumptions 

Pedagogic Aim 

Classroom Practices 

The role of systems or norms in establishing communication and knowledge among 
group members 

Individual internalization of these norms or conventions 
The key role of these internalized patterns or schema in understanding 

communication 
Student awareness of conventions and norms 
Student adaptation of conventions or norms to particular writing situation 
Student negotiation of conventions and norm within the writing situation 
Reflection on writing process 
Modeling expert writer's strategies through use of heuristics, role play, or computer 

aids. 

• The key role of "on-the-spot interpretations people make" in the making of 
meaning (260). 
• The inability internalized schemes to structure language and make meaning 
• The uncodifiable and never systematic creation of meaning 
• Student awareness of the "external, social, interpretive, and unsystematic nature of 
communication interaction" (261) 
• Strategy development to help students better guess and negotiate another's 
communication strategies 
• Student understanding and development of open-ended dialogic processes that defy 
codification 
• Dialogic conversations 
• One-on-one teacher-student interactions to promote awareness of negotiations 
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Pedagogical aims and practices vary among these four pedagogies, although the 

first three pedagogies often complement each other. In fact, Blyler and ThraUs note, that 

the fourth—paralogic hermeneutic—has developed in contrast to the other three. 

Instmctors whose pedagogy was based upon social constmctivist, ideologic, and social 

cognitive would most lOcely have very different but oftentimes compatible goals and 

activities within their classrooms, but an mstmctor adopting a paralogic hermeneutic 

stance would hold a theoretical stance in almost direct opposition to mstmctors who held 

any of the other three. Further study, these authors suggest, is necessary before we can 

determine how well and even if these three social theories can work together. In their 

discussion of theoretical implications, Blyler and Thralls agree that social theories will 

continue to influence instmction in technical communication, but they do not suggest 

which of these theories' goals or objectives might work best within specific technical 

writing courses or speculate on how these theories have been incorporated into articles 

about technical communication instmction and textbooks commonly in technical 

communication courses. 

Because ThraUs and Blyler's four pedagogical categories are all derived from 

social theory approaches, they can most clearly be associated with Berlin's ideologic 

approach and HUlocks' constmctivist category. When seen in conjunction with Blyler's 

earlier taxonomy, the social theory frame incorporates Berlin's social-epistentic and 

Hillocks' constmctive categories. Describing their ideologic stance. Thralls and Blyler 

note Berlin's influence (as weU as that of Myers, Miller, and Trimbur, among others) as a 

composition scholar who first articulated this approach. 
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Smtilarly, the activities Hillocks associates with constmctivist mstmctors can 

easily be sub-classified usmg three of Thralls and Blyler's categories—social 

constmction, ideologic, and social cognitive approaches. Only the paralogic hermeneutic 

social pedagogy is without precedent m these rhetorical and composition models, 

although it may be linked with the expressivist approach because it relies so heavUy upon 

individual and personal mterpretation of meaning. 

Thompson's Competence versus Critique 

In her qualitative analysis of 96 articles about techitical communication 

instmction, Thompson (1996) found that these articles, written between 1990 and 1994 

and published m five different journals, typically advocated two primary goals for 

technical communication coursework: competence or critique. Communicative 

competence, as she defmes it, refers to leaming how to use language sanctioned by the 

workplace effectively, whereas social critique refers to learning ideological problem 

posing and critical reflection to bring about resistance to the status quo and an urge for 

social change. Instmctors who emphasize communicative competence aim to prepare 

their students for workplace success; those who emphasize social critique aim to prepare 

their students to resist and reform the current workplace culture (p. 49). 

Although Thompson found two primary goals discussed m the articles she 

surveyed, she discovered that the pedagogical approaches or perspectives taken to 

achieve these goals varied. She classified these perspectives into four groups: the 

functional (or workplace) perspective; the rhetorical perspective; the ideologic 

perspective; and the intercultural and feminist perspective. The fiinctional perspective 
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appeared m 72% of the articles, the rhetorical m 15%, intercultural and feminist m 9%, 

and the ideologic m 4% (p. 54). Subtopics m functional articles mcluded document 

design, hardware and software considerations, composing processes in the workplace, 

mterpersonal relationships m the workplace, ethics and gender issues, teaching methods 

and assignments. Rhetorical perspective subtopics included rhetoric for communicative 

competence, social change, and hermeneutics. Intercultural and feminist perspectives 

focused on cultural issues while ideologic perspectives discussed critical theory and its 

impact in the technical communication classroom. 

Separating these articles into perspectives was not always clear-cut, according to 

Thompson, because some articles that she classified into the rhetorical perspective and 

intercultural perspective might have been placed in the ideologic. While the author notes 

these overlapping interests, she does not explain fully why she placed articles into the 

categories she did. Consequently, while her frame points to interesting divisions within 

the discussion of pedagogical influences, not all articles fit neatly within a specific 

division. 

This overlappmg tendency seems to pomt to the hybrid or mixed nature of 

pedagogical approaches in technical communication instmction. The large number of 

articles that Thompson classifies as functional or workplace-oriented also demonstrates 

how closely instmction m technical communication remains to the workplace, where 

technical communication students wUl actually perform as professionals. Additionally, 

Thompson found that all of the articles were to some extent concerned with 

communicative competence: "All assumed that teachers of technical communication are 

responsible for helping students learn effective writing and speaking skills. Moreover, in 
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ahnost aU mstances, the articles reviewed...expressed the view that communication is a 

complex, transactional process with mearting constructed according to social and 

personal experiences of everyone mvolved" (p. 67). Yet Thompson found that authors 

typically did not agree on the stability of language and constmction of meaning, nor did 

they agree about the importance of mirroring the workplace in the technical 

communication classroom. Similarly, authors of articles which advocated social critique 

often held different views about how students would use critical practices in the 

workplace: they disagreed about how and to what extent the workplace might act as the 

site of reform. Despite these disagreements, however, technical communication 

instmction, m Thompson's survey, appears to be strongly influenced by the development 

of workplace literacies and practices, even if that instmction is directly related to what 

should not be replicated there. 

In comparison with the six other frames, Thompson's qualitative article analysis 

is significant because of its focus on competence and critique as pedagogical goals. She 

uses the terms "competence" and "critique" as metaphors for training in standard 

workplace practices and resistance to those practices. In the articles she reviewed, 

Thompson identified the competence goal (apparent in ahnost 87% of the articles) as 

achieved by two pedagogical approaches: the functional and the rhetorical. Blyler's 

form, content and method categories might also be mcluded as a competence approach as 

weU as Souther's rhetoric, product, and process approaches. These approaches are also 

similar to Fulkerson's rhetorical and Berlm's Neo-AristoteUan categories. Many of the 

articles also seemed to support competence leaming through social interactions, which 

corresponds to Blyler and Thralls' social pedagogical approaches. Thompson's stud\ 
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notes that all of the approaches in the competence articles were designed to help 

"students leam more effective their writing and speaking skills" and "expressed the view 

that communication is a complex, transactional process with meaning constmcted 

accordmg to the social and personal experiences of everyone mvolved. Advocacy for the 

windowpane view of language... and the Shannon-Weaver model of 

communication...was ahnost totally absent from the articles reviewed" (p. 67). 

Interestingly, by the 1990s, the formalist approach identified by FuUcerson, Berlin, and 

Souther has ahnost disappeared from pedagogical articles, even if it has not completely 

disappeared from textbooks, where it is frequently decentralized or marginalized in 

grammar and style appendices. 

The articles with critique as a goal were fewer in number (only 13% of those 

surveyed); their goal of social critique was delivered primarily through ideologic and 

intercultural and feminist approaches. Thompson directly associates these articles which 

focus on critical theory and ideologic stances (a focus which has appeared in both 

Berlin's and ThraUs and Blyler's frames as well). Her analysis of these articles suggests 

that these approaches and the critical goal they advocate are on the horizon of technical 

communication pedagogy, and she calls the intercultural or feminist approach "the 

bridging perspective" (p. 72), which can help to connect instmctors from both the 

competence and critique camps. 

In comparison to the previous technical communication frames, what 

distinguishes Thompson's work is her extensive qualitative analysis of 96 articles to 

generate the frame. She is the first of the technical communication scholars to base her 

frame so empirically on the literature of the field, and she is the fu-st to note the rising 
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significance of workplace literacies within technical communication pedagogy. Her final 

analysis also notes the field's mcreasing mterest in critical approaches. 

Meyer and Bernhardt's Workplace Skills Frame 

As Thompson's survey mdicates, technical communicators have tumed their 

instmctional focus increasingly to the workplace to identify skills and literacies graduates 

should possess upon entering the workforce. In some ways, this focal turn has taken 

technical communication instmction full circle, back to its earliest roots of providing 

literacy for working professionals. The complexity of workplace literacies has increased 

considerably, however, m the last century. To better understand how workplace literacies 

have changed over the last century and to project how these Hteracies wUl continue to 

change, several recent articles have addressed present and future workplace literacy 

needs. 

Perhaps the most extensive discussion of English studies and workplace literacies 

is Garay and Bemhardt's (1997) Expanding Literacies: English Teaching and the New 

Workplace. In this edited coUection, the collection's authors argue that English studies, 

and by extension technical communication courses, must become the site of muhiple and 

varied literacy education. They base thek argument on the needs of the new workplace, 

which they defme by referring to several government studies, mcluding the 1990 U.S. 

Labor Department's Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS). 

SCANS was charged with identifymg the necessary literacy skills of workers at the 

beginning of the 21'* century. The SCANS report identifies five competencies and three 

foundational personal qualities that all workers should possess: the abilities to use 
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resources, mterpersonal skills, mformation, systems, and technology; the foundational 

personal qualities mclude the basic skills of readmg, writmg, and mathematics; thinkmg 

skUls; and personal qualities such as self-esteem, sociability, and mtegrity (p. 24). Many 

of these competencies and skills. Expanding Literacies' auXhors argue, can be promoted 

m the technical communication classroom, where workplace issues are often the focus of 

classroom mstmction. Basic skills such as readmg and writing competencies have been 

traditionaUy taught in these courses, but m addition to these basic skills, students can also 

gain other competencies: for example, resource competencies can be gained through 

project management activities; mterpersonal skills through coUaborative and team 

projects; information skUls through research-oriented writing that requires students to 

gather data, analyze it, and interpret and evaluate their findings; systems skills through an 

understanding of organizational communication; and technology skills through the use 

and understanding of various equipment and tools to produce documents. The technical 

communication course with its hybrid goals seems ready-made for such instmction, with 

many of these competencies already an active part of courses' instmctional designs. 

This argument for muhiple and expandmg literacies is further supported in two 

recent collections on technical communication pedagogy: Stuart Selber's (1997) 

Computers and Technical Communication: Pedagogical and Programmatic Perspectives 

and Katherme Staples and Cesar Omatowski's (1997) Foundations for Teaching 

Technical Communication: Theory, Practice and Program Design. Selber's collection 

mcludes articles on such diverse topics as hypertext, legal and ethical realities, visual 

literacy, social theory, and electronic communities and collaboration. Similarly. Staples 

and Omatowski's collection mcludes chapters about teaching rhetorical principles. 
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organizational communication, gender issues, multicultural issues, critical analysis of 

technologies, and media and visual design literacies. 

In Staples and Omatowski's collection, one article, in particular, deals specifically 

and directly with workplace literacies and provides a useful frame for classifymg these 

literacies: Meyer and Bemhardt's (1997) "Workplace Realities and the Technical 

Communication Curriculum: A CaU for Change." Drawmg upon both private and 

governmental research, Meyer and Bernhardt suggest that workplace literacies can be 

classified into six skills: basic readmg and writmg, behavioral and social, personal 

development, interpersonal, adaptive readmg and writing, and technological.^ 

In their classification of workplace literacies, basic reading and writing skills 

retum instmction to the formal skills individuals possess and use when they read and 

produce documents at work. These skills are expanded and enhanced, however, when 

employees use adaptive reading and writing skills, which allow them to vary their reading 

strategies (to scan, skim, or delve into reading selections as necessary), to create 

boilerplate documents, and to use information legally and ethically. Behavioral and 

social skills, and interpersonal skills are closely related since both are exhibited when an 

employee works with others. Employees use behavioral and social skills when they 

accept and give feedback and when they adopt and employ a strong work ethic to achieve 

^ In Meyer and Bemhardt's article as well as in Expanding Literacies, the term "skills" appears 
frequently to describe the literacies possessed by the successful 21" century worker, probably because the 
authors borrowed the term from the government reports they cite. For this reason. 1 also have used "skills" 
frequently in this section, although the term connotes simpler or less vibrant goals than the literacies the 
authors describe within their works. 
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a goal or make a decision. They use mterpersonal skills when they work with others to 

negotiate conflicts and perform on teams. Additionally, personal development comes 

mto play m smiilar workplace situations when an employee exhibits self-motivation or 

employs leadership with others. Fmally, employees must be able to use technological 

skills, which allow them to work with mformation, technology, and systems. As defmed 

by Meyer and Bernhardt, literacies are multiple and diverse. No longer are the basic 

literacies of readmg and writmg enough for technical communication coursework. 

Meyer and Bemhardt's workplace skUls or literacies frame does not directly 

mention pedagogical approaches, although a number of pedagogical approaches might 

easily support such literacy instmction. All of these literacies would seemingly fall into 

either Thompson's functional and rhetorical categories. Basic skills seem closely tied to 

formalist approaches while adaptive reading and writing skills expand these basics with 

more rhetorical, social and ethical instmction. Using boilerplates and templates in 

writing as well as fair use mles might be included in these approaches. Behavioral or 

social skUls and interpersonal skiUs might be learned through Blyler and Thrall's social 

approaches, and personal and work ethics could be learned through many approaches, 

including Berlin's and Blyler and Thralls's ideologic. To gam technological skills, as 

Meyer and Bernhardt defme them, students would need to understand not only how to 

use technologies but also understand the social, organizational, and systemic nature of 

these technologies. Like other skills in this frame, technological literacy could best be 

developed through a combmation of pedagogies. In fact, to achieve ahnost all of these 

workplace literacies, a single pedagogical approach seems untenable. What is needed, 

Meyer and Bemhardt's frame suggests, is an approach that allows instmctors to use a 
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variety of approaches, as Blyler, Souther, and Thompson suggest, to achieve the muhiple 

literacies now necessary for workplace success. 

Summary and Trend Analvsis 

This review has revealed three hnportant trends in pedagogical approaches and 

goals. (Table 2.3 summarizes the pedagogical frames.) One trend is an mcreased 

emphasis on cuhural awareness and cultural critique. In the technical communication 

frames, this trend points to another: reflective practice or the use of critique specifically 

as a tool for understanding the workplace cuhure and writing produced within it. A third 

trend suggests that workplace writers need a repertoire of complex and interrelated skills. 

Technical communication pedagogical goals, consequently, have increased m complexity 

to provide this repertoire. This increasing complexity has left technical communication 

mstmctors without a frame that incorporates all pedagogical goals and pomts to a need 

for a new frame that articulates the complex goals of current technical communication 

instmction. 
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Increased Emphasis on Cultural Awareness and Critique 

Historically, composition courses developed as a course to build writmg skills m 

academically illiterate students. The basic composition course thus developed, accordmg 

to Susan Miller's (1991) Textual Carnivals, to educate academically unskilled first-year 

students in the basic literacies for success ui higher education. To educate the 

academically unskilled, these early courses focused on formalist writmg instmction that 

few students could master. Instmctors of these courses became academic gate-keepers 

while their courses, consequently, became the site of failure for many students. Driven 

by higher education requirements for minimum writing skills, composition course goals 

were constmcted to produce students who could read and write appropriately in academic 

cultures and to wmnow out and discard those students who could not perform. At the 

same time, early courses focused on mechanical correctness and later modes of discourse, 

rather than practical forms of writuig. Such uistmction. Miller (1991) argues, established 

composition "as a consciously selected menu to test students' knowledge of graphic 

conventions, to certify theh propriety, and to socialize them mto good academic 

manners" (p. 66). 

The frames of FuUcerson, BerUn, and HUlocks aU pomt to this heritage with their 

formalist, current-traditional, and objectivist categories, and the history of technical 

communication mstmction ftarther mdicates that m its mfancy. technical communication 

pedagogy strongly focused its attention on matters of mechanical correctness and 

formalist conventions. In recent years, this practice has changed with the mtroduction of 

critical theory and cultural studies (Miller, 1991; Berlm, 1996). Berlm's preferred 

ideologic pedagogy as well as Hillocks' preferred constmctive pedagogv point to this 
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change and to these scholars' preference for such instmction. Thompson's fmdmg that 

ahnost none of the pedagogical articles m her study valued formalist uistmction and her 

fmduig that pedagogical articles with a cultural focus were mcreasmgly present mdicate 

that this type of mstmction is growmg m popularity m the technical communication field 

as well. 

Reflective Practice 

Since its mception, technical writing courses have been driven by workplace 

needs and cries for reform. From the beginnmg, technical communication mstmctors 

have felt the need to respond to the professions into which their students go. The frames 

of Blyler and Souther as weU as the social theories frame of Thralls and Blyler 

demonstrate the unportance of technical communication students learning workplace 

writing conventions, styles, and forms; recognizing and applying effective rhetorical 

strategies; and understandmg the key role of social interactions within the workplace. 

Yet later frames (Thralls and Blyler; Thompson; and Meyer and Bernhardt) also 

advocate reflective thinking that resists some workplace practices. The authors of these 

frames often cite Carolyn Miller's work (1989). She wamed the profession about makuig 

alliances that bmd technical communication departments too tightly to practice and 

useflihiess: "In its eagerness to be useful— t̂o students and to their future employees— 

technical writing has sought a basis m practice, a basis that is problematic" (p. 17). 

Especially concerned about academic/mdustry alliances because she sees mformation 

flowmg in only one direction—from mdustry to academia—Miller contmues: 
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This discourse is mfected by the assumptions that what is common practice is 
useful and what is useful is good. The good that is sought is the good of an 
existmg mdustry or profession, whh existmg stmctures and functions. For the 
most part, these are tied to private mterests, and to the extent that educational 
programs are based on existing nonacademic practices—they do mdeed make their 
facuhies and their students "more responsive tools." (p. 21) 

To counter what she sees as a movement towards makmg students "tools" for 

mdustry production. Miller proposes that technical communication curriculum be based 

in praxis, or reflective practice. A curriculum based m praxis would teach exemplary 

methods or practices from mdustry but, at the same tune, would also teach critical 

thinkmg skUls that promote reflection on and analysis of these methods to prevent blind 

replication of the status quo: "We ought not, in other words, simply design our course 

and curricula to replicate existing practices, taking them for granted and seekmg to make 

them more efficient on their own terms, making our students 'more valuable to industry'; 

we ought instead to question those practices and encourage our students to do so too" (p. 

23). Miller's arguments encapsulate the caU from more critical or ideologic instmction m 

technical communication curricula. While technical communication scholars cannot 

deny the mfluence of workplace practice, neither they nor their students should 

uncritically accept these practices as exemplary. Instead, technical communication 

students, this trend suggests, must learn to reflect upon these practices and decide when 

to conform and when to resist. 

The Increasing Complexity of Frames 

Considermg the technical communication frames as a whole, another noticeable 

trend is the mcreasmg complexity of pedagogical approaches. Withm the twelve years 
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between publication dates of Blyler's (1986) taxonomy and Meyer and Bemhardt's 

(1997) workplace literacies frame, the complexity of teachmg approaches necessary to 

achieve these pedagogical goals has mcreased dramatically. If current pedagogical 

scholars are on target, mstmctors can no longer sunply provide students with 

opportunities to discuss form, discourse types, or the writmg process. These discussions 

must be supplemented with activities that promote collaborative team-buildmg skills and 

technology use and critique. The workplace, as we move toward globalization, also 

requires students to develop muhicuhural awareness and skills for communicatmg with 

diverse audiences who look, speak, and think differently than they do. Yet the workplace 

literacies movement may not hold the answer to aU technical communication students' 

literacy needs. Missmg from this model are key considerations like rhetorical literacy 

and reflective practice developed through critical and ethical literacy, two key literacies 

which scholars like Miller admonish mstmctors not to forget as essential in student 

instmction. 

The Need For A New Frame 

Technical communication has yet to develop a frame that fully articulates the 

curriculum currently advocated by our best thinkers and writers. While the eight frames 

reviewed here touch upon key components of current technical communication 

instmction, no single frame incorporates all of these components mto one stmcture. A 

new frame that mtegrates these components would need to mclude diverse mstmction 

ranging from the ancient art of rhetoric to the most contemporary of technologies. 
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Included m it would also be strategies for critiqumg the workplace and workmg withm h 

for positive change. 

In addition, a new frame must be flexible and allow some overlappmg, but its 

categories should not be philosophically opposed to one another. As Fulkerson, Berlm, 

and ThraUs and Blyler suggest, some pedagogical philosophies are sunply not 

compatible. For example, paralogic hermeneutic social theory exists m diametrical 

opposition to other social theories m Thrall and Blyler's social frame. Its activities 

cannot, by definition, be employed with activities that promote social constmction, 

ideologic, or social cognitive skills. A new frame's categories would need to be 

compatible, fluid, and interrelated, to some extent, so that activities that develop from one 

category might be enhanced or supported by learning from another. In addition, this new 

frame must be flexible enough that instmctors can adopt it and employ it for a variety of 

courses within a program of study smce no single course could or should ever be 

expected to produce multiply literate students in one semester. For this reason, the goals 

of this new frame might better be described as mterwoven or layered rather than 

separately achieved by each of its categories. In response to this need for a framework 

that mcorporates such pedagogical goals, my next chapter proposes and outlines such a 

frame for layered literacies. 
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CHAPTER in 

A LAYERED LITERACIES PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH 

FOR TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION 

As we move mto the twenty-fust century, it seems clear that technical 

commurtication students must possess multiple literacies to be successful m the dynamic 

workplaces they will soon enter and to allow them to reflect upon their workplace 

practices and act to unprove them. Students' future needs for these multiple literacies are 

apparent regardless of theu* mtentions to become professionals who write (and thus 

technical communication service course students) or writing professionals (technical 

communication majors). Although pedagogical goals for service courses and courses for 

majors may vary, students' underlymg needs for multiple literacies will not. As Chapter 

II has shown, anyone who presumes to use language for workplace tasks and problem-

solving wiU need literacies beyond the formal ones that were once traditionally and 

historically the center of technical communication instmction. Although one course may 

not be expected to produce muhiply literate students, even service courses should at least 

introduce students to the variety of Hteracies necessary to be competent communicators 

smce communication is viewed as such a critical component of 21̂ * century workplace 

success. In this chapter, I propose a pedagogical frame for technical communication 

defmed m terms of sbc key literacies—basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, social, and 

technological. These literacies are a synthesis of the categories and goals described m 

Chapter II. 
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As a guidmg metaphor m this frame, I have chosen to employ the unage of 

"layered literacies," a term I have borrowed from Billie J. Wahlstrom's (1997) "Teachmg 

and Leammg Communities: Locatmg Literacy, Agency, and Authority m a Digital 

Domam." LUce Wahlstrom, I use the term "literacies" as a broad designator for the 

multiple ways people use language m producmg mformation, solvmg problems, and 

critiqumg practice. Historically, these ways were defmed m functional terms; but more 

recently, as my review has shown, the literacies expected of students as they enter the 

workplace are now multiple and complex. To provide students with these literacies, 

program directors and instmctors m technical communication have moved to meet 

changing needs, although, as Wahlstrom notes, shifting programmatic emphases from 

functional literacy to broader, layered literacy conceptualization has been slow in 

coming: 

Too oft en... technical communication educators have abdicated the larger 
obligation to help students become responsible citizens and ethical workers m 
favor of focusing on smaller topics such as teaching the skills sets our graduates 
need to get successful jobs. We have opted for programs that develop functional 
literacy instead of designing tme teaching and leaming environments that enable 
students to build layered literacies. Functional literacy may help our students to 
get jobs, but in this era only a broader set of literacies will enable students to 
develop fully as competent communicators, ethical agents of change, and engaged 
citizens, (pp. 129-30) 

In summarizing her vision of technical communication programs that nurture these new 

literacies, Wahlstrom contmues: "The goal, then, must be to design teachmg and leammg 

communities that enable students to learn effective message makmg m an envhonment 

that fosters m them a sense of connectedness and responsibility as it empowers them to 

use their skUls as agents of change" (p. 140). Such leammg communities can be 

developed if technical communication mstmctors "take care to design programs that 
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provide a layered approach to literacy, givmg students the opportunities to master skills 

as well as the chance to develop a sense of agency and ethical action" (p. 144). 

The layered quality of these literacies is especially important because rarely do 

technical communication mstmctors teach mdividual literacies m isolation. As Kmneavy 

(1971) noted m ^ Theory of Discourse, pure discourse is uncommon; so too are techitical 

communication mstmctors' pedagogical goals mfrequently designed to promote a smgle 

or pure literacy goal. In fact, they may often fmd that the mtegrity of theu pedagogical 

goals is directly tied to activities designed to promote more than one literacy at a time. 

This multiplicity is most probably a resuh of technical communication's workplace 

discourse model, where language is complex and mtricately interwoven mto aU work 

from team negotiations to individual task instmction and performance. For this reason, m 

contrast to Kinneavy's and Fulkerson's (1979) admonitions that overlappmg categories 

may be pedagogically dangerous, technical communication pedagogy has more often 

than not mixed, hybridized, or overlapped its mstmctional strategies to promote, 

strengthen, and encourage the development of muhiple Hteracies in technical 

communication students. 

Six Lavered Literacies 

Although these literacies are rarely taught alone, m this section, I will defme each 

literacy mdividually. Withm each defmition, I will identify each literacy's key goals and, 

through literature review, provide justification for its mclusion m technical 

communication curricula. In later chapters, I will demonstrate how this frame can be 

used to describe the onlme curriculum used in my study and suggest that onlme learning 
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envuonments and the literacy tools uicorporated mto them, like theu- onsite counterparts, 

must be designed to promote the literacies valued by mstmctors, their departments, and 

theu fields. 

Basic Lheracy 

The most basic and earliest of literacy goals m technical communication 

instmction was leammg to communicate well and clearly. Six of the eight previously 

reviewed frames included categories related to basic language literacies: FuUcerson's 

(1979) formalist, Berlm's (1982) current-traditional/positivist, HUlocks' (1999) objective. 

Souther's (1989) language. Thralls and Blyler's (1993) social constmction and social 

cognitive, and Meyer and Bemhardt's (1997) basic skills categories aU relate to students' 

abilities to use grammar, punctuation, and mechanics in their written projects as well as 

to understand genre conventions and page design requirements. Yet emphasis placed on 

these skUls varies whhin these frames: The formaUst, current traditional/positivist, and 

objective categories place formal literacy as the chief goal of writmg instmction to the 

detriment of other types of learning while the other frames see formal skills as one of 

many a writer must possess. 

Historically, basic literacy—defmed origmally as the ability to read and write— 

was the foremost and sometunes only pedagogical goal of early technical writmg classes. 

"Most of the new courses m English for engmeermg...did not emphasize general 

education or busmess prose, but instead taught basic writmg skUls and engmeermg 

formats" (Adams, 1993, p. 136). These courses were auned to teach rismg professionals 

to write clearly and accurately, and the textbooks written to teach their students reflected 
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this focus: Business English: Principles and Practice, published m 1916 and co-authored 

by George Hotchkiss and Celia Arm Drew, considered the 5C's—completeness, 

consideration, clarity, courtesy, and correctness—as the most basic principles of busuiess 

writmg (Adams, 1993, p. 143). UntU World War II, this view of busmess writing as the 

application of formal mles, principles, and forms dominated the field. 

As technical writmg's student populations became more diverse and included 

students from many disciplines, not just engineermg, some instmctors speculated that 

pedagogical goals that focused solely on mles and forms were no longer sufficient to 

meet all theu students' needs. One of the consequences of this increased student 

diversity was technical writmg's mability to defme itself by subject matter or form 

(Harris, 1997, p. 57). As a resuh, technical writmg moved to a more formal defmition 

based on "clarity, precision, and efficiency" (p. 59). Technical writers were taught with 

these goals m ntind and told to mauitam an objective stance toward their subject; their 

language was perceived as a wmdowpane, according to Miller (1979), through which 

scientific tmth could be viewed. The more accurate and precise the word choice and 

sentence stmcture, the more clearly the tmth could be seen through the windowpane 

language. 

A similar pedagogical stance held when mstmctors taught students about 

document design and graphical representations m technical communication documents. 

Conventions and mles for document design and graphics governed how documents 

looked and how data was represented graphically. The resuh of this mle-governed 

approach to basic literacy was a narrow view of writmg conducted solely through 

accordance to rules and prmciples of grammar, mechanics, style guides, generic forms, 
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and document design guidelmes. Restrictmg literacy to such codified skiUs and forms, 

consequently, denied the significance of audience, discourse communities, and social 

contexts upon writers' choices. It also limited students' abilities to solve writmg 

problems because solutions were so narrowly defmed. 

In terms of workplace literacy, limitmg literacy skills to basic readmg and writmg 

strategies and formal graphic design may resuh m even more serious consequences. In 

the emergmg electronic workplace, accordmg to Zuboff (1984), employees will no longer 

sunply "act on" mformation but "act v^th" it. "Actmg-on" is action-oriented and skUls 

mtensive work, which could easily be associated with formal knowledge of language and 

writmg stmctures; "actmg with," m contrast, mvolves "learning, coordmatmg, and 

communicatmg within a web of complex human relations" (pp. 174-5). "Acting-with" 

knowledge is more than know-how; it is, instead, responding to and thinkmg about, or as 

Zuboff calls these types of thinking, the use of "intellective skills" (p. 95-6). Intellective 

skills cannot be learned or developed from rote memorization of mles and principles, nor 

are they taught with top-down instmction in mles and principles. Instead inteUective 

skills are gained from active and dynamic constmction of meaning from particular 

situations and texts. In the new workplace envisioned by Zuboff, "work is, in a large 

measure, the creation of meaning, and the methods of work involve the application of 

mtellective skills to data" (p. 394). 

If Zuboff s vision of the emerging electronic workplace is accurate, is there then a 

place for formal or basic literacy in technical communication instmction? Thralls and 

Blyler's frame suggests that perhaps there is, but the place for such Hteracy mstmction is 

probably not at the heart of pedagogical goals, as a formal set of mles and principles to 
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which a writer or document designer must adhere at any cost. Instead, theu frame 

suggests how formal or basic literacies can be layered mto and with social literacy goals. 

For example, students might learn wrhmg conventions as norms of discourse 

communities (social constmction) or as schemas or stmctures of mental models (social 

cogrtition). Word choice and usage, as components of basic literacy, could be folded mto 

cuhurally focused discussions of gender, muhicultural, and disability issues. Other usage 

considerations could also be layered with rhetorical literacy goals: knowledge of the 

audience's expectations for written or graphic conventions and forms can assist the writer 

in making decisions about word choice, style, genre, and pictorial illustrations. Critical 

reading skills—"to be able to fmd the location within the document that pertains to 

current information needs," "to interpret the data or trends displayed and adjust .. .work 

procedures accordingly," "to read from a computer screen"—can also be layered with 

rhetorical and social literacies (Robinson, 1998, pp. 110-1). 

Layered with other literacies, basic literacy in reading, writmg, and graphic design 

becomes a method for gathering information more efficiently; makmg appropriate reader-

based decisions about data presentation, document form, and document constmction; 

engagmg readers through effective and appropriate reader-based writmg techniques; and 

respondmg to and within complex writmg situations. That writers should be able to make 

mformed decisions about their usage, grammar, mechanics, styles, and graphic 

representations based on their knowledge of their readers and writmg situations and be 

able to adjust their reading for different purposes are the goals of a layered formal or 

basic Hteracy. Students should be able to "act with" the knowledge they possess about 

their audiences, purposes, and writmg shuations to make good choices: they should not 
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sunply "act on" theu understandmg of rule-based grammatical systems and forms. 

Lunitmg basic literacy mstmction to mles and templates lessens its value and dunmishes 

its mstmctional effectiveness, but layermg it with other literacy mstmction may better 

situate its necessity m students' muids and writmg practices. Additionally, by layermg 

formal or basic literacy pedagogical goals with those of other literacies, mstmctors may 

discover fresh ways to provide such instmction to students. 

Rhetorical Literacy 

Of the eight frames reviewed in the last chapter, four (Fulkerson, 1979; Berlm, 

1982; Souther, 1989; Thompson, 1996) directly identify rhetorical pedagogical 

approaches to teaching writmg. Shapmg documents for various audiences and situations 

is the goal of three (Fulkerson, Berlin, Souther) of these approaches while Berlin's New 

Rhetorical approach includes an added ability to recognize ideological stances and their 

effects on audience, purpose, and situation. In this frame, rhetorical literacy synthesizes 

these approaches. It specifically refers to these skUls: 

• An awareness of the one's own ideological stance as well as the given 
audience's stance(s) 

• An understanding of the audience's role m shaping effective discourse 
• The development of analytical skills for identifymg and respondmg to the 

audience m terms of the communication's purpose and the writmg situation 
• The critical selection of mventional strategies considering audience, purpose, 

and writing situation 
• The successful implementation of these strategies in order to achieve 

communicative purpose(s) 

Clearly a number of these objectives overlap with other literacies, particularly social and 

critical literacies. Social literacy obviously plays a key role ui the professional 

communicator's ability to shape effective discourse, choose inventional strategies, and 
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implement these strategies as documents or communications are shaped. Sunilarl\. 

critical literacy is necessary for professional communicators to recognize their own 

ideological stances as well as their audience's; critical literacy can also assist m the 

selection and implementation of mventional strategies. The unportance of knowuig and 

responding to an audience's beliefs or ideologic stances, accordmg to rhetorical theorists 

as early as Aristotle, is a defming component of rhetoric. For this reason, critical and 

rhetorical Hteracies often are layered when instmctors talk to students about their 

audiences for any given work. These examples of overlap further point to the need for a 

layered literacy approach in technical communication mstmction. While such overlap 

makes the definition of rhetorical literacy somewhat messy and blurs the distinction 

between literacy categories, it is nevertheless necessary because without this overlap the 

power of rhetorical literacy is limited and reduced to exercises in audience analysis. 

Adapting a broader and sometimes literacy-overlapping definition of rhetorical 

literacy requires students to understand and be able to analyze, evaluate, and employ 

various mventional and writmg strategies based upon their knowledge of audience, 

purpose, writing situation, research methods, genre, style, and delivery techniques and 

media. It offers no exact formulas for devising solutions to writmg challenges; rather it 

strives to develop m students a fluid set of skills and reflective practices which might be 

employed successfully given any audience, purpose, or writuig situation. In other words, 

these skills should provide students with the tools to create and shape mearting within the 

contexts of their audience, purpose, and writmg situation as opposed to reporting 

accurately an externally defmed meaning, whatever the context. 
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As a goal of technical communication instmction, this defmition of rhetorical 

literacy closely parallels the field's research mterest m how scientists actually work. Two 

publications have been specifically credited with initiatmg this mterest: Thomas Kuhn's 

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) and J.D. Watson's The Double Helix 

(1968). In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1962) argues that scientific 

discoveries do not progress luiearly and objectively; mstead they resuh from an 

evolutionary movement produced by scientific revolutions (or paradigm shifts). This 

evolutionary movement is not necessarily a movement toward progress but a re-

envisionmg of science to suit or fit better the questions concerning scientists of a 

particular place and time. Kuhn writes: "Observation and experience can and must 

drastically restrict the range of admissible scientific belief, else there would be no 

science. But they cannot alone determine a particular body of such belief An apparently 

arbitrary element, compounded of personal and historical accident, is always a formative 

mgredient of the beliefs of a given scientific community at a given time" (p. 4). Kuhn's 

thesis suggests that scientific discoveries are not produced solely through careful 

attention to defmed, objective scientific methods; instead they are situated and mvented, 

govemed by paradigms of beliefs or ideologies that must be shifted in order for 

"scientific revolutions" to take place. In other words, the study of science is both situated 

and rhetorical. 

In support of this view of scientific study, Watson's (1968) Double Helix 

documents the rhetorical decisions he and his coUeague Francis Crick made when they 

discovered the molecular structure of DNA and announced their discovery. Double 

Helix, accordmg to Halloran (1978), illustrates the hnportant role the rhetoric of science 
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played m this discovery and announcement: "the pubHc image of the scientist—what a 

classical rhetorician would call his ethos—is that of a dispassionate, dismterested tmth-

seeker, and the conventions of technical writmg are designed to preserve such an image, 

however deceptive. The Double Helix exposed this image of the dispassionate, 

dismterested scientist as somethmg of an unposture" (p. 72). Although many m the 

scientific community responded harshly to Watson's re-envisioning of scientists and their 

methods, the view that science itself is an argument among scientists has prevailed. 

Considermg scientists and their pursuits and discoveries m terms of their rhetorical 

choices, consequently, has affected how technical communicators do their jobs. It 

opened their eyes to the possibilities of theu own applications of rhetorical theory. 

Many scholars have explored these rhetorical applications, specifically in 

scientific writmg (e.g., Bazerman, 1983; Selzer, 1993), but one of the earliest and perhaps 

the most articulate of arguments for the incorporation of rhetorical theory into technical 

communication curricula is Carolyn Miller's (1979) "A Humanistic Rationale for 

Technical Writmg." In "A Humanistic Rationale," Miller argues that scientists write 

withm communities as do technical writers; consequently, she argues, we should teach 

students to be rhetorically literate so they can function and communicate effectively 

withm these communities. To teach rhetorical literacy, she suggests the foUowmg 

approach: "Our teachmg of writmg should present mechanical rules and skills agamst a 

broader understandmg of why and how to adjust or violate the mles, of the social 

implications of the roles a wrhers casts for hunself or herself and for the reader, and of 

the ethical repercussions of one'swords" (pp. 116-7). 
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As a focal pomt for technical communication mstruction, advocates of rhetorical 

literacy, such as Miller, often contrast hs value with more formal or mstrumental 

approaches to wrhmg mstruction. In the 1980s, other rhetorical literacy advocates argued 

that "wrhuig is not mle govemed but determined by the rhetorical shuation of wrher, 

audience, and subject matter" (Odell and Goswami, 1983, p. 20). By this reasoning, 

writmg is not a fixed process but a dynamic one. Rhetorical Hteracy allows writers to 

adjust theu documents to suh or fit best the audience and wrkuig situation or context in 

which or to which they fmd themselves writing. To view writing as fixed or static, 

according to another rhetorical advocate, reduces the writer's choices whereas a 

rhetorical approach provides the writer whh a more versatile and flexible approach to an 

assignment (Mitchell and Smith, 1989). In the 1990s, the rhetorical versus mstrumental 

debate contuiued to be waged whh proponents of instmmental discourse arguuig that a 

curriculum entuely focused on rhetorical pruiciples loses sight of practical busmess 

matters driven by commerce, uicluding resource management, cost estunation, and 

standards creation (Moore, 1996). InstrumentaHsts argued that these considerations are 

just as hnportant as rhetorical ones; but as the decade progressed, even their arguments 

seemed to soften. No longer do these mstmmentahsts propose a complete break whh 

rhetorical education. Rather they suggest that practical matters must accompany 

rhetorical considerations hi technical communication curricula. The unportance of 

rhetorical Hteracy has thus gamed strength desphe our pedagogical debates, and we seem 

to have reached consensus that rhetorical Hteracy is a key component of technical 

communication instmction. 
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Considermg hs agreed-upon key role hi technical communication mstmction, how 

then might we identify rhetorical Hteracy m our students' work? Most mstmctors would 

agree that rhetorical Hteracy emerges from students' awareness of and abihty to emplo\ 

rhetorical theory m theu own wrhmg shuations. The foundation of rhetorical Hterac\ — 

hs five canons: uivention, arrangement, style, delivery, and memory—are the basis for 

rhetorical decision-makmg and problem-solvmg. Students who possess rhetorical 

Hteracy can use these canons to create documents appropriate for different purposes, 

audiences, and wrhmg shuations. The canon of mvention provides students with a 

foundation for identifymg theu document's purpose and hs audience and for discovermg 

strategies for best conveying theu document's purpose to theu audience. To successfully 

identify audience and purpose, students must also be able to use organizational 

knowledge and research strategies to determine how organizational constraints may affect 

theu audience's receptiveness and shape theu document's purpose. Skillful use of 

research strategies additionally assists students in gathering, analyzing, and interpreting 

data included in their documents and provides students whh opportunities to manage 

complex information stmctures in order to create a persuasive and argumentatively sound 

document. Rhetorical Hteracy can also be identified when students choose appropriate 

genres, organizational schemas, and graphical displays for theu documents. They can 

demonstrate h when they make style choices whhin theu documents and as they make 

graphic choices supportmg theu arguments. Because h affects so many decisions wrhers 

make, rhetorical Hteracy is most often viewed as a muhi-faceted knowledge that allows 

wrhers to conceptualize and shape documents whatever their specific purpose or 

audience. 
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Social Literacy 

Like rhetorical Hteracy, social Hteracy frequently appears m the eight pedagogical 

frames reviewed hi the last chapter. Four (Thralls and Blyler, 1993; Thompson, 1996; 

Meyer and Bernhardt, 1997; HUlocks, 1999) of the eight frames identify various forms of 

social literacy. From Hillocks' (1999) constmctive approach m which students create 

meanuig through stmctured activhies to Meyer and Bemhardt's (1997) emphasis on 

employees' abilhies to work well whh others, to act as leaders, and to participate m work 

groups and on teams, these authors suggest that social Hteracy begins in the classroom 

and extends to the workplace. Social literacy as a component of technical 

communication instruction, consequently, has gamed prominence as a resuh of both 

theoretical and practical workplace-shuated arguments. These two threads have 

demonstrated the crucial role social skUls play m technical communicators' success as 

members of organizational teams. As identified by Meyer and Bernhardt, among the 

most hnportant of these social skills is the abihty to collaborate and work well whh 

others. 

Collaboration, as a component of the wrhmg process, fust appeared m Aristotle's 

work. Both Aristotle and crhics of his work (e.g.. Gage, 1984) have defmed dialectic 

rhetoric as a collaboration or interchange between rhetors and theu audiences. In The Art 

of Rhetoric (Aristotle, 1984), Aristotle defmes rhetoric as a method of identifymg the best 

means available to persuade a given audience at a given tune. The rhetor is always 

mvolved m a social shuation, ehher trymg to persuade a specific, known, physically 

present audience or to counter-argue another equaUy prepared rhetor's pomt. The social 

shuation then determuies the purpose of the speech: "For of the three elements of 
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speech-makmg—speaker, subject, and person addressed—h is the last one, the hearer, 

that determuies the speech's end and object" (Aristotle, 1984, p. 32). In describmg 

Aristotle's emphasis on the collaborative relationship between rhetors, theu audiences, 

and theu purposes. Gage (1984) writes: "There can be no purpose [hi a document] 

without an audience which contributes centrally to makmg h one" (p. 213). LeFevre 

(1987) expands the significance of collaboration to mclude not only the audience for 

whom the document is wrhten but also to mclude other wrhers and other texts whh which 

the wrher has had contact. Such collaboration may be mvisible at tunes, but the 

influence of others who may not be duectly coUaboratmg whh the wrher, she notes, is 

significant nonetheless. 

Since LeFevre's (1987) Invention as a Social Act, shnilar arguments promoting 

wrhing, specifically invention, as a social process have appeared. In many of these 

arguments, computers have been recommended as a means to facilitate student 

collaborative invention (Barker and Kemp, 1990; Hartman et al.. 1991; Dum and Hansen, 

1996). Other authors have sought to define more clearly how technology enables a new 

view of audience. Johnson (1997a), for example, suggests a new model, the involved 

audience, for articulating the rhetorical audience. The involved audience is not a reader 

who helps during the fust and last stages of writing (invention and peer revision 

exercises) or a co-author who assists with smgle text production. Instead the involved 

audience "is an actual participant m the wrhmg process who creates knowledge and 

determines much of the content of the discourse.... The involved audience brhigs the 

audience Hterally mto the open, making the intended audience a visible, physical, 

collaborative presence" (p. 38). The mvolved audience model thus sounds very similar to 
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Aristotle's physically present, move-makmg audience and to LeFevre's collaborative 

audience who helps the wrhers shape and make uivention decisions. The mvolved 

audience, however, is not always physically present whh the author, ahhough whh the 

assistance of computer applications, h can electronically assist m the decision-makmg, 

problem-solvmg, strategy-buildmg act of mvention. 

Workplace research has supported the theoretical views of collaboration and hs 

significance m the wrhmg process. An early study at Exxon ITD found that "the activhy 

of wrhing demanded practhioners develop a kind of social consciousness of the 

organizational envuonment....Documents were both a means of self-analysis and self-

projection" (Paradis, Dobrui and Miller, 1985, p. 293). Sunilarly, m a review of early 

workplace wrhmg research. Debs (1989) found that "consistently we fmd m mdustry that 

the production of any text is a social process. The activities of this social process are 

based on the day-to-day ongoing talk embedded in the context; thus the wrhmg process is 

often 'submerged'" (p. 36). Debs' fmdings Ulustrate how collaboration can be either 

duect (co-authormg, for example) or hiduect (talk, brainstorming, strategizmg). 

Research has also shown that collaboration may be formal or mformal and that 

collaborative processes are frequently buih into corporate information development and 

document cyclmg processes (Paradis, Dobrui, and Miller, 1985; Grice. 1989). In 

addhion, several research projects have identified successful (and unsuccessful) 

collaborative practices m workplace scenarios: Locker (1992) compared a successful with 

an unsuccessful collaborative team and found that successful collaborative teams shared 

responsibilhy and leadership, hold shnilar workmg views of discourse community 

conventions, handle conflict constmctively, and understand organizational politics and 
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how to work withm these polhics. Like Locker, Bamum (1993) suggests that wrhers 

develop theu collaborative skills by improvmg nonverbal communication, managmg 

conflict, and becomhig effective leaders. While this research has focused on 

collaboration as a form or means of production, other research has explored social 

Hteracy skiUs m workplaces that employ electronic communication technologies. 

Collaborative studies m this research strand have exammed how computer networks have 

been used to support (and sometunes challenge) tradhional workplace collaboration 

(Wiermga et al, 1996; Farkas and Poltrock, 1996). 

The classroom outcome of aU of this research as well as discussions of hs social 

theoretical underpuinings is curricula designed to promote social Hteracy, especially as h 

relates to collaborative skills. Developing skills m social Hteracy mclude learning to 

work with others in a variety of capachies—as members of a document cycling team, for 

example, or as an individual collaborator who supports another wrher's mventional 

processes through email correspondence. Along with the abilhy to write weU whh others 

and to help others wrhe, socially Iherate wrhers demonstrate other qualhies as well. 

They should be able to identify and work within organizational settmgs (and sometimes 

work to reform these settings). They should be able to communicate a purpose or 

mtention for theu collaboration with others (Bumett, White, and Dum, 1997), and they 

should be able to handle conflict within groups poshively and constmctively. In 

addhion, they should recognize theu discourse communities' social conventions and 

expectations for document design and graphical display of mformation. Whh these social 

Hteracy skiUs m hand, technical communicators entermg a workplace for the fust tune 
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should soon be able to produce documents successfully whhm the confmes of the social 

context m which they fmd themselves wrhmg. 

Technological Lheracy 

Interestmgly, technological Hteracy appears m only two frames described earlier 

m this chapter—peripherally m Thompson's (1996) frame (as a consideration of 

functional workplace Hteracies) and centrally m Meyer and Bemhardt's (1997) frame (as 

a means of information management, tool/technology use, and systems knowledge). In 

sphe of its infrequent occurrence m these frames, h has, nevertheless, become an integral 

component of technical communication instmction in the past two decades. As a 

component of technical communication pedagogy, technological Hteracy describes more 

than students' knowledge of how to use specific computer applications. Students who are 

technologically literate must also know how to leam new technologies as they emerge, to 

adapt technologies to new types of tasks and goals, and to reconceive existmg tasks m 

light of new technologies. Such Hteracy should help students to choose the most 

appropriate media for theu communications, serve as technology user advocates, and 

crhique technology choices to determine how they shape and affect theu work and hs 

outcomes. 

By hs earliest and most basic defmhion, technological Hteracy means that 

communicators must know how to use computer applications. Techitical communication 

employers desue new hires with a wide knowledge of software applications, mcludmg 

standard word-processmg and database applications as well as desktop publishmg 

applications, hypertext and database development tools, and graphic illustration software. 
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Technical communication mstmction, however, strives to advance students beyond this 

basic understandmg of how to use a software package. To do so, mstmction might take a 

layered lheracy approach. For example, mstmctors might requue students to emplo\ 

technology to develop theu basic readmg and wrhmg skills (formal Hteracies) m 

networked computer classrooms or labs as well as to develop theu social Hteracy through 

local area and/or wide area networked collaboration and document sharmg activhies 

(Barker and Kemp, 1990; Spitzer, 1990; Flores, 1990; Selfe, 1990). Computer classroom 

activhies lUce these, Barker and Kemp argue, requue students to produce knowledge "by 

negotiatmg skills withm contexts...[teachmg] students not 'what' they need to know, but 

'how' they will produce what they need to know when relevant occasions arise" (Barker 

and Kemp, 1990, pp. 10-11). The move from local area networks to wide area networks 

(through intemet-based applications) has provided further opportunities for students to 

develop technological literacy through a layered Hteracy approach. In many technical 

communication courses today (whether onshe or online), students use email, listservs, 

web-based bulletin boards, chat rooms and MOOs to communicate and collaborate whh 

one another. These technologies are profoundly influencing how students work whhin 

the classroom and later within the workplace. "Technology can no longer be considered 

a tangential mfluence on collaboration," accordmg to Bumett, Whhe, and Dum (1997); 

"m fact..., many collaborative wrhers meet electronicaUy far more than they meet face to 

face" (p. 142). For this reason, gammg proficiency m technologies that promote both 

formal and social Hteracies has become an essential concern of technical communication 

mstmction. 
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But proficiency is only one component of technological Hteracy. Technical 

communication students must also be able to serve as facilhators for the users of 

technology. As facilhators, technical communicators "accommodate technology to 

users" (Dobrin, 1983, p. 108) and serve as user advocates durmg product design and 

implementation. Technical communicators are thus "intimately connected to users of 

technologies" (Johnson, 1998, p. 76). Because of this mtunate connection, they must 

develop analytical skills that allow them to observe and gather data about users' 

preferences and requuements of technology, and they must develop wrhmg skills that 

allow them to mcorporate this knowledge mto documents to support these preferences 

and requuements. To provide students with a sense of theu roles as user advocates or 

facilitators, recent technological literacy instmction often incorporates prmciples of user-

centered design. These principles requue students to apply m very specific ways the 

rhetorical literacies they have used in simpler activities. For example, a user-centered 

design approach might ask students to evaluate not only who uses a product, what tasks 

are completed with the product, and where the tasks are completed but also how this 

knowledge fits mto a more comprehensive context, considermg the user's shuation when 

employmg the product. More specificaUy, user-centered designs attempt to discover 

what medium (paper or print, for example) best fits the user's shuation and task, what 

specific activhies the user wUl be completmg whh the product, and how the user prefers 

to leam about the tasks while at the same tune completmg the task. "A user-centered 

approach, m essence," writes Johnson (1997b), "is a thorough form of audience analysis 

that is auned at designmg documentation that fits what a user actually does, not what we 

think he or she should do" (p. 136). Such analysis moves beyond tvpical audience 
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analysis which attempts to capture the character of a diverse audience m broad strokes 

toward an audience or user analysis that requues active audience participation m the 

design hself Whh user-centered designs, audiences actively participate m product 

development and design; technical communicators facilhate, observe, and record theu 

participation m order to produce documents driven by user problems and solutions. As 

facilhators, technical communicators' skUls move beyond using technology toward 

making knowledge with and about technology. Supported by social and rhetorical skills 

necessary for theu interactions with audiences, this form of technological Hteracy casts 

technical communicators in three roles: as rhetoricians who study audience knowledge, 

preferences, and requirements for technology; as architects who take this research and 

use it to constmct technology documentation to meet audience needs; and as usabilhy 

researchers who take theu written product back to the audience to critique how well the 

documentation and the technology work for the audience. 

In summary, current technological lheracy is far broader than hs fust articulation: 

h is more than knowledge of electronic tools. In hs broadest sense, technological lheracy 

has the following characteristics: 

• a working knowledge of technologies that helps professional communicators 

to produce communications, documents, or products; 

• an awareness of how these technologies promote social mteractions and 

collaboration, which support theu work; 

• an abilhy to research how users work with technologies; and 

• an abilhy to critique this research and act upon h to make decisions and 

produce documents designed whh and for users. 
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As this definition illustrates, technological lheracy, lUce other Hteracies m this frame, 

rarely works alone. For this reason, h should not be taught in isolation; rather h should 

be layered whh mstmction m other Hteracies for best effect. 

Ethical Lheracy 

Ahhough ethical lheracy is not specifically mentioned m any of the eight 

pedagogical frames of the previous chapter, h is clearly an embedded component m many 

of the other frames' categories. For example, Meyer and Bernhardt (1997) include 

ethical literacy in at least three of their skills categories—behavioral or social skills, 

personal development skills, and adaptive reading and writing skills. Workers who 

exhibit these skills possess strong work ethics, integrhy, and an awareness of legal and 

ethical standards of copyright and other fau use laws. All of these skUls are components 

of ethical literacy. Additionally, any frame including rhetorical approach most likely 

incorporates the concept of a writer's ethos (from which the term ethical derives) mto hs 

discussion. Like so many other terms associated with rhetoric, ethos is muhi-faceted, 

associated whh the communicator's character, authorhy, credibiUty, and tmstworthmess. 

In describmg ethos, Aristotle (1984) claims that h "may be the most effective means of 

persuasion [a communicator] possesses" (p. 25); and Halloran (1994) argues that "The 

concept of ethos is cmcial to rhetoric...The end of rhetorical analysis is to discover the 

man m his words...." (p. 90). Ethical lheracy is also commonly a concem of crhical 

Hteracy, which requues, as an ethical matter, that professional communicators consider 

all stakeholders m a shuation. Therefore, as with so many other Hteracies described m 

this frame, to separate ethical Hteracy completely from other Hteracies dhnmishes hs 
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potency and reduces hs value when applied m practical shuations, yet for the purpose of 

defining h and hs implications in techitical communication instmction, I include h as a 

separate category in this layered Hteracy frame. By domg so, I hope to call attention to 

hs mtegral role in the development of other key Hteracies. 

Ethical lheracy can be defmed as both technical communicators' knowledge of 

professional ethical standards as well as theu abilities to consider all stakeholders 

mvolved m a wrhing situation. The movement to make technical communication 

students more ethically literate can be traced to the late, 1970s when the Society for 

Techitical Communication (STC) first developed its code of professional ethics. By the, 

1980s, the importance of ethical mstmction m technical communication courses was the 

focus of a special issue in IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication ("Special 

issue," 1987) and a Society for Technical Communication's book. Technical 

Communication and Ethics (1989), edhed by R. John Brockmann and Fern Rook. In 

many, 1980's articles and texts, authors held a special mterest in buildmg a theoretical 

framework for teachmg ethics (Wicclau and Farkas, 1984; Clark, 1987; Speck, 1989) and 

mcorporatmg ethical instmction into technical communication programs and coursework 

(Parson, 1987; Golen, Powers, and Titkemeyer, 1985; Rentz and Debs, 1987). 

In the 1990s, however, the focus on ethical lheracy shifted somewhat. New 

methods for mcorporatmg ethical mstmction mto classroom practice developed that 

offered students more mtegrated opporturtities to leam about ethics. Among the more 

mtegrated approaches offered were the mcorporation of ethics into discussions of 

language and stylistic choices (Omatowski, 1992; Suns, 1993), the writmg process 

(Martm and Sanders, 1994), social theory (Affeldt, 1996), rhetorical choices (Bryan, 
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1992; Scott, 1995), and technology (Katz, 1992; SchroU, 1995; Porter. 1997). Visual 

lheracy issues, specifically m graphic and illustration choices (Allen, 1996) and 

document design (Dragga, 1996), were also been identified as shes for ethical mstmction. 

Considermg these many methods for incorporating and frameworks for discussing 

ethics m technical communication courses, Sanders (1997) describes ethics as a 

centripetal, not central, force—a force which moves things toward a center. In other 

words, ethical considerations touch many areas in our curricula and influence how we act 

and make decisions about our documents' purposes, audience, contents (both textual and 

visual), development, and delivery methods. 

Yet, desphe this centripetal influence, very Httle workplace research in ethical 

decision-making has been completed. One study on ethics and document design (Dragga, 

1996), however, indicates that technical communicators typically rely more strongly on 

personal morals and values when making ethical decisions than on professional codes of 

conduct or other ethical frameworks learned in educational settings. This failure to use 

professional codes as a basis for preliminary ethical decision-making seems to pomt to an 

educational need for more focused ethical literacy instmction m technical communication 

curricula or, perhaps, to the weakness of the code. In ehher case, the need for more 

focused attention to ethical Hteracy has been clearly articulated by Billie Wahlstrom 

(1997) who argues that ethical Hteracy is a key but often neglected component m 

technical communication courses. Increasmg our focus on ethical Hteracy and layermg h, 

as Wahlstrom suggests, with other curricular goals would not only enhance technical 

communicators' abUhies to make decisions that are grounded m the profession's ethical 

prmciples—legalhy, honesty, confidentialhy, qualhy, fauness, and professionalism (STC 
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Ethical Principles for Technical Communicators)—but also enhance theu decision

making by makmg them more cognizant of ethical implications of theu decisions, 

mcludmg theu responsibilhies as chizens and workers m theu society. 

Crhical Lheracy 

Crhical lheracy appears as a frame component m three of the eight frames 

reviewed earlier m this chapter. It plays a role m Berlm's (1982) New Rhetoricians' 

category, m Thralls and Blyler's (1993) Ideologic category, and m Thompson's (1996) 

Ideologic category. All three of these categories identify students' abilhy to recognize, 

reflect about, and act upon theu own and others' ideologic stances as elements of critical 

Hteracy. They stress students' abilhies to question theu own and others' ideologic 

stances and to consider these ideologies' effects on document creation and 

implementation in the workplace. Finally, they also note that critical lheracy involves a 

willingness to act on this knowledge to improve the shuations of those who are under

privileged, disempowered, or silent as a resuh of power stmctures working whhin the 

wrhing situation. 

The abilhy to recognize and consider ideological stances and power stmctures, 

and the willmgness to take action to assist those m need is the mark, crhical theorists 

argue, of a pedagogy that values the development of crhical Hteracy. The goal of such a 

pedagogy, accordmg to Blyler and Thralls (1993), is "emancipatory, mvolvmg 

transformation of the crhical consciousness" (p. 256). In other words, critical Hteracy 

requues technical communicators to act whhin and upon shuations where mdividuals are 

marticulate or mute. Through theu actions, technical communicators thus give voice or 
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assist in freeing the voice of those who have been silenced. To achieve this goal, 

"problem posing, rather than problem solving whh special senshivhy to power 

differences due to gender, class, and status" is the primary skUl histmctors ask students to 

develop (Thompson, 1997, p. 62). Technical communicators must also be able to 

contextualize theu wrhing, the situation in which they are wrhmg, and the concems of all 

stakeholders, not just the powerful, who have an interest m theu product. An awareness 

of critical theory can assist the technical communicators in this contextualizing process 

and can allow them to consider "the relationship of the individual to the society m terms 

of situated webs of relations, including historical factors, the system of labor and 

production involved, and the class implications of these relations" (Porter, 1997, p. 62). 

To assist technical wrhers in visualizing the social and crhical contexts in which 

they work, a number of authors have recommended visual models for mappmg or 

illustratmg complex situations. Drawmg upon postmodern mappmg strategies, for 

example, Barton and Barton (1993) argue for a visual design practice that requues 

technical communicators to weigh carefully and acknowledge power stmctures which 

empower certam visual components or design choices while disempowering others. 

Sunilarly, postmodern mappmg strategies can be used m technical communication 

research to visualize the researcher's stance toward research participants (SuUivan and 

Porter, 1997). Visual models have also been recommended as a means for analyzmg risk 

shuations and communicatmg risk to others (Sauer, 1994, 1996). Whh the aid of visual 

models, these authors agree, technical communicators can more clearly picture and then 

act upon the power stmctures whhhi which and with which they work. 
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Because crhical Hteracy requues technical communication to consider others in 

the wrhmg shuation and to act upon these considerations, hs mstmction is frequently 

layered whh mstmction m rhetorical and ethical Hteracies. This layermg is evident m a 

number of works which promote critical lheracy (and hs accompany crhical theory) as 

important considerations when technical communicators perform research. Critical 

Hteracy assists the researcher to choose research projects, shes, and subjects; to analyze 

methodological choices; and to evaluate and priorhize research fmdmgs. When a 

researcher is crhically Hterate, research becomes a form of reflective action or praxis, 

which allows the researcher to work for the good of research participants (SuUivan and 

Porter, 1993; Blyler, 1995). Praxis is equally important, critical theorists agree, whether 

technical communicators are working in academic or workplace settings, ahhough issues 

of empowerment and emancipation may be problematic in some workplace settings 

(Blyler, 1998). A number of studies, however, have shown how critical theory might be 

used to unprove two types of workplace writing. For example, in one study, researchers 

examined envuoiunental impact statements and concluded that report writers' rhetorical 

choices seem to be more invested in forestallmg legal actions against the government 

than in promoting mformed democratic discourse about the envuonment issues under 

mvestigation (Killmgsworth and Pahner, 1990). Another study (Grabill and Shnmons, 

1998) analyzed risk communication Hterature; hs authors conclude that current models 

used for risk communication fail because they tend to privilege those m power rather than 

those at risk. They fiuther argue that technical communicators, whh a clear 

understandmg of "crhical rhetoric," are ideally shuated to communicate risk to all 

stakeholders. While both of these studies emphasize the ethical consequences of 
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documents which fail to consider the voices of all stakeholders as well as the rhetorical 

choices made by these documents' authors, a thud study applies crhical Hteracy to 

technical edhhig and stylistic choices (Graves and Graves, 1998). Shnilarly, this thud 

study pomts to ethical consequences when edhors choose to ignore discourse communhy 

language choices which may be seen as derogatory or offensive to some readers. All 

three of these studies demonstrate the interrelationship of ethical, rhetoric, and crhical 

Hteracies m actual wrhmg shuations and identify areas m which crhical lheracy can help 

wrhers to make more ethical and more rhetorically effective wrhing choices. 

Crhical lheracy can also easily be layered whh technological and social Hteracy 

histmction. In fact, the crhical assessment of technology could be considered another 

key component of technological lheracy. Such crhical assessment is duectly tied to 

technical communicators' awareness of the effects of technologies whhin human 

contexts: for example, what values technologies promote, how these technologies assist 

or hinder human interactions, how technologies' value-laden development and 

application affect users, and how they mherently control or limit what users can do with 

them. Such questioning and crhical analyses can be used to problematize human 

mteractions whh a variety of electronic technologies, mcluding email (Selfe, 1996), 

computer networks (Haas, 1996; Hansen, 1996), and hypertext (Selber, 1995; Johnson-

Eilola and Selber, 1996; Johnson-Eilola, 1997). These studies suggest that technologies 

are not neutral but value-laden products of human mteraction. Technical communicators, 

therefore, caimot blindly accept theu use or theu applications by users. Instead technical 

communicators must assess technology and hs uses from many stances or stakeholders' 
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poshions. This assessment and critique is key to the achievement of technological 

lheracy. 

Communicators must also be able to reflect upon theu own roles as facilhators 

and act ethically upon this reflection. These crhical skills are not easily achieved—^to 

achieve them technical communicators must often work agamst popular theories of 

mstmmental and determmistic technologies (Street, 1992; Haas, 1996) and they must also 

employ social, ethical, and rhetorical strategy skills m order to assist them. In 

Nonacademic Writing: Social Theory and Technology, Duin and Hansen (1996) 

eloquently describe the skUls whh which students must be equipped to achieve this goal: 

"Just as teacher-researchers emphasize change from the inside out...., so nonacademic 

wrhing histmctors must equip writers whh anthropological, social science, and Imguistic 

skUls (e.g., participant observation, joumal keeping, interviews, analysis of electronic 

messages) that wUl enable them to analyze theu sociotechnological wrhmg envuonments 

as well as participate in them" (p. 13). Equipped with these skills, technical 

communicators will be better able to recognize and overcome sociotechnological barriers 

they face themselves as well as those barriers created by the technologies whh which they 

work. 

Crhical lheracy thus promotes reflection, crhique, and action. Used strategically, 

h allows technical communicators to situate or reflect upon theu wrhmg whhin hs social, 

poUtical, technological, and ethical landscapes. It provides them whh a means of 

crhiqumg these landscapes to determine what power stmctures are present and whose 

mterests are bemg served. With this crhical assessment in hand, technical 

communicators should be better prepared to access the ideologies and stances of all 
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stakeholders and to make more ethically poshive decisions as they negotiate these social 

landscapes and produce theu documents. 

Conclusions and Implications 

This frame identifies six Hteracies that lie at the heart of current technical 

communication pedagogy. Yet few, if any, of these literacies are taught in isolation. 

They are almost always taught in layers within our assignments and are extremely fluid. 

At tunes, it is difficult to describe one without mentioning how h might be layered with 

another either m classroom or workplace practice. To some, this fluidhy may be 

troublesome because, as I have noted repeatedly, distinctions between categories are 

often blurred. Yet, I would argue, the fluidhy of these categories is one of hs strengths. It 

allows instmctors to create activhies that promote muhiple Hteracies and develop many 

skUls simuhaneously. 

This frame may also trouble some because h may opthnistically appear to suggest 

that a smgle course or even an undergraduate course of study will produce students whh 

complete command of aU six Hteracies, but no one should expect a smgle course (or even 

a smgle curriculum) to conclude whh all students knowuig everythmg about a subject or 

usmg all of hs knowledge strategically. These six Hteracies may not, m fact, be 

achievable without consistent and repeated exposure to them all. Still the 

mterrelationship of Hteracies suggests that individual courses nught mtroduce all 

Hteracies while foregroundmg just a few, and h is also highly likely that certam courses 

and mstmctors will more strongly emphasize some Hteracies over others. Whatever the 

emphasis—a strong emphasis on one or two muhiply layered literacies or broader 
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mtroduction to many of them—^this layered literacies frame can encompass the 

pedagogical goals most scholars m our field promote and most mstmctors value. By 

mcorporatmg them into technical communication courses and programs as much as 

possible, mstmctors will encourage students to develop key muhiply layered Hteracies 

and the skills that accompany them. 

Another concem that some readers may have whh these six Hteracies is the lack 

of a specific category devoted to visual literacy, and, m fact, I have purposefully not 

created a distmct category for h. My reason is simple: visual Hteracy and the unages 

associated whh h are as fundamental to good techitical communication as appropriate use 

of words in wrhing and reading. For this reason, I have mcorporated what some nught 

caU visual literacy mto each of this frame's six categories in an attempt to show that 

using visuals appropriately and effectively requues individuals to think about them in 

terms of theu basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, social and technological components. 

Fmally, some crhics may suggest that this layered Hteracy approach lacks a clear 

emphasis on workplace skills since no "functional" or "workplace" category appears 

here. In response, I would argue that if students possess a workmg Hteracy m these six 

areas, they wUl possess and be able to employ a variety of skUls which will make them 

successful employees. In addition, these Hteracies hifuse skUls necessary for working 

wrhers m many fields, so by focusmg on these Hteracies, rather than on specific 

workplace skills, we may better prepare students for many workshes and prepare them 

for, I would argue, Hfelong learning, not learrting for a specific vocation. 

What this frame offers, then, is a method for conceptualizmg technical 

communication pedagogy as layers of leaming that move and flow over one another 
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dependmg on the topic of the moment, hour, or unit. It allows mstmctors to consider 

theu mstmctional units m terms of theu muhi-Hterate objectives and to recognize and 

assess these muhiple Hteracies as students leam. While h mcorporates many components 

aheady identified in previous frames, what distmguishes h from the rhetoric and 

composhion frames is hs willmgness to allow, and perhaps requuement that, mstmctional 

approaches overlap. In comparison to the technical communication frames, h synthesizes 

the pedagogical approaches of early frames whh the crhical and workplace concerns of 

the latter ones. It poshs technical communication mstmction as a concem of both 

academe and mdustry and suggests that successful instmction must not only create 

formally competent communicators but also ones who can advocate for others and utitiate 

poshive change. In domg so, this frame fust separates hs Hteracies m order to defme 

them, then reintegrates them to demonstrate how they can be applied m the technical 

communication classroom. 

In the end, I offer this frame as a means for identifying the Hteracies classroom 

activhies promote, for articulating how well and how often these activhies offer students 

literacy leaming opportunities, and for assessing students' achievement of these 

Hteracies. In Chapter V I will describe how essential such identification, articulation, and 

assessment become when the instructor is moving a course from the tradhional classroom 

to an onlme teachmg space. In tradhional classrooms, some of the Hteracy mstmction we 

provide may be transparently folded mto activhies we have used for years. For example, 

many mstmctors may rely on "teaching moments"—occasions when students brmg 

difflcuh questions to the table—to teach more complex Hteracies mvolvmg ethics or 

ideologies. Those "moments" may not appear m onlme shuations because of reduced 
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interactions between student and instmctor or between students. Whh such difference hi 

mteraction and teaching envuonment, can the onlme mstmctor rely upon and exploh such 

teaching moments, or will different activhies be requued if these literacies are highly 

valued by the instmctor? Or in other words, what shifts in curricular goals and activhies 

are necessary when moving a course from onsite to onlme delivery? In Chapter V, I will 

document such an adaptation and consider the unportance of identifying and prioritizing 

these Hteracies as onlme courses evolve. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TOOLS FOR TEACHING LAYERED LITERACIES AT A DISTANCE 

Historically, technology, curriculum, and theu underlymg theories of leaming 

have had a reciprocal relationship m wrhmg histmction. Especially when teaching from 

a distance, instmctors have had to consider theu curricula—theu goals and activhies—in 

terms of the technologies through which they are able to deliver mstmction. Smce the 

beghmmg of correspondence study m Sweden m 1833, mstmctors have employed 

technologies to reach and teach students from a distance; these technological choices 

have supported but sometimes limited or constrained curricular activhies and assessment 

choices. In the earliest instances of distance education, the prmting and postal services of 

Sweden, England, and Germany provided the necessary technologies for course dehvery. 

Considered the first generation of distance education, these early correspondence courses 

delivered via print and post were the standard for nearly a hundred years. These first-

generation distance courses provided students with access to secondary and post-

secondary educational opportunities—opportunities which were theretofore unavailable 

to them, especially in geographically remote regions. But, because of the technologies 

through which these courses were delivered, the courses' instmctional designs were 

limhed, restricted to those activhies that could be deUvered through the print medium, 

such as readmg course materials, respondmg to these materials through lessons or 

assignments, and receivmg written feedback on these assignments from the mstmctor. 

The fust generation distance mstmctional designs, however, would probably not 

have gamed such popularhy had mstmctors' and admmistrators' theories of leammg not 
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supported this type of instmction. The learning theory that grounded these earh courses 

suggests that print course materials could be tmsted to transfer or deliver crhical course 

knowledge from the expert course developer—the mstmctor—^to the novice learner. 

Another key component of such learning theory is that the expert mstmctor could assess 

novice learning through theu written work. Technologies used to deliver histmction, 

therefore, complement and support the learning theory and epistemological assumptions 

behind uistmction. 

Critics of such distance instmction, however, have argued that correspondence 

study is a pale imitation of onshe instmction, lacking a crhical educational component: 

mteraction between instmctors and students and between students whh theu peers. 

Because they believe interaction to be a critical component of the learning process, these 

crhics' theory of learning clearly differs from that of mdependent correspondence study 

advocates. Yet in sphe of theu arguments against traditional correspondence study, the 

relative stabilhy of technology in distance learning's early stages made mcreased 

mteractions an hnpossibilhy. UntU teaching technologies which promoted more 

mteractions (telephone and radio, for example) were added to the delivery mix, postal 

correspondence courses were the only means for distant study. Early mstmctors, 

consequently, were forced to limh theu offermgs to those goals and activhies that could 

be directed and assessed whhm these technological confmes; and correspondence 

courses, for the most part, were restricted to mdependent self-paced study. The 

technology available thus constramed curricular possibilhies. 

Nor is this the case only m distance education delivery. A historical survey of 

onshe wrhmg mstmction and hs technologies demonstrates that leammg theories have 
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shaped the way wrhmg mstmctors m tradhional and electronic wrhmg classrooms have 

designed theu courses and mcorporated technologies mto them. These theories also seem 

to underlie the development of many technological hmovations: as new theories of 

learnmg develop, pioneermg mstmctors have designed and mcorporated technologies mto 

theu classroom practice to promote newly perceived ways of successful learning. 

Similarly, as interests m new literacies have evolved, so too, have interests m 

technologies that promote such Hteracies. This reciprocal relationship between theor>. 

instmctional design, and technologies conthiues to affect writing instmction, especially as 

we move from the tradhional to the vutual classroom of distance education. 

How to choose technologies to promote instmctors' predominant learning theory 

and theu curricular goals and activhies is a question central of this study. Specifically, 

my study examines how well technologies used to deliver two different pedagogical 

designs allow students to engage m learning activhies that support layered lheracy 

learning and achievement. At the same time, this study also seeks to identify the 

assessment opportunities these technologies provide so instmctors can determine student 

achievement. Whh a better understandmg of how technologies, curricular goals and 

activhies, and learning theories work reciprocally, mstmctors should be able to make 

more mformed choices as they plan and implement theu fust distance courses. 

In this chapter, I explore the historical association of leaming theory, mstmctional 

design and technologies m wrhmg histmction, both onshe and onlme. Its purpose is to 

trace historically the mfluence of learnmg theories, pedagogical designs, and mstmctional 

technologies used to deliver wrhmg mstmction and to suggest, through the historical 

analysis of this reciprocal relationship, that mstmctors must carefully select 
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complementary technologies to support the kmds of learnmg they anticipate m theu 

classrooms, whether onshe or onlme. Later, m Chapter VI, I wiU explore the 

implications of this reciprochy as I describe the technologies I employed m the two 

online pedagogical designs for techitical communication mstmction. 

Lheracv Tools and Theu Embedded Values 

Wrhmg is hself a technology. It is, accordmg to Christhia Haas (1996), "a set of 

materially embodied symbolic tools that humans use for the goal-duected 

accomplishment of work—^workthat is communicative, econontic, or intellectual, or, 

more lUcely, work that is all of these at once" (p. 6). To teach wrhmg, mstmctors have 

thus historically incorporated the use of literacy tools into theu instmction. This 

mcorporation might be as simple as teaching students to hold a pencil or crayon or as 

complex as asking students to use technology to defme problems, research solutions, and 

present these solutions in a text. 

As any literacy tool used to write becomes commonplace, h becomes transparent 

until h becomes virtuaUy invisible or unrecognizable as a technology. The use of 

commonplace tools becomes so transparent, in fact, that theu use is regarded sunply as a 

fact or means of production, not an experience tied to theory or a practice open to mquuy. 

Both pencils and chaUc are good examples of such transparency. Yet, no matter how 

commonplace these technologies become, Haas (1996) notes: 

It is vhal to understand the technologies and artifacts used m any human 
practice—from navigation to shoppmg to engmeering—because the heritage of 
any given practice is carried m hs technologies. Technologies and other artifacts 
'encode' the knowledge of a community and allow for certam kmds of cuhural 
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activhy and not others. In this way, then, technologies hnpact on the mdividuals 
who use them. (p. 45) 

Thus, even common wrhmg Hteracy tools are not neutral, transparent practical 

mstruments, shnply allowmg users to practice wrhmg. Rather they are unbued whh 

values, mcludmg the theories of leammg which guide mstmctors' and students' use of 

them. A focused study of these wrhmg Hteracy tools and theu heritage may, as Haas 

suggests, reveal the history of how and why these tools have been valued m practice and 

indicate how such tools may best be used in future classrooms. 

Such study is particularly beneficial when h places the use of technology whhm a 

historical context or historicizes it: "Historicizuig technology means examining the 

'genesis' or historical development broadly conceived of current technologies. Put 

another way, historical studies of other technologies are important... because whhout 

such historical analyses, we cannot tmly understand the nature and shape of current 

technologies" (Haas, 1996, p. 221). During periods when Hteracy tools are m transhion 

(for example, the current movement toward intemet-based delivery of distance 

mstmction), such study is especially beneficial smce transhional periods allow users to 

see more clearly and articulate more succmctly the differences m past and present 

practice. Articulatmg the nature and mfluence of past and present technologies surfaces 

theu embedded values, makmg them apparent rather than transparent. At the same tune, 

this articulation may allow mstmctors to reflect upon theu own values (and theories of 

learnmg) and to consider how these values as weU as those embedded m theu preferred 

teachmg technologies shape theu curricula. In domg so, "people who reflect upon theh 

relationship whh technology are themselves shaped by h," accordmg to John Street 
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(1992). "It is not merely that technology enables us to do more thmgs faster and cheaper 

than before. It is also that m the process who we are and what we are is changed. We are 

different people because of our technology...." (p. 182). Through a historical study of 

wrhing lheracy tools and theu embedded values, w r̂hhig mstmction may also be revealed 

to be what it is because of its technologies. 

The rest of this section supports this argument with a historical review of the 

Hteracy tools used m wrhuig mstmction. In h, I examine the underlymg human values 

and theories of leaming embedded m lheracy tools and examine how teaching practices 

have comcided and sometunes conflicted whh these embedded values. Through this 

exammation, I wUl demonstrate that m today's wrhing classroom instmctors often work 

from an eclectic mix of sometunes contradictory teaching values and that these 

contradictory values are reflected in theu Hteracy tool choices. I will suggest that these 

contradictions can be confounded in electronic teaching spaces when technological 

features used to deliver mstmction further conflict whh mstmctors' preferred teaching 

values. 

To characterize teaching values over the past three centuries, I have chosen to 

categorize them by three learning theories, which have historically mfluenced wrhmg 

curricula and literacy tool development: objective, cognitive, constmctive/social 

theories. As Chapter II's review of pedagogical frames reveals, many theorists (mcludmg 

FuUcerson, 1979; Berlm, 1982; Hillocks, 1999) argue that the epistemo logics underlymg 

two of these theories—objectivism and constmctivism—are so diametrically opposed 

that mstmctors should not and perhaps cannot eclectically hold both theories; yet, in 

actual practice, wrhmg mstmction often values mstmctional elements and assessment 
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strategies developed from both predontinant theories. In distance education mstmction. 

this practice becomes even more complicated when mternet-based classroom 

technologies are added to the Hteracy tools mix. LUce other lheracy tools used to promote 

wrhing mstmction, the electronic classroom, whatever technological application is used 

to create h, is also embedded whh social and theoretical values. Dependmg upon these 

values, the electronic classroom may further or hinder a course's curricular goals as well 

as students' achievement. The rest of this section surveys the values of these three 

learnmg theories and analyzes the Hteracy tools that support these values. 

Learning Theorv, Lheracv Tools, and Theu Application In Wrhing Instmction 

Eighteenth Century Lheracy Tools 

From the earliest traditional classrooms to the virtual classroom of intemet-based 

distance education, Hteracy tools have been used m wrhing mstmction. Among the fust 

of these tools were chaUc and slates and later pencUs and paper. As early as the eighteenth 

century, when most historians mark the fust dedicated wrhmg mstmction, wrhmg 

mstmctors rehed on lectures, pencUs, paper, chaUc, and slates as Hteracy tools to deliver 

objectivist mstmction to students. Underlymg objectivist mstmction is Enlightenment 

rationalhy and the poshivist belief that the world or reaUty exists external to learners. In 

addhion, the world or reaUty operates mdependently of the mdividual and is govemed by 

physical mles, laws, and prmciples. Given this view of realhy, objectivists believe 

learnmg occurs m two ways: (1) when an mdividual gathers knowledge through 

observation or experhnentation or (2) when an experienced mdividual or expert who 

aheady knows these mles, laws and prmciples mstmcts or guides the novice or apprentice 
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learner toward new understandmgs of the external world. Because objectivists believe 

that knowledge is based on a foundation of mles, laws and prmciples, they believe 

knowledge can easily be stmctured or modularized mto mdividual lessons, units, courses, 

and disciplmes. Most commonly m objectivist mstmction, the basic premises of a field 

are taught luiearly whh lessons mcreashig m complexhy and abstraction as the student 

progresses through this mstmction. 

In early objectivist mstmction, pencils, paper, chaUc, and slates predonunated as 

lheracy tools because textbooks were rare and costly. Class activhy was restricted to 

lecture and note-takmg. To provide students whh texts for theu subjects, professors 

dictated theu lectures, typically m Latm, to students, who dutifully copied them, often 

word for word. In Scottish univershies at this tune, accordmg to Homer (1990), 

"students often used theu class notes as theu texts....The custom of'dictates,' where the 

professor spoke slowly enough so that the student could take down the lecture word for 

word, provided accurate textbooks for the students" (p. 142). Although this method of 

note-taking was unpopular with students. Homer (1993) reports that almost three hundred 

years passed before significant reforms changed this tradhional method of course 

delivery m Scottish univershy settings (p. 22). 

In addhion to listeiting to lectures, students completed grammar exercises, fust 

wrhmg and then correctmg theu exercises with chaUc on slates. After theu mstmctors 

orally evaluated these exercises, students copied theu corrected work mto more 

permanent notebooks, mcludmg m theu notes explanations of mles they had broken in 

theu fust mcorrect attempts (Homer, 1990, p. 144). Through the processes of lecture, 

dictation, note-takmg, and drill and practice, early wrhing instmctors provided students 
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with wrhmg models and activhies that promoted student leaming of formalized grammar 

and style mles. AU of these Hteracy technologies—lectures, pencils, paper, chalk, and 

slates—supported and encouraged an objectivist pedagogy in which expert instructors 

transferred theu knowledge of mles, principles, and forms to novice, inexperienced 

students. In terms of the literacies described in Chapter III, basic or formal Hteracies 

were most strongly supported through objectivist pedagogy and Hteracy tools. The 

physical evidence of this knowledge transfer could be found on the corrected slates, the 

copied sentences whhin the students' notebooks, and the students' oral and written 

invocations of the mle which govemed written communication. 

Nmeteenth Century Lheracy Tools 

By the nmeteenth century, mstmctional methods and materials began to change. 

At this tune, paper became less expensive; pruitmg became more readily available and 

less costly; and pens and pencils were less cumbersome and more efficient to use. Less 

expensive paper and enhanced prmtuig capabilhies also meant mcreased textbook 

availability (Halloran, 1990, p. 169). With the use of these new technologies, class tune 

was no longer requued to dictate mles to students (rules were now prmted m textbooks), 

and "current-tradhional rhetoricians [explohed] the potential of the new wrhmg tools to 

some extent by havmg students write often and much" (Halloran, 1990, p. 171). More 

class tune was thus devoted to student-wrhten exercises and themes. 

Increased practice also changed the way wrhmg mstmctors viewed and evaluated 

students' written communication: evaluation shifted away from prhnarily oral 

exammations of students' fmal products through dhect mterchanges between student and 
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tutor or mstmctor. New evaluation methods allowed tutors or histmctors to read and 

respond to student work by wrhmg comments on h whhout the student bemg physically 

present. Although some instmctors supplemented this more removed evaluative method 

with m-class tutorials or workshops and provided formative evaluation durmg these 

sessions, m most wrhmg histmction, the two-way mteractions of earlier chaUc and slate 

evaluations were elimmated, and the new evaluative mteractions between student and 

tutor were made prhnarily whh written rather than spoken words (Adams, 1993). 

Using this new evaluative method, instmctors more frequently viewed wrhmg and 

commented upon h; consequently, words and theu appearance on the page took on a new 

importance. Specifically, Halloran (1990) notes that "this wrhing communicated through 

the eyes of readers rather than through the ears of an audience, and so visual metaphors 

had to be invented for understanding style and stmcture. Important among these were 

words, sentences, and paragraphs understood as 'elements' of discourse; the outlme 

format...; and the very notion of'stmcture,' which suggests a quasi-archhectural three-

dhnensional ordermg of parts" (p. 173). In a sense, from the shift m Hteracy tools for 

teaching wrhing, a new vocabulary of visual stmcture and form emerged. Combmed 

whh the eighteenth century emphasis on grammar and style (basic Hteracy), this 

stmctural vocabulary helped to codify the accepted appearance of wrhmg on a page. 

Wrhmg which did not meet this leghunized standard was less favorably evaluated. This 

stmctural vocabulary of page and paragraph was used not only to mstmct students as they 

learned to compose but also to evaluate theu efforts once they had fmished. 

In the nmeteenth century, less expensive paper appears to have had a dramatic 

effect on Hteracy tools and theu use m the classroom. More printed textbooks elintinated 
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the need for students to wrhe theu own texts from dictated lectures, freed mstmctors 

from delivermg these lectures, and created more class thne for students to write and 

practice theu skills. As wrhmg mstmction focused more on student writmg, rather than 

lectures and evaluative tutorials, assessment methods also began to change from 

prhnarily oral to prhnarily written. These methods also sparked the growth of a new 

vocabulary for the prmted essay and mtroduced a visual component to wrhmg evaluation. 

Twentieth Century Literacy Tools 

Into the twentieth century, blackboards (the teacher's slate), textbooks, paper, 

pencils, and pens remained the most popular teaching and learning technologies of the 

wrhmg classroom. Although they employed new teaching technologies, such as film and 

radio, less frequently, some instmctors did eventually incorporate these Hteracy tools into 

theu curricula. These technologies, however, promoted few changes in the tradhional 

delivery of writmg mstmction and its preferred basic lheracy. Film—in silence or with 

sound—enhanced visual uistmction; but lUce radio, television, and much later mtemet-

transnutted audio and video clips, h did little more than provide a new and, perhaps more 

entertaining, way to transfer learning from the lecturing instmctor to the note-taking 

student. Students learning whh these instmctional media were stUl prhnarily passive 

receptacles for media-presented, like mstmctor-presented, mformation. Student wrhmg 

was still performed whh paper and pen and evaluated m the same way. 
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Programmed Instmction 

By the mid-twentieth century, however, some histmctors hicorporated a new 

teachmg technology—programmed histmction—mto theu teachmg. Ahhough h was not 

universally accepted as an mstmctional method, programmed mstmction, when h was 

implemented, changed the way objectivist wrhmg goals were actualized m classroom 

activities and evaluated m student writing. Teaching machines and programmed learrting 

fust appeared in educational settmgs durmg the late 1950s and early 1960s. While theu 

underlymg epistemology was objectivism, theu approach to learning was based in 

Skumerian or behavioral psychology. In hs approach to learning, programmed 

instmction emphasized the "arrangement of instmctional materials so that the student 

could make correct responses and receive remforcement when correct responses were 

made...." (Saettler, 1990, pp. 294-6). Programmed learning typically took one of two 

forms: h was delivered through specially formatted textbooks or workbooks through 

which students methodically progressed; or, later m hs development, h was delivered 

through teaching machines at which students sat and worked. In both forms, "early 

programs were linear, in that each student progressed along a smgle path through a fixed 

mstmctional sequence. As [programmed mstmction] evolved, the technique of 

'branchmg' was mtroduced to allow students to skip subject matter aheady known or to 

obtam addhional mformation m areas of difficuhy" (Price, 1991, p. 10). Programmed 

mstmction thus delivered knowledge to the student through a text or machme, m a sense 

removmg the mstmctor from the htitial delivery of mstmctional content as well as from 

hs mhial evaluation in practice. 
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Durmg the peak of programmed mstmction and teachmg machine popularhy, 

EngUsh Studies teachmg programs made up 21% of the total used m schools (Saettler, 

1990, p. 297). Students could use these programs at theu own pace without teacher 

mtervention. The bulk of these English Studies programs focused on objectivist basic 

lheracy goals, such as correct spellmg, grammar, punctuation and caphalization (Wresch, 

1984, p. 5). Advocates of programmed mstmction and teachmg machmes lauded theu 

efficiency and argued that live teachers were often less efficient than theu machine 

counterparts. The benefit of the teaching machine, they contended, was hs practice of 

"breaking down a body of subject matter mto hs constituent elements or steps and 

requumg the student to master one step before moving onto the next" (Fry, 1963, p. 2). 

Furthermore, advocates appreciated the teaching machine's unmediate feedback and 

logical subject arrangement (Wresch, 1984, p. 5). Advocates were careful not to suggest 

that teaching machines and programmed mstruction could replace the live teacher. 

Instead they claimed that these instmctional technologies could lift the burden of 

mstmction from the mstmctor and place h on the machine, leavmg the teacher able "to 

spend more time on the all-important task of teaching" (Fry, 1963, p. 12). In other 

words, the expert teachmg machine's work was transferrmg the knowledge m small bhe-

sized chunks to the student while the mstmctor focused on the more hnportant task of 

overall evaluation and assessment of knowledge. (This transfer of mstmctional mput 

from mstmctor to machine is similar, m many ways, to the eighteenth century shift from 

teacher-spoken dictates to textbooks.) Although individualized mstmctional programs 

gamed m popularhy among some mstmctors and administrators, theu success with 

students was minimized by the boredom many students feh when usmg the programs. 
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This boredom led to low achievement, and by the 1970s the popularhy of programmed 

mstmction had waned. 

As a lheracy tool, however, programmed histmction marks another shift m 

student teacher interactions. The underlymg theory of this movement was that 

knowledge could be programmed into textbooks and machines, and students could 

receive it this way. Whether feedback was offered in the book's design or programmed 

into a machine, in either case, the teacher's active role as provider of instructional 

mformation was less necessary. While this experunent m objectivist learning eventually 

proved hself unpopular and unsuccessful, h did, nevertheless, mtroduce the teaching 

machine as a lheracy tool. 

Computer-Assisted Instmction 

As programmed uistmction waned in popularhy, computer-assisted mstmction 

(CAI) began hs popular ascent. With CAI, the machme, m the form of the computer, 

retumed to the classroom, this tune to assist student learnmg through tutorials or to 

deliver drill and practice activhies. In CAI, "the student was asked to make shnple 

responses, fill m the blanks, choose among a restricted set of altematives, or supply a 

missmg word or phrase" (Saettler, 1990, p. 307). In the early 1970s, the National 

Science Foundation (NSF) fiinded a number of projects that supported objectivist 

mstmction through CAI, mcludmg the Univershy of lUmois' PLATO system and Mhre 

Corporation's TICCIT. Like teachmg machmes and programmed mstmction, these 

programs relied on objectivist learrting concepts: fragmentmg subjects mto small, 

manageable chucks; presentmg the chunks to students m sequential fashion; and 
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rewardmg students for successftil responses. Ahhough CAI contuiued the movement 

toward machme-assisted wrhmg mstmction, nehher PLATO nor TICCIT was completely 

successful because both relied on dedicated software and hardware. This reliance proved 

to be economicaUy unsatisfactory at most msthutions. Not until the advent of personal 

computers m the 1980s would the use of computer-based software fiiUy take root m 

wrhmg mstmction. 

Earlv Personal Computers and Word-Processmg Applications 

When CAI programs dimmished m popularhy by the late 1980s, they were 

replaced by personal computers and software that not only allowed students to wrhe 

usmg word processmg functions but also assisted students m identifymg errors m the 

formal elements of theu work. Two popular wrhmg programs at this tune were Wrher's 

Workbench and HOMER. In describmg the key functions of these programs, Robert 

Kosma (1991) classifies both programs as text analyzers: 

[These program's primary purpose is to ] allow the user to review a draft for such 
things as word frequency, wordiness, readabilhy, and the use of passive voice and 
nominalizations. They also contain proofreadmg functions that allow the wrher to 
check spelling, punctuation, caphalization, subject/verb agreement, and splh 
infinhives....Text analyzers locate the specific problems and provide the user 
whh a summary report that might contain the number of sentences, the average 
number of words in a sentence, the frequency of various verb forms, and so on. 
Some text analyzers mclude an assessment that compares the summary statistics 
of the user's text whh a norm derived from the research Hterature and 
accompanies h with advice on how problems might be corrected. (Available: 
http://corax.cwrl.utexas.edu/cac/Archives/v8/8_2_html/8_2_3_Koznia.html) 

More specifically, Wrher's Workbench, developed by Bell Laboratories and 

programmed whh readabUhy formulas, offered mstmctors and students a number of 
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mstmctional options, mcludmg modules that checked style, spellmg, punctuation, and 

grammar. To use Wrher's Workbench, students ehher drafted by hand and typed theu 

drafts mto the program, or composed duectly mto the program. They were then able to 

run various mstmctional modules to help them identify and correct grammatical and 

mechanical problems. Sunilarly, HOMER, developed by Richard Lanham and Michael 

Cohen and distributed by Scribner's, was used to spell or grammar check student drafts 

for four different kmds of style errors: ovemse of "preposhions, be verbs, words 

contahting tion or sion (nominalized verbs more often than not), and vague words" 

(Cohen and Lanham, 1984, p. 85). Both Wrher's Workbench and HOMER focused on 

analyzing student wrhmg to identify possible weak pomts. They offered students the 

efficiency of computer analysis of stylistic and grammatical errors whhout the extended 

drill-and-practice exercises found in earlier computer-assisted learning; and they further 

removed the mstmctor, at least temporarily, as the sole provider of feedback and 

evaluation. Of course, with both programs questions arose about whether students were 

actually learning the qualhies of good style or simply respondmg to the program's guided 

(and sometunes misguided) histmction. Other critics noted that if even if the computer 

application analyzed style correctly, h was unable to comment upon other hnportant 

wrhmg concerns, such as content, arrangement, suhabilhy for an audience, or usabilhy. 

These concerns mark the appHcations' mabilhy to mstmct rhetorically and suggest that 

some mstmctors during this thne were mcreasmgly mvested in theu students' rhetorical 

Hteracy. While these mstmctors' crhicisms did not dunmish these program's mhial 

popularhy, they do suggest that early word processmg applications' mabilhy to assist 
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students' rhetorical development would motivate hmovative histmctors and programmers 

to develop new applications that could fiuther such Hteracy mstmction. 

From students' use of chaUc and slates m the eighteenth century to theu use of 

these fust word-processmg programs m the twentieth century, the primary pedagogical 

goal of wrhmg mstmction was to create a clear and tme message which could be 

transferred through appropriate language from the wrher's ntind to the reader's ntind. To 

achieve this goal, objectivist wrhmg mstmctors typically divided wrhmg mstmction mto 

logical segments (grammar and spellmg mles, the eight parts of speech, five-paragraph 

themes) and arranged these segments mto mstmctional units which can be Ihiearh 

presented to students. Arrangmg theu activhies m this way, students mgest the expert's 

knowledge bh by bh and begin to make h into theu own through practice. In all these 

activities the legacy of correctness and form most clearly mforms both mstmction and 

practice. 

While this overaU goal remained constant during this period, what changed was 

the Hteracy tools used to achieve h. Whh prmted textbooks of the nineteenth century, the 

knowledge of the mstmctor was transferred to the written word. The written word also 

gamed authority as a means of evaluation, when student wrhmg substhuted for recitation 

of mles and mstmctional commentary replaced tutorial mstmction. The mstmctor's sole 

expert authorhy was further displaced with the mtroduction of programmed mstmction, 

computer-assisted mstmction, and fmaUy personal computer hardware and software 

applications. The expert machme and hs programming were seen as a means of reducing 

mstmctional error and of hnprovmg learnmg efficiency. While none of these Hteracy 

tools has proven completely effective for a variety of reasons, the search for efficienc> 
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and effectiveness m knowledge transfer and assessment contmues to distmguish 

objectivist lheracy tools. In distance education, aU of the later tools, especially prmted 

textbooks and course materials, were weU suhed to tradhional correspondence course 

delivery because they used the technologies of texts and segmented lessons to transfer 

knowledge. The expert teacher's role was then relegated to evaluator of knowledge and 

assessor of the mformation's successful and complete transfer to students. 

Later Word-Processing Software 

By the late 1950s and early 1960s, a new learning theory—cognitive theorv— 

gained popularhy among writing instmctors. Cognhivists are concemed w hh how 

learners process information and focus on how writers use patterns, concepts, and schema 

in theu work. By better understanding how learners process mformation and b\ 

opthnizmg these processes, cognitivists seek "to communicate or transfer knowledge to 

learners m the most efficient, effective manner possible" (Bednar et al.. 1992. p. 20). 

While this goal is quite shnilar to objectivists' prunary pedagogical goal, theu 

approach to this goal through the study of mternal processes is dissimilar. Cognitivists 

attend to a learner's leammg strategies (which help leamers mtemalize content) rather 

than the content hself (which they see as extemal to the learner). Ahhough both are 

important, cognitivists prefer to study "how we acquue, retam, and transfer knowledge of 

the world m which each of us lives—a world m part 'outside' us, m part 'inside'" 

(Bruner, 1966, p. 3). Takmg this approach to leaming, cognitivists emphasize thinking 

skUls, problem-solvmg, and process-oriented approaches (as compared to an objcctiv ist 

product-oriented approach), and they see leamers as active participants in the leaming 
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process. Cognhivists also adamantly deny that the shnple tasks associated whh objectivist 

theories of learnmg can adequately teach more complex skills: "Instead of lookmg for 

some kmd of basic element... they contend that prunary emphasis should be placed on 

how one organizes one's experiences of a shuation and the ways m which one leams 

ahemative or more appropriate kmds of organizmg experience" (Snelbecker, 1974, pp. 

64-5). To teach more complex skills, cognitivists envision histmction as a spualing 

rather than Imear process. Instmction guides students through shnple and complex 

knowledge, revishmg and remforcing older, simpler concepts as new and more complex 

concepts are learned. 

Smce the late 1950s, cognitive theories of learning have dramatically changed 

both wrhmg research and instmction in both composhion and technical communication. 

The inaugural wrhing mstmction research in this tradhion, according to Stephen North 

(1987), was Janet Emig's The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders (p. 197). In her 

research, Emig (1971) studied eight twelfth graders, using think-aloud protocols, as they 

wrote essays. Emig's research identified two methods these students used as they wrote: 

reflexive (mformal, mternal or personally oriented, exploratory wrhmg) and extensive 

(formal, externally or teacher-oriented, assignment-driven wrhmg). As a cognhive study, 

what distmguishes Emig's work is her emphasis on wrhmg as a process, rather than a 

product, and her claim that, as a process, wrhmg can be taught. Other researchers whose 

work extended the concept of wrhmg as a process mclude Lmda Flower and John R. 

Hayes (1981), Sondra Peri (1980), and Nancy Sommers (1980). Like Emig, Flower and 

Hayes (1981) used protocols to study how both expert and novice writers composed. 
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Theu study found that whUe both experts and novices typically used simUar processes. 

novice or mexpert wrhers used these processes less effectively and, consequently, 

produced lower qualhy work. Sunilarly, Perl and Sommers have exammed cognitive 

aspects of the wrhmg process, mcludmg the recursiveness of the wrhmg process (Perl, 

1980) and the unportance of the revision phase (Sommers, 1980). By shiftmg the focus 

away from the objective, current-tradhionalist tradhion of wrhmg mstruction, these 

researchers and the wrhing mstmctors who adopted theu process approach have changed 

the emphasis on wrhing instmction from form and grammatical concems to instmction in 

the processes wrhers use to compose. Specifically, wrhmg instmction, from a cognitive 

perspective, teaches students strategies for planning, drafting, and revising theu work, 

and h encourages students to see these strategies as recursive or spualing throughout the 

wrhing process. 

In the tradhional classroom, the process approach to wrhmg and hs underlying 

cognitive theories changed the nature of wrhmg mstmction. No longer did mstmction 

focus on grammar mles, completing drUl and practice exercises to learn wrhmg basics. 

Instead students actively planned, wrote, and revised theu essays m workshop settmgs. 

While mstmctors might stiU occasionally mtervene m the classroom setthig to offer 

effective strategies for solvmg wrhmg problems at each stage of the process, theu roles 

as sole purveyors of knowledge through lecture diminished, and some of the evaluation 

of wrhmg moved from the fmal product to participation m the wrhmg process. 

Instmctors, nevertheless, still provided students whh what Barker and Kemp (1990) call 

"fourfold feedback: grades, edhmg symbols, margin comments, and wrhmg 
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conferences" (p. 6)— t̂hree of which, grades, edhhig symbols and margmal comments, are 

tools of an objectivist past. 

Ahhough this shift to the process approach to wrhmg did not create a complete!)^ 

student-centered classroom, h did shift attention away from the teacher as classroom 

center. In On Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand, Bruner (1966) describes this 

movement as a classroom transhioning from exposhory mode to hypothetical mode: 

[In the exposhory mode,] the decisions concernhig the mode and pace and style of 
exposhion are prmcipally determmed by the teacher as exposhor; the student is 
the Hstener. The speaker has a quhe different set of decisions to make: he has a 
wide choice ahematives; he is anticipating paragraph content whUe the listener is 
still mtent on the words; he is manipulating the content of the material by serious 
transformations while the listeners are quhe unaware of these mternal options. [In 
contrast, in the hypothetical mode,] the teacher and the student are in a more 
cooperative position... .The student is not a bench-bound listener, but is taking 
part m the formulation and at times may play the principal role in h. (p. 83) 

Adopting the hypothetical mode, says Bnmer, allows students to discover as they leam, 

using learning strategies or arts of inquuy employed in the classroom to create or find out 

new knowledge for themselves. Through the repeated application or practice of these 

strategies, students are more lUcely "to generalize what [they] have learned mto a style of 

problem solving or inquuy that serves for any kind of task encountered" (p. 94). 

Practicmg the process or art of mquuy then builds skills and a style of problem-solvmg 

that can be applied to many shuations or problems encountered. 

In technical communication classrooms, cognitive theory not only changed the 

way mstmctors guided students through the wrhmg process but h also modified theu 

mstmctional approaches to style and document design. FoUowmg the development of 

readabilhy formulas m the 1950s, accordmg to Jack Selzer (1983), "many of the 

handbooks, textbooks, and joumal articles on technical wrhmg [Imked] theu advice about 
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style to readabUhy formulas....Readabilhy [became] the criterion for judgmg style m 

technical wrhmg" (p. 72). Yet by the 1980s, when Selzer wrhes, readabUhy formulas 

and theu adages that short words and short sentences promote readabilhy were under fue 

as sole determmers of readable style. In his article, Selzer draws upon cognitive readmg 

research to promote a new mstmctional approach to readabilhy. He suggests that all 

wrhers may not read m the same way and that readabilhy formulas reduce stylistic 

concems to maxuns that may not apply to all readers or all technical wrhmg shuations. 

Selzer's argument, while drawmg upon cognitive theory, also mvokes the mcreasmg 

importance of rhetorical Hteracy m technical communication mstmction at this tune, whh 

hs focus on readers and theu perceptions of technical documents. In concludmg his 

article, Selzer recommends that writers move beyond word and sentence length to a 

consideration of other word, sentence, and paragraph factors that promote or hinder 

mdividual readers' abilities to understand the document and argues that "readabilhy 

research must find a way to assess and mcorporate those individual reading differences" 

(p. 85). The objectivist comprehensive mle-laden readabilhy approach to wrhing is thus 

modified to consider individual cognitive differences and the rhetorical strategies wrhers 

must develop m order to address these differences. 

Sunilarly, Thomas N. Huckm (1983) takes on readabilhy formulas m his article 

"A Cognitive Approach to Readabilhy." In his article, Huckm reviews four key 

cognitive theoretical concepts and demonstrates how they apply to technical wrhmg and 

hs document design instmction. FoUowmg his review, he highlights three textual 

features that promote readabilhy: headmgs, topic sentences, and grammatical subjects of 

sentences; discusses mdividual reader variables; and recommends eight guidelines for 
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technical wrhers to mcrease readabilhy. These features, along whh other advance 

organizers, changed the way histmctors commonly discussed document design whh theu 

students. A document's design was no longer just an aesthetic concern; h became a 

cognitive concern and means of assistmg readers' abilhies to read a document. In 

concluding his article, Huckm notes that "cognitive psychology is, by defmhion, a 

process-oriented sciQncQ....Readabi\iXy formulas, on the other hand, are inherently 

product-oriented" (p. 102). In this way, by changmg the focus from the product or text to 

the process of wrhing for a designated reader, cognitive theory further changed the way 

instmctors approached technical writing instmction. 

To implement cognitive theory and process-wrhing in onshe classrooms, students 

worked fust with traditional literacy tools, pen and paper. By the 1980s, however, many 

msthutions introduced personal computers as Hteracy tools. Whhin a few years, wrhing-

specific software that supported the process approach to wrhmg began to develop. 

1984's The Computer in Composition Instruction by William Wresch (1984), spothghts 

three of these early integrated process-wrhing technologies: Wresch's own Writer's 

Helper (developed for Apple); University of California—^Los Angeles' WAND AH; and 

Michigan Technological Univershy's Wordsworth II. Wrher's Helper mtegrated "nearly 

a dozen prewrhing programs,.. .a specially designed word processor, and... several 

programs to analyze student essays" (p. 144). WAND AH (Wrhmg-Aid and Author's 

Helper) developed from cognitive process research and a belief that computer 

mtervention could mediate student wrhmg difficuhies, accordmg to hs developers Von 

Blum and Cohen (1984): "Cognitive process research has exammed not only what 

wrhers do when they wrhe but when they do h.... This Ime of research, then, led us to 
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believe that mediation to help the wrher reduce cognitive burden and to encourage 

revision would unprove wrhmg. We thought that a computerized word processor might 

provide such help" (p. 155). Although Von Blum and Cohen found software that assisted 

with mvention and revision, they believed that an mtegrated approach, which assisted 

students m each wrhmg phase would significantly improve student wrhmg. Into 

WAND AH, for this reason, they mtegrated four prewrhmg aids, a word processmg 

function for drafting, and three sets of reviewing or revising aids. Similarly. 

Wordsworth II, a cooperative project between English and computer science teachers at 

Michigan Technological Univershy (MTU), was designed as "computer-based instmction 

that supplements the process-based teaching" m fust-year composhion (Selfe, 1984, p. 

174). Organized by the eight assignments MTU's first-year students completed, each 

assignment module followed a similar pattem of planning and poHshing. The planning 

section assisted students whh prewrhing activhies while the polishing section mvolved 

them in "various strategies of revismg, recasting, or proofreadmg, dependmg on the draft 

they brmg to the computer" (p. 176). What all three of these software applications had m 

common was theu development as process-wrhing packages, whh each one providmg 

students whh guidance as they planned, drafted, and revised theu wrhmg. And whh all 

word-processmg applications, students were better able to mcorporate and use the 

document design elements which unproved readers' cognitive understandmg of 

documents' contents. 

Foremost of hs effects, cognitive leammg theory changed wrhmg curricula. No 

longer was the focus on the formal features of wrhmg—grammar, spellmg, mechanics, 

and generic forms. In hs place was a new emphasis on the stmcture underhmg the 
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wrhmg process and on mcorporatmg schema or stmctures mto the document to unprove 

mdividual readers' abilhy to comprehend the message. Instmctors designed theu 

curricula whh a spual m mhid, repeatmg and revishmg the wrhmg process m workshops 

agam and agam until students were able to complete wrhmg tasks of mcreashig 

complexhy. Problem-solvmg approaches through the use of cases m technical 

communication became more popular, with students leaming to employ previous 

knowledge to solve new problems. In addhion, many cognhive approaches, whh theu 

emphasis on mdividual reader differences, supported rhetorical mstmction which was 

becoming mcreasmgly important. Although all of these strategies could be accomplished 

m the traditional class with tradhional pen and paper technologies, computer-based 

instmction gained popularhy as word processors and integrated wrhing envuonments 

provided students with more opportunities to invent and revise. 

With its new emphasis on the wrhing process, classroom evaluation also changed 

as a resuh of cognitive theories. Workshops, focusing on the writing process, allowed 

instmctors to mdividually respond to students' wrhmg as h progressed through 

prewrhing, wrhmg, and revision. In classrooms where personal computers and process 

wrhmg software were employed, students' wrhing efforts were sunilarly supported. In 

both cases, students were taught to move through the writing process m hopes that they 

would mtemalize the habhs of expert wrhers and thus wrhe better. In technical wrhmg 

classes, word processing software also assisted students m producmg documents whh 

signalmg or forecastmg devices, such as topic sentences and headmgs, to unprove reader 

comprehension. This mcreasmgly common use of word processmg software to produce 

technical communication documents supported students' development of technological 
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lheracy. The process of wrhmg as weU as students' effective use of document design 

strategies and technologies were added to evaluative measures, and oftenthnes these 

considerations were valued highly m determmmg the effectiveness of the fmal product. 

Like objectivist theory, cognitive theory was also well-suhed for correspondence study, 

but the mstmctor was requued to spend more thne developmg the stmcture of the 

assignments and respondmg to work m progress. Still nothmg about the mailed 

documents gomg back and forth would preclude correspondence pedagogy and hs theor\' 

of leaming. 

Collaborative Wrhmg Software and Computer Networks 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, constmctivist theory developed from both 

objectivist and cogrtitivist theories. From the objectivists, early constmctivists viewed 

realhy and the world as tangible and external to the leamer. They too recognized the 

purpose of education as an attempt to assist leamers or to shape profitably theu behavior 

as they come to know this realhy. Later constmctivist theories diverge from the 

objectivist/behaviorist theories of learning because they believe that leamers do not come 

to knowledge through experts; mstead they view learnmg as emergent and driven by the 

student's own quest for knowledge and application of learnmg strategies. Constmctivist 

learnmg is not subject-driven or mstmctor-driven; leamers quest for theu own knowledge 

by developmg and usmg theu own leammg strategies. Whh the emergence of new and 

personal learnmg strategies, learners mtemalize knowledge and make it theu own. This 

strong valuation of learnmg strategies derives from cognhive theories. 
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In the 1990s, many constmctivist theorists broke theu ties whh the objectivist 

view of realhy—adopting a postmodem epistemology—^while retaining theu cognitivist 

ties. No longer did these theorists see constmctivism as compatible whh the objectivists' 

view of an extemal, rational, fmite realhy (Bednar et al., 1992, p. 21). Instead they 

viewed the world and realhy as mtemal constmctions of the mdividual mhid. and they 

began to acknowledge the social context whhin which that mind worked. This shift in 

epistemology caused constmctivists to caU for "a muhiplichy of perspectives [in 

educational shuations] so that learners have a full range of options from which to 

constmct theu knowledge" (Reeves, 1997, p. 10). This shift toward a postmodem 

worldview caused constmctivists' instmctional strategies to soon advocate muhiple 

perspectives or representations of knowledge; examples or cases of increasing 

complexhy; a valumg of divershy and bottom-up, inductive problem-solvmg; and the use 

of modelmg, coaching, and exploration of leamer-generated questions (Jonassen, Peck, 

and Wilson, 1999, p. 7). For these constmctivists, learning meant constmction of new 

knowledge from contexts, not reproduction of aheady known facts. While some crhics 

argue that postmodem constmctivists promoted relativism and hnprecise knowledge. 

Papert (1993) notes that while such knowledge may be hnprecise h "does not mean h has 

loose standards" (p. 185). Instead a constmctive epistemology provides learners whh a 

robust set of problem-solving experiences and tried strategies or tools, whh which they 

can work when encountering new problematic situations. 

In wrhmg mstmction, the constmctivist approach, whh hs attention on student-

driven, context-rich learnmg, enhanced cognhivist process mstmction. Instmctors still 

saw wrhmg as a process, but they saw this process as less isolated and more related to the 
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social context m which the wrher worked. "Our attention," accordmg to Karen Schriver 

(1997), "has expanded to mclude wrhing processes and products, and we insist on 

viewmg them in context (p. 319). By viewmg wrhmg m hs social context, instmctors 

and students taUced more about social lheracy and hs importance in wrhmg shuations. 

Furthermore, as wrhmg mstmction, especially m technical communication, explored 

workplace wrhmg's social situations, interest in ethical and crhical Hteracies also 

mcreased. 

In the tradhional wrhing classroom, where social constmctive strategies were first 

mtroduced, constmctivist theory was often wed to and expanded by collaborative 

learning (or social) theory. Shnply put, in this convergence of theories, knowledge is 

believed to be constmcted by individuals whhin social contexts or communities. 

Knowledge, in this view is nonfoundational, contingent, and local or mdividual. 

Individuals create theu own knowledge through interaction and collaboration whh others, 

and language plays a key role m knowledge development. As a theory underlymg 

practice, social constmction changed the way instmctors asked students to consider the 

wrhmg process, as advocated by cognitive theory. Whereas early process wrhmg stages 

requued students to plan, wrhe, and revise alone, social constmction theory placed 

wrhers withm a wrhmg community—among theu classroom peers or m a workplace 

shnulation—and provided learners whh opportunities to constmct knowledge through 

dialogue whh other learners and the mstmctor. No longer were learners requued to plan, 

draft, or revise alone; mstead they worked whh peer groups or wrhmg teams to complete 

these tasks and gam muhiple perspectives as they worked. 
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Ahhough wrhing students often still used tradhional pen and paper technolog\ to 

share drafts of papers and write crhiques, one mterestmg change that social constmction 

theory promoted was the rearrangement of the physical classroom hself Rows of desks 

which tradhionally had faced toward the teacher's desk or the blackboard were moved 

mto wrhmg cucles so students could better face each other as they discussed theu work 

before, durmg, and after they wrote. In the computer-based classroom, a shnilar shift 

occurred. Student groupmgs and communities were encouraged fust through computer 

software based in local-area networks (LAN) then in wide-area networks (WAN). Local 

area networked software was first developed by Trent Batson to assist deaf students to 

communicate in the wrhing classroom. Reahune Wrher, Batson's software was soon 

followed by others—Textra Connect, CommonSpace, and Daedalus Integrated Wrhhig 

Envuonment (DIWE). Fred Kemp (1998) documents how DIWE developed from such 

collaborative leaming theories: 

Bmffee's distUlation of ideas centering on the authorhy of discourse communhies 
and the social constmction of knowledge m a wrhmg pedagogy (Short Course in 
Writing) seemed perfect for what the electronic distribution of student texts 
alio wed.... We began to see how networks eroded the epistemological 
assumptions on which the tradhional classroom was based, and how the 
epistemological assumptions privileged by networks dovetailed nicely whh 
challenges to classroom poshivism, formalism, and unposed authorhy (current-
tradhionaUsm) that Bmffee described, (p. 135) 

LAN wrhmg software most often provided students whh both synchronous and 

asynchronous communication features. These features mcluded text-creation (wrhmg), 

text-sharmg (readmg), and text-response (crhiqumg) capabilhies. They often mcluded 

discussion areas where students could meet electronically to critique and respond to one 

another's ideas synchronously. Usmg networked writmg software, Kemp wrhes. 
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"computers were no longer merely assisting precomputer mstmctional processes but 

rather providing a peer mteractivhy and a readmg-wrhing arena that supported a new 

rhetorical base for mstmction (or provided the old collaborative based whh a new. 

enablmg flmctionalhy)" (p. 139). These new software hmovations not only supported 

students working through the wrhing process but also provided students whh 

collaborative opportunities to work whh others to constmct and enhance theu own ideas 

in wrhmg. In this way, LAN programs promoted social constmction learning theories as 

they supported students' writing development. These networked classrooms were also 

capable of simulatmg the intranet communications of workplaces and allowed techitical 

communication instmctors to further develop theu students' Hteracies using workplace 

communication scenarios. 

In the last five years, wide-area network wrhmg programs have begun to develop 

and expand the capabilhies of LAN programs. As computer classrooms have become 

more widely connected to the World Wide Web, instmctors have employed hypertexts m 

theu classrooms to provide students with constmctive wrhing experiences. 

Constmctivists, mcludmg Johnson-EUola (1991); Jonassen, Mayes, and McAleese, 

(1993); and Joyce, (1995), consider hypertexts to be the opthnal technology for 

constmctive learning theories smce hypertext requues learners to constmct knowledge 

through associations. Hypertexts can thus be designed to allow leamers or readers to 

connect nodes of mformation m a way that makes sense. As WAN software has allowed 

mstmctors to move theu courses onlme in the form of hypertexts, the flexibilhy of 

hypertext technologies has given them a means to create non-lmear web shes, providmg 

learners whh divergent, not predetermined, learnmg paths. 
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Such designs are vastly different from objectivist mstmctional approaches. 

Describmg the differences m constmctivist and objectivist approaches to computer-

assisted uistmction, Allen Falbel (1991) argues that early "computer-assisted uistmction 

(CAI) essentially places the computer hi the roles of the hypnotist: 'Answer this 

question, solve this problem,' h demands. The user of such a program can only react to 

whatever appears on the screen. The leamer is not in control, but under control" (p. 31). 

But m constmctive computer-assisted leaming, the learner has more control and freedom 

to choose learning paths and options. Constmctivist designs ask students to explore 

topics of interest to them, encourage students to meet and talk together m paus or groups 

(small and large), and requue a more complex technology mix for histmction. In a 

hypertext constmctive teaching space, the mstmctor's role is to facilhate leaming and to 

offer the basic stmcture (typically the course's pedagogical goals) as starting points for 

instmction. Constmctivist instmctional designs move the control back to the 

learner/wrher, who build a hypertext document (typically a web she) by coimectmg 

disparate examples of wrhing, images, and even sound to create a cohesive document 

conveying the wrher's message. In addhion to creating hypertexts for class mstmction, 

some histmctors have also mcorporated student-written hypertexts mto theu classroom 

activhies to support constmctive learnmg. These mstmctors believe that wrhhig theu own 

hypertexts allows students to create and connect mformation m a way that reflects theu 

own learning goals and mterests. In addhion, technical communication researchers, such 

as Ross and Moeller (1996), have suggested that mstmctors' use of hypertext teachmg 

envuonments can model effective trauiing and design models for students who will create 

shnilar instmctional envuonments for workplace uses. 



To assist instmctors m creatmg more constmctive learning spaces for theu 

students, a number of local area network applications have begun to move to onlme to 

provide wrhmg mstmction over the WWW. Daedalus Onlme, for example, went live m 

1999. In addhion, new mtemet-based wrhmg applications have begun to appear, 

mcludmg Utah State's Syllabase, Washmgton State's CyberCafe and Texas Tech's 

TOPIC (Texas Tech Onlme Prhit Integrated Curriculum). All of these applications use a 

variety of intemet technologies, so students can complete wrhing assignments by 

communicating whh one another synchronously and asynchronously and by submittmg 

and crhiquing each other's drafts. These activities give students more opportunities to 

constmct theu own knowledge through interactions whh others online, and they provide 

histmctors with hard evidence (in the form of archived file-sharing, bulletin board 

postings, or email exchanges) of student collaboration and communication during the 

wrhing process . These applications can also provide students whh valuable practice in 

using electronic communication tools, such as those commonly found in networked and 

internet-worked organizations. 

Shice social constmctive leaming theories have been introduced to the writing 

classroom, the focus on classroom mstmction has expanded to mclude the importance of 

social context in the writing shuation. With this focus, ethical and crhical Hteracies have 

been mtroduced as weU. Process concepts of wrhmg, which grew from cognhive 

theories, have been expanded, encouraging novice wrhers to draw upon theu discourse 

communities for help as they plan, wrhe, and revise theu works. Computer-based writing 

mstmction has followed this trend by coimectmg students electronically, fust m local-

area network applications and most recently m wide-area network applications. Because 
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wide-area network applications can connect wrhers and mstmctors across distances, they 

are now bemg considered and developed for distance education wrhhig mstmction. 

As a resuh of social constructive theories, the mstmctor's role has also changed. 

In contrast to the earlier poshions of authorhy, the mstmctor m the social constmction 

classroom acts as a guide and facilhator to learning. No longer the sole purveyor of 

knowledge or the only authorhy m the classroom, the mstmctor encourages students to 

learn with each other, to forge new paths to knowledge through consideration of many 

voices and ideas. The challenge of this changmg role, however, arises durmg evaluation 

when instmctors are typically called upon as authorhies to assess student leaming. How 

to assess student writmg, value student input in the evaluation process, and evaluate the 

work students have produced remain problems constmctivist instmctors must resolve. 

One solution to this problem is the use of computer-based collaborative wrhing software 

which helps mstmctors to document student-to-student interactions and allows the 

histmctor to assess how well students have worked together to produce theu final 

documents. 

In comparison to objectivist and cognitive tools, the teaching technologies of 

social constmctivist theories were typically untapped m distance education until the 

advent of the WWW. Ahhough some attempts to teach wrhmg at a distance were made 

whh radio and much later mteractive television hookups, these technologies did not 

displace the popularhy of the correspondence model in distance education. Whh the 

advent of the WWW and mtemet-based mstmction, however, social constmction theories 

have been central m the debate. How best to use these technologies to deliver a socially 

constmctive pedagogy is one of the central questions of this study. 
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The Correspondence of Lheracv Goal and Tools 

This survey of objectivist, cognhive, and social constmctive theories has 

illustrated how instmctors' predontinant learning theories have shaped classroom practice 

as well as the Hteracy tools they use to teach wrhhig. It has also briefly suggested how 

these technologies have shaped distance education wrhmg mstmction. In wrhhig this 

survey, I have attempted to show how learning theories have given rise to new practices 

and technologies. In actual classroom practice, however, histmctors rarely hold or 

employ a smgle theory of leaming. It is quhe possible, for example, that in a smgle 

onshe classroom an mstmctor might ask students to take out pen and paper to take a quiz 

over a textbook reading assignment, ask them to work together using coUaborative 

software to critique theu document drafts, and, fmally, move them to word-processing 

software to revise theu fuial drafts based on the feedback they've received. Such a lesson 

plan would draw from aU three of these theories, and assessment strategies would 

probably vary from one exercise to the next. 

Distance educators, who have relied upon paper correspondence to deliver 

learnmg, may also adopt hybrid approaches, but theu approaches typically only combme 

objectivist and cognitivist theories and tools smce social constmctive mteractions are not 

commonly allowed m tradhional correspondence study. With the advent of the mtemet, 

however, such mteractions are not only possible but also mcreasmgly popular m distance 

instmction. As mteractions become more possible m onlme mstmction, curricular goals 

involvmg personal mteractions in distance education, once considered difficuh or 

impossible, will more lUcely be mcorporated mto onlme courses, and social constructive 

pedagogy may be more easily hifused mto distance curricula. 
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Such a varied approach to histmction and assessment may reflect modal 

confusion (to use FuUcerson's term), and modal confusion can be a problem if learning 

theory and assessment strategies do not correspond. But as Chapter U's survey of 

pedagogical frames suggests, technical communication mstmctional goals often requue 

histmctors to layer Hteracies, and not all Hteracies are best taught the same way. Social 

lheracy, for example, requues students to mteract whh others while formal readmg and 

wrhmg Hteracies might be developed through mdividualized histmction. Nor do aU 

courses equaUy attend to all Hteracies. Some curricula may focus more on basic and 

rhetorical Hteracies while other courses may emphasize social and crhical Hteracies. The 

comprehensive achievement of the six Hteracies is thus the projected outcome of a 

program of study, not a single course. For these reasons, the issue of Hteracy tools and 

curricular development is not a matter of choosing a single leaming theory and using h 

consistently throughout a course or a program. Rather the key considerations are the 

literacy goal or goals of the lesson, unit, or course and the determination of the best 

Hteracy tools to promote these goals' achievement within that unh. Lheracy goal and 

Hteracy tool should correspond for best delivery of course material and activhies and best 

student outcome. This correspondence and reciprocal relationship appear to be 

particularly important as instructors move technical communication courses to intemet-

based delivery. In Chapter VI, I will further explore these relationships when 1 describe 

the teaching technologies I employed m my study of two online pedagogical designs. 
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CHAPTER V 

CURRICULAR AND ASSESSMENT ADAPTATIONS 

IN ONLINE TEACHING ENVIRONMENTS 

Newcomers to distance technical communication mstmction soon discover that 

answers to specific questions about online curricular goal development and assessment 

are difficuh to fmd. Whh so few working models to emulate or consider and so Httle 

advice to be had, technical commurtication program duectors and mstmctors face a 

challenging task when trymg to determine the most appropriate and desuable mformation 

to ulclude in an onluie introductory course syllabus. They may feel equally as challenged 

when they try to determine the most appropriate method for assessmg this hiformation 

from a distance. To address these challenges, this chapter documents the curricular and 

assessment shifts that occurred as I adapted a technical communication service course for 

onlme delivery. In domg so, I draw upon the layered Hteracies frame described m 

Chapter III and identify lheracy leammg opportunhies m the course's origmal syllabus. I 

then illustrate how curricular goals and student assessment opportunities changed when 

the course was moved to onlme delivery and suggest that onlme distance assessment may 

actuaUy provide as many, if not more, evaluation opportunities as found m onshe 

mstmction. 

The course that I adapted for onHne delivery was Texas Tech's English 2309 

(ENGL 2309), Technical Wrhmg. When I chose this course, h was bemg offered at 

Texas Tech m two versions: as an onshe course offered by the English Department for 

Texas Tech students of at least sophomore standmg and as a correspondence course 
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offered by the Division of Outreach and Extended Studies (Extended Studies). In both 

cases, the course had a dual purpose: as a foundational course for techitical 

communication majors and as a service course for students m other professional fields. 

The onshe course (hereafter Onshe 2309), origmaUy created to meet the needs of 

agricuhure and engmeermg majors, has been taught at Texas Tech smce 1927, one year 

after the univershy was founded ("History," 1999). In 1986, m response to student 

requests for a correspondence course that would fulfill theu technical wrhmg 

requuement, the Extended Studies course (hereafter Paper 2309) was developed for 

tradhional paper-based correspondence delivery. This correspondence curriculum was 

the fust adaptation of Onshe 2309 for distance leaming. Whh hs roots in technical 

communication theory and classroom practice in the late 1980s, Paper 2309 has been 

taught at a distance now for more than thirteen years. 

Both Onshe 2309 and Paper 2309 have undergone extensive revisions over the 

years, whh the onshe course being more frequently revised as a resuh of the changmg 

emphases in technical communication pedagogy and the department's growmg 

undergraduate and graduate program m technical communication. Onshe 2309, which is 

most often taught by technical communication doctoral students and contract facuhy whh 

years of workplace experience, is revised regularly m response to the recommendations 

of hs mstmctors as weU as m response to changmg emphases and recommendations from 

the field of technical communication. Extended Studies' course has been less frequently 

revised. Durmg hs thuteen-year history, the course has been revised approximately four 

thnes, mostly as a response to textbook edhion changes. By the late 1990s, consequently, 

a wide gap in curricular goals and assessment methods existed between the two \ersions. 
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In early 1999, the origmal curriculum developer. Dr. Betsy Goebel Jones, and two 

members of the Technical Communication facuhy at Texas Tech, Dr. Thomas Barker and 

I, revised Paper 2309's curriculum to brhig h closer m pedagogical theory and design to 

Onshe 2309. These committee members were chosen for a number of reasons. Dr. Jones 

served on the committee because she origmally developed the Paper 2309 course m 1987 

as resuh of an Extended Studies request for a correspondence version of the onshe 

course. Dr. Barker, an associate professor of technical communication at Texas Tech, 

coordmates the EngUsh Department's onshe 2309 courses, and he also works for 

Extended Studies as a paper-based course mstmctor. As a doctoral student in the English 

department, I joined the committee because of my interest in developmg the onlme 

course for this study. As a committee our goals were to revise the course to reflect a 

textbook change as well as to update the course's goals, objectives, and assignments. 

As part of my dissertation study, I adapted and modified the newly revised Paper 

2309 curriculum for mtemet-based delivery. In choosmg this curriculum as a basis for 

my research study, I assumed that adaptmg an distance course aheady m practice would 

reduce or elimmate the need for further decisions about course goals, objectives, and 

content. I assumed that the newly revised curriculum's goals, objectives, and content 

would translate duectly to web-based uistmction whh few revisions or adaptations 

requued. My assumption was also supported by the fact that the Paper 2309 curriculum 

revision committee (Dr. Jones, Dr. Barker, and I) had updated the curriculum with 

eventual onlme dehvery m mmd. I discovered, however, that movmg a paper-based 

distance course onlme requues even more consideration than we had anticipated. I had to 

reconsider my expectations about student learnmg in this online course and about the 
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learnmg opportunities I would provide. This reconsideration was ftirther complicated by 

the msthutional delivery constramts of correspondence study through Extended Studies— 

underlymg msthutional requuements that prescribe how students should encounter course 

materials, how they should mteract whh theu histmctor. and how and if they should 

mteract whh each other. These histhutional delivery constramts further delhnhed the 

learnmg opportunities and experiences I was able offer my students; and, consequently, 

these constramts sometunes profoundly affected the course's overall goals and 

objectives. 

To document the decisions that I made as I developed the onlme course and the 

two pedagogical designs used m this study, this chapter compares the curricular goals and 

objectives of all three versions of ENGL 2309, notmg shifts in these goals from version 

to version. In this comparison, I define each version's curricular goals and objectives in 

terms of the layered literacies frame and analyze each version's Hteracy learnmg 

assessment opportunities. This examination reveals pedagogical shifts, stemming from 

the course's adaptation first to paper-based and then to online instmction. In adaptmg the 

onshe course for distance delivery, pedagogical shifts, I wUl argue, have occurred and 

resuhed m a curriculum that offers students varied, ahhough somewhat limhed, lheracy 

learning. In particular, social, ethical, and crhical Hteracies are especially limhed or 

under-represented, if present at all, m the correspondence or paper version. These 

limhations, I believe, stem most duectly from insthutional delivery constramts. In 

adaptmg the course for onlme distance delivery, some of these limitations have been 

lessened and Hteracy learnmg opportunities expanded, ahhough neither distance 

curriculum m hs present version appears to be as vigorous m Hteracy learnmg as the 
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onshe version. How to unprove the onlme course's robustness is one concern of this 

study. 

To begm this survey, I explam how I chose the dehvery she for Onlme 2309 and 

describe the two experunental onlme pedagogical designs (Onlme 2309P and Onlme 

23091) I developed for this study. Smce both designs were developed to deliver the 

Onlme 2309 curriculum, I describe the shnilarhies and differences m the two designs' 

approaches to the Hteracies. After describhig the two pedagogical designs for Onlme 

2309,1 compare the two designs' shared curriculum to hs onshe and paper predecessors, 

specifically notmg similarhies and differences m Hteracy learning goals, activhies, and 

assessment opporturtities. I also explam how both designs' adaptations for onlme 

learning made possible pedagogical goals and activhies which had been unpossible 

previously with the paper-based course. These opportunities also provided, in at least 

one design, an increased attention to Hteracies under-represented or absent in the paper-

based curriculum. I conclude the chapter with the pedagogically focused research 

questions I plan to answer at my study's end and discuss how the answers to these 

questions can provide guidance as technical communication programs contmue to move 

courses from onsite to online delivery. 

The Chosen She and Its Curriculum 

To study mtroductory techitical communication courses taught at a distance, I had 

two research she options at Texas Tech Univershy: to teach the onlme courses through 

the Department of English (usmg Onsite 2309 as the basic curriculum) or to teach the 

online course through Extended Studies (using Paper 2309 as the basic curriculum). 
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Option one would have requued me to teach two sections of Onshe 2309 from a distance. 

In other words, I would have asked Texas Tech students to meet me vutuaUy rather than 

physically m the classroom. Although this option was a possibilhy, h requued special 

permission from the EngUsh Department Chau as well as the Dean of Arts and Sciences 

to become a realhy. While this pernussion seemed likely, makmg the request and 

receivmg a response would have delayed the study's beghmmg by weeks, if not months. 

Such a delay seemed untenable, considermg the thne constramts of the study. This 

option had several other disadvantages: (1) Students would register for onshe classes 

then be told the courses would be taught onlme. Such a change might resuh m student 

dissatisfaction from the beghmmg and skew resuhs. (2) In addhion, students would not 

be tmly distant from the instmctor, since they would theoretically have physical access to 

me smce both the instmctor and students were at Texas Tech in Lubbock. 

These problems led me to consider option two: to teach the online courses as 

sections of Extended Studies aheady existing distance education program. This second 

option had four advantages over the EngUsh department option: (1) Admmistratively, 

Extended Studies aheady offered distance education across the country, so students were 

regularly enrolling hs technical communication courses via distance. Identifying 

participants who wanted a distance leammg course would not be problematic. Extended 

Studies' students request, from the outset, a distance course to meet theu needs. (2) Most 

students takmg Extended Studies technical communication courses were not physically at 

Texas Tech Univershy, so they would not have easy access to theu mstmctor and would 

have to communicate whh me through the means estabUshed m the course guidelmes. 

(3) Extended Studies had the necessary registration and enrollment policies and staft to 
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offer onlme versions of theu courses, although they did not currently have an onlme 

technical communication course. (4) Administrators at Extended Studies were mterested 

m offeruig more onlme courses, so they willmgly agreed to allow me to offer two onlme 

courses as part of my study. Theu only requuement for the study was that I offer the 

course to the onlme students usmg the same basic curriculum that they were offermg theu 

paper-based correspondence students. This requuement would provide consistency 

across theu courses, and h would also allow any student who might wish to whhdraw 

from the study to move duectly and easily mto a paper-based section whh the same 

curriculum. 

Because the Extended Studies option had more advantages than the English 

department option and because the Extended Studies would allow me to begin my 

research more quickly, I accepted theu condition for distance delivery and began to 

consider how I would adapt Paper 2309 for online delivery. Upon makmg this decision, 1 

joined Drs. Jones and Barker as they began to revise and update Paper 2309's curriculum 

so hs goals, activities, and assessment would more closely resemble those of Onshe 

2309's. In addhion. Extended Studies admhustrators wanted to develop the course for 

onlme delivery, so we also considered eventual online dehvery as we revised and updated 

the curriculum. 

Because we revised Paper 2309 with onlme delivery hi mmd, I assumed that 

adaptmg hs correspondence curriculum for distance dehvery would be simple—whh few 

decisions to make and even fewer curricular changes. I based these assumptions on my 

past experiences buildmg course syllaweb for onshe delivery. I learned very quickly, 

however, that adaptmg a course for onlme delivery—whether from onshe or 
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correspondence histmction—was more challenging and time-consuming than 1 had 

imagmed or anticipated. I started the process of adaptmg the Paper 2309 curriculum for 

onlme delivery on April 4, 1999. My design activhies mcluded simple revisions, such as 

changmg mail delivery mstmctions as stated in the paper curriculum and addmg email 

instmctions for the online curriculum, as weU as more complex decisions, such as how to 

make the paper-based lessons uito navigable and usable hypertexts. I experhnented whh 

linked pages, muhiple frames, and pop-up windows, for example, to determine which 

would work best with distance students. I also pilot-tested various designs and hypertext 

possibilhies with summer term Onsite 2309 students, who occasionally would work from 

a distance. On June 15, 1999, two months and eleven days later, with over 102.75 hours 

spent designing and usability testing the online course, the fust 7 students logged m. 

That h took me two months and eleven days to design the course was partially a resuh of 

the contmumg curriculum revision that Dr. Jones, Barker, and I were completmg 

shnultaneously, but the 2.5 weeks (or 102.75 hours) h took to put the course onlme 

accounts for the actual thne spent movmg the course from paper to onlme delivery. 

Activhies. Interactivhv. and Instmctional Design m Onlme 2309 

In developmg Onlme 2309 under the auspices of Extended Studies, I agreed to 

design the onlme courses so that students met the same curricular goals and objectives as 

Extended Studies' aheady existmg distance course. Paper 2309. Paper 2309's activhies 

mcluded eight lessons, which have remamed constant through the course's four revisions. 

These activhies mclude (m order) the foUowmg assignment topics: style and overview of 

technical wrhmg (Lesson 1), busmess correspondence (Lesson 2), graphics and document 
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design (Lesson 3), technical description (Lesson 4), technical mstmctions (Lessons 5), 

recommendation report (Lesson 6), oral report (Lesson 7), and job search materials-

resumes and cover letters (Lesson 8). Each of Paper 2309's lessons requues students to 

complete two prelimmary documents, a communication worksheet (for general rhetorical 

plamting) and a plamting worksheet (for lesson-specific rhetorical and shuational 

plamting). For evaluation of each lesson, students must submh at least three documents: 

these two worksheets as well as the fmal document. Each lesson thus has buih mto h a 

means for the mstmctor to evaluate not only the basic wrhten lheracy of students' 

documents but also the rhetorical features students have proposed and mcorporated mto 

theu document. In completmg these assignments, Onlme 2309 students, lUce theu Paper 

2309 counterparts, were allowed to work mdependently at theu own pace: and whh the 

exception of Lessons 3, 4, and 5, which must be completed sequentially, students could 

arrange the assignments in any order they choose. 

Given this basic set of activhies that I was asked to mcorporate mto Onlme 2309. 

I wanted to examine how differing mstmctional designs might mfluence course delivery 

and student satisfaction. For this reason, I created two different pedagogical designs, 

which I will hereafter caU Online 2309P (for hs presentational mode) and Online 23091 

(for hs interactive mode), to deliver the course from a distance. Through the development 

of these two designs, I hoped to determine which design most effectively delivers 

introductory technical communication histmction to students at a distance. Because of 

Extended Studies' requuements for consistency between Onlme 2309 and Paper 2309. 

both sections of Onlme 2309 used the same textbook, Kristm Woolever's (1999) Writing 

for the Technical Professions, followed the same syllabus, and requhed students to 
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complete the same assignments as Paper 2309. In addhion, students m both onlme 

sections were given similar six-month completion deadlmes (whh one six-month 

extension) as those m any regular Extended Learnmg correspondence course. 

Ahhough the syllabus and course materials were the same as Paper 2309, the two 

onlme sections differed from one another m the type and amount of mteraction buih mto 

each design. Michael Moore (1989), a leadmg expert m distance education, considers 

mteraction "a defmhig characteristic of education" (p. 2). He classifies educational 

hiteractions into three types: learner-content interactions, leamer-instmctor interactions, 

and learner-learner interactions. Leamer-content interactions occur when the leamer 

"intellectually interacts whh content"; leamer-instmctor interactions occur when the 

mstmctor acts to motivate and stimulate leamers or to clarify content for learners; and 

learner-leamer interactions occur "between leamer and another learner, alone or in group 

settmgs, with or without the real-thne presence of an mstmctor" (p. 4). Hillman, Willis, 

and Gunawardena (1994) extend Moore's defmhion with the mclusion of a fourth 

mteraction type: learner-mterface mteractions m which "the learner must mteract whh the 

technological medium m order to mteract whh the content, histmctor, and other learners" 

(p. 33). Such mteractions create cohesive learnmg envuonments, whether on-campus or 

web-based, by makmg connections which are necessary for effective learnmg. They can 

also hnprove student satisfaction with the course. In web-based classes, studies have 

shown that mteractive courses poshively mfluence student leammg and satisfaction 

(Hackman and WaUcer, 1990; Wagner, 1989), and Fulford and Zhang's (1993) fmdmgs 

suggest that "leamers who perceive mteraction to be high will have more satisfaction 

whh mstmction than wUl leamers who perceive interaction to be low" (p. 18). Because 
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more mteractivhy appears to have poshive effects on student satisfaction and leammg, 1 

developed Onlme 2309's two mstructional designs whh varymg amounts of mteraction: 

Onlme 2309P was prhnarily a presentational design which emphasized student/content 

and student/hiterface mteractions; Onlme 23091 was more mteractive whh emphases on 

all four types. What I hoped to learn from these two designs was whether students 

preferred or tended to perform more effectively whh more or less mteraction. This 

distmction is hnportant because the presentational design is easier to develop and 

implement m a distance course. It requues less coordination of teacher and students, and 

h allows roUmg admissions. To be worth the extra "costs" of coordmation, scheduling, 

and teacher time, interactivhy must resuh in better or, at least, equivalent learning and 

student performance; in other words, h should result in enhanced muhiple Hteracies. The 

following paragraphs describe the buih-m mteractive components of each design. 

Onlme 2309P's Presentational Design 

Presentational designs like that of Onlme 2309P have historically been 

characteristic of paper correspondence curricula. In them, course histmction and 

materials are provided through text on paper, or, m both Onlme 2309P and Onlme 23091, 

onlme; students work mdependently at theu own pace to read these materials and 

complete assignments; and student/teacher hiteractions are restricted, for the most part, to 

student-hutiated questions and teacher feedback on assignments. In comparison, Onlme 

2309P's presentational design was most lUce tradhional paper-based correspondence 

courses. Students were presented whh the course material, they worked whh it 

mdependently and at theu own pace, and mteractions whh others were minimal. 
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In shnplest terms, Onlme 2309P can best be described as an onlme version of 

Extended Studies' revised Paper 2309 correspondence course. Ahhough the course guide 

was only available to students onlhie, h contamed exactly the same content hiformation 

as the paper-based course's course guide. As students completed each lesson, they 

submhted theu work to me, theu mstmctor, via email: I commented on theu work usmg 

checklists and retumed the graded assignments to them m the same way. Except for the 

web she delivery of the course guide, Onlme 2309P was different from Paper 2309 m 

only a few other ways: 

• Surveys and Interview. Because the course was part of a research project, 

students were asked on two occasions to complete onlme surveys which 

questioned them about theu satisfaction with the course, and they were told 

that they might be asked to participate in a phone interview after they had 

completed the course. This phone mterview, if conducted, focused on 

students' experiences m the course and theu feelmgs about how well this 

online course met theu needs. 

• Email submissions. Because the course was offered onlme, students were 

asked to submit theu work through email rather than postal service delivery. I 

respond to them through email whh attached checklists and comments. Only 

the fmal exammation was sent through the postal service. Extended Studies' 

tradhional submission and feedback channel. 

In summary then, Onlme 2309P's design provided students whh vutuaUy the same 

activhies and opportunities to leam as does Paper 2309. The only major activhies which 
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differ m Onlme 2309P's design and Paper 2309 were Onlme 2309P's requuements that 

student access course materials onlme and submh theu assignments through email. 

Onlhie 23091's Interactive Design 

The mteractive design of Onlme 23091, m contrast, was designed to mvhe 

communication between distance students, theu histmctor, and/or other students. To 

support these addhional mteractions, Onlme 23091's mteractive design had all the 

features of Onlme 2309P plus three addhional communication features—a buUetm board, 

a chat room, and peer evaluation software—hi the course's delivery mix. (These 

communication tools and theu uses m the course are discussed in more detail in Chapter 

VI.) In Online 23091's design, students were expected to interact whh each other as weU 

as with the instmctor on a regular basis (ahhough Extended Studies' requued rolling 

enrollment created some complications with this expectation). Students usmg the 

interactive design worked at theu own pace; theu mteractions whh the instmctor and 

other students were intended to create a learning envuonment shnilar to that of an onshe 

classroom. Because of the additional communication tools. Online 2309rs students had 

more opporturtities to mteract with classmates, to discuss the assignments, and to use the 

addhional course structure to help students manage theu tune. (Opportunities to mteract 

whh other students were substantially reduced, however, by the students' various 

sequencmg of assignments and theu working at theu own mdividual paces. These two 

factors were resuhs of Extended Studies' course requuements, and they duectly affected 

the type and amount of hiteractions between students and theu peers.) When students 
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were able to mteract with each other or whh me, they used an onlme chat room, a course 

bulletm board, and a collaborative text-sharmg mtemet-based wrhmg application. 

• Chats. Students hi this section meet in online chat sessions four tunes during 

the course. To meet student needs, I held regularly scheduled office hours at 

least three hours a week m the chat room, and I also met students by 

appomtment in the chat room if they were unavailable during my regularly 

scheduled hours. Office hour times were posted on the web she's main home 

page and on the chat room entry page. During chat sessions, students were 

mvited to meet with me to discuss administrative questions, assignment 

problems, or any other concems they might have. Because I held regularly 

scheduled hours, students were also able to meet whh each other and whh me 

on several occasions. I asked students to think of these chat sessions as online 

class meetings where they could come for support and further hiformation on 

theu current assignments. The chat room was thus an open discussion area 

students could use as a convenient thne and space for gettmg all types of 

questions answered quickly and duectly. 

• Bulletm Board. The bulletm board offered students a place to post questions 

about assignments or readmgs and to receive hnmediate responses from theu 

histmctor or other students. The bulletm board also made others m the class 

and me available for questions even when we were not available to students m 

the chat room. Its prhnary fiinction, however, was to assist me. 1 used the 

bulletm board to post frequently asked questions. Usmg h m this wa\. I 
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hoped to provide students whh commonly requested hiformation, w hhout 

havuig to answer each student mdividually. 

• TOPIC (a collaborative hitemet-based text-sharmg wrhmg application). 

Employmg TOPIC, students were able to use the mternet to share theu wrhhig 

whh others and me. They were also able to comment upon other students' 

wrhing. After students posted one of theu four requued rough drafts, I 

responded hnmediately to these drafts, offermg suggestions for revision. 

After posting a rough draft, students were requued to respond to one of theu 

fellow students' drafts. In this way, students would post four chafts and 

crhique four drafts of other students. 

TOPIC was designed with a special feature that allowed students to respond to 

one another, no matter what assignment they were working on. After a 

student posted his or her own draft for a particular assignment. TOPIC 

provided the student whh a list of other students' drafts for that assignment. 

The crhiqumg student could then choose from the Hst of drafts whhout 

crhiques and write a response. This programmmg allowed students to view 

drafts of other students and to critique the work of others as they progressed 

mdependently through the curriculum. It did not requue that students 

complete assignments at the same thne. 

Like Onlme 2309P students, students m Onlme 23091 responded to a series of surveys, 

participated m a possible post-course mterview. submitted theu assignments by email, 

and took a requued fmal exammation at a designated testing center. Unlike Online 

2309P, Onlme 2309rs addhional requued activhies—the chat room sessions and TOPIC 
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submission and response requuements—provided students whh more opportunhies to 

mteract with theu histmctor and others. These activhies were designed to promote a 

more class-lUce atmosphere, more commonly found m onshe classes. The mcreased 

mteraction opportunities were the key difference between the two onlme designs. 

The Onlme 2309 Curriculum and Its Lheracv Objectives 

Both Onlme 2309 designs' course guide and curriculum were the same, taken 

duectly from the newly revised Paper 2309 course. As the prmcipal course developers 

(Drs. Jones, Barker, and I) revised course guide chapters for Paper 2309's, I adapted 

these chapters for onlme delivery and uploaded them to the WebCT web shes the onlme 

sections would use. (I chose WebCT because Texas Tech Univershy's prunary web-

based distance education course delivery application. Its use is described m more detail 

m the next chapter.) In both of Onlme 2309's sections, the curriculum's stated objectives 

were shnilar to Paper 2309's; and because Paper 2309's accredhation is based m the 

English Department's Onshe 2309, Onlme 2309's goals and objectives are fmally based 

m the English department's goals and objectives for any ENGL 2309 course. These 

departmental goals and objectives are established through the Technical Communication 

Committee and articulated m the ENGL 2309 Fact Sheet: 

Students m this class wUl 

• Analyze the communication shuation fully and accurately: needs, 
audiences, uses, and constraints. 

• Gather, mterpret, and document information logically, efficiently, and 
ethically 

• Develop professional work and teamwork habhs 
• Design usable, clear, persuasive, accessible documents: 

• Select the appropriate media for presentmg hiformation 
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• Organize mformation using reader-based pruiciples 
• Use graphics effectively 
• Develop an effective, clear wrhhig style. ("ENGL 2309," 1997) 

In Paper 2309, these more general goals and objectives for the course are further 

articulated as goals and objectives for each of the correspondence course's eight lessons. 

The Hst below demonstrates how Paper 2309's behavioral objectives (identified by lesson 

number) emerge from Onsite 2309's stated objectives (identified whh bullets): 

• Analyze the communication shuation fully and accurately: needs, audiences, uses 
and constraints 

1. Lesson 1: Use problem-solvmg strategies for technical communicators that 
build a bridge between techitical information and the audience 

2. Lesson 1: Identify key audience types 
3. Lesson 1: Create an audience analysis grid 
4. Lesson 2: Distmguish between correspondence models and choose the most 

appropriate type for the communicative purpose 
5. Lesson 2: Analyze a memo or letter wrhmg situation by identifymg the 

letter's audience and purpose 
6. Lesson 2: Select an appropriate letter type for the wrhhig shuation and 

audience 
7. Lesson 3: Adjust the level of detaU to the specific reader's need 
8. Lesson 4: Decide on the correct type of mstmctions for the document's 

purpose and audience 
9. Lesson 6: Select a report type for an organizational wrhmg shuation 
10. Lesson 6: Defme the central question that the report wUl address 
11. Lesson 6: Wrhe a report for a specific audience and purpose 
12. Lesson 6: Wrhe an effective summary or abstract 
13. Lesson 7: Determine audience needs for professional presentation 
14. Lesson 7: Analyze a shuation requumg a professional presentation 
15. Lesson 8: Wrhe a resume and cover letter that responds to the reader's 

employee need 

• Gather, mterpret, and document hiformation logically, efficiently, and ethicalh. 

1. Lesson 1: Evaluate research sources 
2. Lesson 1: List examples of plagiarism and recognize unethical use of 

resources 
3. Lesson 2: Outlme the advantages and disadvantages of email correspondence. 

includmg privacy issues 
4. Lesson 4: Gather hiformation about the document's users 
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5. Lesson 6: Conduct a study 
6. Lesson 8: Organize your job search 
7. Lesson 8: Analyze a job ad or poshion announcement to detemune how to 

apply for the job 
8. Lesson 8: Review your own background and quahfications to detemune 

which hiformation best relates to the job ad or poshion announcement 
9. Lesson 9: Research prospective job search companies, mterview do's and 

don'ts and potential mterview questions 

Develop professional work and teamwork habhs. 

1. Lesson 1-8: Complete communication and planning worksheets, which model 
professional work habhs 

Design usable, clear, persuasive, accessible documents 

1. Lesson 2: Apply persuasive techniques and employ goodwill strategies in 
correspondence 

2. Lesson 3: Prepare documents that are invhing to read and use 
3. Lesson 3: Create an attractive graphic that challenges and mterprets data 
4. Lesson 4: Differentiate content to facilitate readmg 
5. Lesson 5: Leam methods of testmg instmctions 
6. Lesson 7: Create useful delivery notes or outlines 
7. Lesson 7: Deliver an effective and persuasive professional oral presentation 

'r Select the appropriate media for presenting hiformation 

1. Lesson 3: Select graphic types that are appropriate for specific audience 
and purpose 

2. Lesson 5: Use appropriate design elements for mstmctions 
3. Lesson 8: Distmguish between resume types (paper, electronic, scarmable, 

web) and understand the technical considerations necessary for creatmg 
each type 

'r Organize hiformation usmg reader-based prmciples 

1. Lesson 1: Apply frontloadmg and chunkmg techniques to organize 
information for readers 

2. Lesson 2: Distmguish between mdirect and dhect letter organization and 
choose the appropriate organization for the letter's audience and purpose 

3. Lesson 3: Organize descriptions and summaries 
4. Lesson3 : Organize and outlme a techitical description document 
5. Lesson 4: Organize lists whh context-settmg statements 
6. Lesson 4: Use chunkmg to present hiformation effectively 
1. Lesson 4: Organize mstmctions effectively 
8. Lesson 7: Organize a professional presentation 
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V Use graphics effectively 

1. Lesson 4: Identify the need for and use tables and visuals effectively 
2. Lesson 6: Create an effective table to illustrate study fmdmgs 
3. Lesson 7: Prepare effective visual aids to accompany an oral report 

r Develop an effective, clear wrhhig style 

1. Lesson 1: Create a readable style whh effective word choice, clear 
sentences, and well paced paragraphs 

2. Lesson 1: Achieve a tone that is appropriate for the document's audience 
and purpose 

3. Lesson 1: Revise sentences and documents to achieve a readable style and 
efficient tone 

4. Lesson 2: Write a variety of letters usmg correct format, logical 
organization, appropriate tone, and other characteristics of effective 
correspondence 

5. Lesson 4: Use techniques for editing for too much hiformation 
6. Lesson 4: Identify and fix inconsistent terminology 

7. Lesson 5: Use appropriate style for wrhmg instmctions 

As this list demonstrates, some of Onshe 2309's goals are more strongly 

incorporated into Paper 2309's curriculum than others. These differences resuh primarily 

from insthutional delivery constraints. For example. Paper 2309's curriculum de-

emphasizes the goal of developing professional teamwork habits because correspondence 

students work uidependently and at theu own pace (an histhutional constraint requued of 

all current Extended Studies' courses). Since students work mdependently and at theu 

own pace, collaborative projects tradhionally have not been included in Extended 

Studies' technical communication curriculum, and students have not been requued to 

demonstrate theu abilhies to work whh others (teamwork skUls). Ahhough students do 

not have to demonstrate theu proficiency in teamwork skUls, the course guide does 

address issues of teamwork. In this way, the course guide supplements and refmes 

textbook mformation for the Paper 2309 student. In the course guide, students fmd the 
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equivalent of class lectures m each chapter. In these short lectures/course guide chapters, 

students can read addhional mformation about how workplace wrhhig occurs as well as 

about the teamwork and professional habhs they are expected to possess when they enter 

the workplace. Yet Paper 2309 students are not requued to work whh others to complete 

theu assignments. The Onshe 2309 goal to "develop professional work and teamwork 

habhs," therefore, is not fully recognized m Paper 2309's objectives, ahhough students 

do have an opportunity to develop some professional work habhs through the course 

guide readings, through the worksheets, and through theu project management tasks. 

To determine what literacy leammg opportunities students have in Onlme 2309, 

the layered literacies frame can be used to classify Paper 2309's individual lesson 

evaluation checklists. Such classification is useful because, like the classification by 

Onsite 2309's goals, it demonstrates adjustments requued by Paper 2309's 

correspondence delivery. This categorization can also help the instmctor to determine 

how well students have achieved the course's lheracy goals. Appendix A mcludes a 

detailed chart which categorizes each lesson's checkpomts mto the six Hteracies. Some 

of the checkpomts have been categorized mto more than one lheracy group because the 

checkpoint suggests a layered literacy of more than one type. After categorization, the 

eight lessons' checkpomts (184 total) were divided mto 66 basic lheracy checkpomts, 2 

crhical checkpomts, 4 ethical checkpomts, 75 rhetorical checkpomts, and 37 social 

checkpomts. The evaluation checklists for each lesson mclude no (0) technological 

checkpomts. 

Based on this analysis. Paper 2309's objectives appear to strongly favor basic and 

rhetorical literacies whh lesser attention to the other four Hteracies. Crhical. ethical, and 
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technological Hteracies are particularly weak m assessment opportunities. This weakness 

m crhical, ethical, and technological Hteracies, I believe, is a duect resuh of histhutional 

delivery constrahits placed on the course by hs correspondence nature as well as 

Extended Studies evaluation requuements. I'll discuss these constramts m more detail 

when I outlme Paper 2309's course assessment standards. 

Because h was based on Paper 2309's literacy objectives, Onlme 2309's 

objectives were also strongly oriented to basic and rhetorical Hteracy development. In 

placmg the curriculum onlme, however, I became aware that both designs would requue 

students to employ more advanced technological skills and lheracy than those needed to 

complete Paper 2309 successfully. Students m the online sections did not receive a paper 

course guide as do students m Paper 2309. To get started in the course. Online 2309 

students received a letter with theu registration information from Extended Studies and a 

letter from me with log-in information. I sent students in both sections my letter as an 

email attachment so they could begin theu study as soon as I was notified of theu 

enrollment. From the moment they started Online 2309, in whichever of the sections 

they were enrolled, students were told to go online, log into the course web she, and work 

at theu own pace. I also encouraged them from the first email posting forward and in 

every email I sent them thereafter to contact me by email if they had questions. /Another 

key technological skill they had to develop was sendmg email as attachments. Students 

were requued to send aU assignments to me (with a copy to Extended Studies) of all 

submhted work. This mcreased use of electronic technologies to get course mformation, 

to contact the mstructor, and to submh work requued students in both sections to solve 

problems electronically and mcreased the number of opportunities they had for 
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developmg theu technological skills, solvmg problems whh them, and thmkmg crhicalh 

about how technologies shape theu work. In many histances, these technological 

opportunities brought whh them addhional social hiteractions whh me, theu mstmctor. 

Thus technological Hteracies were often layered whh opportunities to hone social skills as 

weU. 

In addhion to the mcreased opportunhy for technological Hteracy development m 

both sections, students m Onlme 23091, the mteractive section, were also exposed to 

other, more diverse lheracy-leammg opportunities. This exposure, lUce theu 

technological Hteracy exposure, was not a resuh of course guide changes. It was, mstead, 

a resuh of mcreased opportunities for interaction between student and theu instmctor or 

other students m the course. Online 2309rs incorporation of a chat room, a bulletin 

board, and TOPIC enabled mcreased social interactions and learning opportunities. 

These communication features were designed to enrich students' technological Hteracy as 

weU. 

Adaptmg Paper 2309 to Onshe 2309 thus seems to have hnproved the range of 

lheracy histmction available m the distance course. In both sections, the number of 

technological learnmg opporturtities was clearly mcreased from those identified m Paper 

2309. In Onlme 23091, the mteractive section, opportunities for social learnmg may also 

have been mcreased. 

Curricular Assessment or Opportunities to Evaluate Lheracv Leammg 

Just as the adaptation of Paper 2309 to Onlme 2309 may have enhanced its 

Hteracy leammg opportunities, the mstmctor's ability to assess lheracy learnmg may also 
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be enhanced by this adaptation. To illustrate these changes and suggest how this 

enhancement may occur, this section briefly reviews assessment opportunities m all three 

versions of ENGL 2309: onshe, on paper, and onlme. 

Onsite 2309 Assessment 

Ahhough the department does not requue that mstmctors use specific assessment 

measures, a Fall 1999 survey of Onshe 2309 histmctors revealed that most of them use 

shnilar methods to assess theu students' leaming. Of the eleven histmctors teaching 

Onlme 2309 (two tenure-track professors, three contract mstmctors, and six doctoral 

students), seven responded to this survey, a response rate of 64%. 

These assessment methods employed by the respondents can be classified in three 

ways: by the time they are employed (formative or summative), by theu method of 

delivery (oral or written), and by the participants m the evaluation process (to students 

from histmctor, to students from students, to students from other audiences). Formative 

assessments occur during the writmg process while summative assessments are final-

product assessments. Both of these types of assessment can be given orally or m wrhten 

form and may be given by the histmctor, other students, or other readers. Table 5.1 

identifies the respondents' commonly employed methods and illustrates how various 

assignments ENGL 2309 mstmctors identified fit mto this three-way analysis. The 

foUowmg discussion further defmes the assessment types. 
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Table 5.1: Onsite 2309 Evaluation Methods 

Formative Oral Written 

Student/in structor 

Student/student 

Student/audience 

Summative 

Student/instructor 

Student/student 

Student/audience 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

individual conferences 
group conferences 
expert review 
large group discussion 

small group discussion 
oral peer review 

discussion/review with other 
audiences 

individual conferences 
group conferences 

roundtable reflective evaluation 
of assignments 

discussion with other audiences 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

expert review 
progress reports written for 
instructor 
writing workplans 
discussion software postings 
pop quizzes 

written peer review 

progress report written for or 
received from other audience 

checklists 
written comments 
reflective memos and exams 
other exams 
group evaluations 
self evaluations 

written evaluation by other 
audiences 

Formative/Oral 

Formative oral evaluation methods take place durmg the development of an 

assignment, prior to final evaluation. Of the survey respondents, all used large and small 

group discussions of students' work m progress somethnes, ahhough over half of them 

used this method more frequently. Instmctors use these methods to check student 

learnmg as they consider theu documents' development and begm to appl> theu 

considerations through wrhhig. Usmg formative/oral methods, mstmctors ma\ 

conference whh students as mdividuals or m groups, or they may check student learning 
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by asking students to work m small discussion groups or large group discussion. Often 

histmctors use several methods during a given class period, askmg students to discuss a 

wrhmg issue m small groups then returning the small groups to a large group where 

students report theu small group conclusions. In this way, students check theu 

knowledge whh theu peers fust; then by offermg theu conclusions to the class, other 

class members and the histmctor can further shape these conclusions and assumptions, 

guidmg students to better understanding or offering students different perspectives about 

a problem or issue. Another common formative/oral method is expert or supervisory 

review, which occurs when histmctors wrhe or discuss document drafts with students 

before final evaluation. Expert review also occurs when students check theu drafts whh 

actual readers of a document, as in usabilhy testing or in shuations where students are 

drafting documents for workplace readers and decision-makers. Peer review is a thud 

type of review that often occurs in Onshe 2309 classes. When these peer review sessions 

are oral, students share documents, read and critique them, and then talk about changes or 

revisions they would suggest the author make. 

As a means for assessing student lheracy learning, formative/oral evaluation 

methods allow instmctors to Usten to students as they "think aloud" about theu document 

plans and to provide clarification and guidance as students move from initial document 

planning stages to document completion. Because students rarely have polished written 

documents durmg these evaluations, formative/oral sessions are not designed to unprove 

basic wrhmg or readmg lheracy. Instead they more often provide students opportunhies 

to explore rhetorical, social, technological, ethical, and crhical lheracy issues. Students 

might, for example, seek advice about addressing a particular audience, about choosing a 
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particular delivery medium for the document being produced, or about structuring or 

interpreting information. During these sessions, students might ask also seek answers to 

questions about these five Hteracies. Instmctors commonly refer to these questions as 

"teachmg moments," wherem they can introduce or remforce more general lheracy 

concepts by relatmg them to the actual wrhmg documents students are currently 

producing. 

Ahhough significant hnprovement m student wrhmg can resuh from 

formative/oral evaluation, h does have a disadvantage. Because formative/oral 

evaluation methods are not archived in wrhing, no permanent record of these methods 

remahi. For this reason, they are difficuh to measure. They are, nevertheless, frequent 

and hnportant methods that instmctors use to gam a holistic view of students' working 

knowledge and skill development. They also allow instmctors to provide "just-in-time" 

teaching—^what students need to learn when they need to learn h. In addhion, they allow 

instmctors quickly to gauge when re-teaching may be necessary and to identify students 

who have grasped concepts as well as those who may needed further support or 

instmction. This type of assessment can assist instmctors to group students who have 

achieved certam goals whh students who have not. Such groupmg provides stronger 

scaffoldmg and more mstmctional support to students with addhional learrting needs. 

Formative/Written 

In the 2309 instmctors' survey, the type and frequency of formative wrhten 

review varied greatly among instmctors. While all of them used some form of peer 

review of documents and requued students to wrhe progress reports durmg longer 
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projects, only 50% requued students to present formative/written work as posts to 

discussion software and 14% used more tradhional formative/wrhten assessment, such as 

pop quizzes. 

As whh formative/oral methods, students can receive formative/wrhten evaluation 

from theu mstmctor, other students, or other audiences. Written reviews, for example, 

can come from aU three types of reviewers; they are disthiguished from formative/oral 

reviews only by theu written form. No matter what type of reviewer provides h, 

feedback from formative/written evaluation can be delivered to students m handwritten or 

electronically produced notes, comments, or edhing marks on a draft. Electronically 

produced evaluation might appear as electronic commenthig in a word-processing file, as 

a post in electronic discussion software, or as emaU from the expert or student reviewer to 

the student wrher. 

Formative/wrhten evaluation most commonly appears as comments on 

documents, but some documents written by students in Onshe 2309 also take the form of 

formative/written evaluation. Most mstmctors requue students to write progress reports 

at theu major project's midpomt. Progress reports, a common genre taught m technical 

wrhing courses, not only allow mstmctors to assess the work completed on a project and 

the work left to be completed, but they also permit instmctors and student wrhers 

themselves to evaluate how weU wrhmg projects are progressmg. Through such 

evaluation, mstmctors and student wrhers can often identify and eliminate planning and 

implementation problems that might create addhional problems m the fmal project. 

Another formative/written evaluative document is wrhmg work plans (also commonh 

seen as prewrhmg worksheets or mvention exercises). These work plans requue students 
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to show theu prelimmary thinking and plaimmg about a document before h is drafted. 

Work plans may be written as memos to the instmctor. as posts in electronic discussion 

software, or as worksheet questionnaues that students complete as they plan theu wrhing 

assignment. Like progress reports, these work plans allow instmctors to duect and shape 

student thmking for more successful fmal document outcomes. Ahhough many of the 

surveyed instmctors use them only infrequently, if at all, pop quizzes or reading quizzes 

are another form of formative/written evaluation. These quizzes are most commonly 

used to check student leaming from textbook readmg assignments. Only rarely, however, 

do Onsite 2309 histmctors use objective tests to assess student wrhing. 

Like formative/oral evaluations, formative/written evaluations can often address 

many literacy issues, especially when these issues must be considered as a final document 

develops. What distinguishes these written reviews from theu oral cousins, however, is 

that written reviews have a more permanent nature: the review can be documented and 

evaluated by the mstructor after h occurs, and they can provide mstmctors whh concrete 

written examples of lheracy skills and applications. Some histmctors may prefer written 

reviews for this reason and mclude wrhten peer reviews as a requued participatory 

component of the course. Other formative/written evaluations are also often mcluded hi 

course participation grades mcludmg posts to discussion software and pop quiz grades. 

Summative/Wrhten 

Onshe 2309 mstmctors most commonly use written comments when they 

evaluate student wrhhig at the end of a document cycle or assignment. Of the survey 

respondents, all use wrhten comments on fmal drafts when they evaluate student wrhing, 
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and all of them use document checklists at least somethnes. Instmctors may develop 

these checklists from a variety of sources: past experiences with student writmg, 

checklists created by another instmctor, textbook checklists and ancillary materials, or 

student-generated checklists for mdividual documents. Checklists addhionally allow 

students a means for evaluatmg theu documents prior to subnussion. In addhional to 

comments and checklists instmctors provide, workplace audiences also ma} offer 

students feedback and evaluation on theu documents. 

These summative written evaluations comprise most commonly the majorhy of a 

student's course grade in Onsite 2309, and often these evaluations examine specifically 

the skUls demonstrated in finished documents. For this reason, students' lheracy 

development exhibited in basic writing skills, rhetorical skiUs, technological skills 

(especially as they apply to document design and layout), and social skills (if the 

document is written collaboratively) heavily mfluence theu fmal course grades. 

Another common type of sununative/written evaluation is reflective memos or 

exams. These reflective documents may requue students to describe and justify content, 

design, and style decisions made within theu documents or that ask them to consider 

other writing issues (for example, ethics) and these issues' appHcations whhin or as a 

resuh of theu fmal document. Answers to the mstmctors' survey were most different m 

this area: 14% always used reflective memos, 28% often used them, 28% sometunes used 

them, and 28% never used them. Theu use of reflective exams was similarly dispersed 

whh 12% always usmg them, 50% often usmg them, 12% somethnes usmg them and 

25% never using them. 
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Those who use reflective summative assignments sometimes requue students to 

evaluate collaborative group dynamics and accomplishments, theu own group 

accomplishments, or theu experiences whh technology. These reflective assignments 

give histmctors a "wmdow" of sorts mto students' decisions and thoughts as they 

compose theu documents; they also allow histmctors to see how students grappled with 

and resolved ethical, technological, and social questions that arose durmg theu wrhmg. 

Summative/Oral 

Summative/oral evaluation occurs at the end of a document cycle when students 

are given feedback on a document tumed m for fmal evaluation. It can be delivered by 

the instmctor to mdividual wrhers or to wrhing groups or teams, or, as one instmctor 

noted, h may be provided when a another reader (a "real-world" reader, for example) 

crhiques students' final copy. Some instmctors commented that they use summative/oral 

evaluations as a concluding discussion exercise on the document due date. In roundtable 

settings, these summative/oral discussions allow students to reflect on theu document 

planning, wrhing, and revismg processes; to identify strengths and weaknesses in theu 

work; and to ask questions that still concern them after document completion. Often 

these roundtable sessions point histmctors to addhional areas where more instmction 

would benefit students and provide opportunities to link present learning to upcoming 

wrhing assignments. 

As whh formative/oral evaluation, histmctors may have difficuhy assessmg what 

students leam durmg these sessions because these discussions are oral and they are not 

archived m a permanent form. Instmctors may sense that hnportant learning has occurred 
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during these oral sessions, but to measure how much or when such leaming occurred is 

difficuh since learning is demonstrated orally, not archived in wrhing. In these cases, 

instmctors have Httle recourse for identifyhig this learning unless they combme 

formative/oral evaluation whh reflective memos, which can sometunes be used to 

document cmcial learning moments m less visible literacy areas. 

Paper 2309 Assessment 

In comparison to Onsite 2309's assessment methods. Paper 2309's methods are 

dramatically decreased, prhnarily because correspondence histmctors typically only see 

students' written work and have few, if any, oral interactions whh students. Such courses 

are designed, by theu nature, for students to complete independently whh very Httle 

interaction between students and instmctors, except for written feedback on lessons. 

Ahhough Extended Studies does requue theu instmctors to provide students whh phone, 

fax, and email information, contact with the histmctor, except for lesson feedback, is 

optional and student-motivated. In most cases, only rarely does an Extended Studies 

histmctor ever speak duectly whh a student. Feedback is thus Ihnhed, for the most part, 

to written/formative and written/summative remarks. (Table 5.2 Ulustrates Paper 2309's 

evaluation methods.) 
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Table 5.2: Paper 2309's Evaluation Methods 

Formative Oral Written 

Student/instructor 
individual conferences via 
phone 

• expert review via email or fax 
• writing workplans 

(lesson worksheets) 

Student/student None None 

Student/audience 

Summative 

None None 

Student/instructor 

• individual conferences by 
phone (optional) 

checklists 
written comments 
writing workplans 
(lesson worksheets) 
final examination 

Student/student None None 

Student/audience None None 

Because oral assessment measures have been virtually elimmated as a resuh of 

Paper 2309's distance delivery constraints, instmctors rely on wrhten formative and 

summative assessments. Formative assessments are used specifically m Lessons 3 and 4 

when students' communication and planning worksheets must be approved prior to theu 

fmal draftmg of documents. Other formative/written assessments may take place if 

students contact the mstructor by fax or email, ahhough such assessment is not requued. 

The most prevalent of assessment techniques buih into the Paper 2309 curriculum 

are sununative/written evaluations. Because of high student enrollment numbers, 

histmctors make very few of these. Generally they confme theu comments to / ' s 

(objective achieved) or X 's (objective not achieved) on checklists or as short, specific 

written comments on checklists. They must confme themselves to such quick feedback 

because Extended Studies may enroll anywhere from 60-800 students m any given 

mstmctors' course (dependmg on the mstmctor's enrolhnent preference and availabilhy). 
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Extended Studies also pays an incentive bonus for grading and returning student 

assignments whhm 24 hours. To gam the mcentive and provide feedback, mstmctors use 

the checklists as theu prunary form of evaluation. Whh such high enrollment numbers 

and such a short tum-around time, mstmctors limit theu commenthig to that which can be 

done m 5 minutes or less per student paper (Barker, personal mterview, October 29. 

1999; Jones, personal mterview: October 26, 1999). 

The fmal assessment students receive is Extended Studies' requued fmal 

exammation. The fmal exammation is a combmation of muhiple choice questions about 

chapter and course guide content, a letter revision, and a flyer for which students are 

given more information than needed and then asked to design. On the fmal, students are 

also requued to create and answer a prewrhing worksheet similar to the ones they've 

used in the eight previous lessons to demonstrate that they know and understand the 

preliminary questions that technical wrhers must ask and answer about audience, 

document purpose, and other constraints before they begin to wrhe. Students must pass 

the final examination in order to pass the course, and the examination accounts for 25% 

of the final course grade. 

In all, students receive feedback from theu mstmctors on each lesson and 

acknowledgement from Extended Studies when they pass the fmal. They do not 

participate m any student to student assessment activhies. nor are they requued to wrhe 

for an audience other than theu histmctor unless they choose projects than have practical 

significance or real audiences relevant to theu own experiences. 
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Onlme 2309 Assessment 

As Table 5.3 Ulustrates, Onlme 2309P— t̂he presentational design—does not 

mcorporate any addhional or different evaluation methods from Paper 2309. 

Table 5.3: Onlme 2309P's Evaluation Methods 

Formative Oral Written 

Student/instructor 

Student/student 

Student/audience 

Summative 

Student/instructor 

Student/student 

Student/audience 

• individual conferences via 
phone 

None 

None 

• individual conferences by 
phone (optional) 

None 

None 

• expert review via email or fax 
• writing workplans 

(lesson worksheets) 

None 

None 

• checklists 
• written comments 
• writing workplans 

(lesson worksheets) 
• final examination 

None 

None 

The unchanged evaluation methods resuh from Online 2309P's presentational 

nature. Except for the hypertext course guide and email submission of lessons. Paper 

2309 and Onlme 2309P are basically the same course; no addhional evaluation methods 

are clearly present. 

In contrast, Onlme 23091 offers several addhional opportunhies for evaluation. 

Table 5.4 Ulustrates these addhional methods. 
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Table 5.4: Onlme 2309rs Evaluation Methods 

Formative Oral Written 

Student/instructor 

Student/student 

• individual conferences via 
phone (optional) 

None 

writing plan worksheets 
(lesson checklists) 
individual conferences/chat 
room 
expert review via email or 
coUaborafive software 
bulletin board posts 
peer review/ collaborative 
software 

bulletin board posts 
peer review/ collaborative 
software 

Student/audience 

Summative 

Student/instructor 

None 

• individual conferences by 
phone (optional) 

None 

• 

• 

• 

• 

checklists 
written comments 
writing workplans 
(lesson worksheets) 
final examination 

Student/student None None 
Student/audience None None 

Between student and instmctor. Online 23091 offers expert review through email 

and coUaborative software and through bulletm board posts. Through these means, such 

collaboration is possible and relatively easy whh this model. In addhion to the instmctor 

to student evaluations used m Paper 2309 and Onlme 2309P, Onlme 2309rs 

communication features add another level of evaluation techniques. They remtroduce mto 

the assessment mix student to student mteraction (specifically document evaluation and 

feedback) through bulletm board posts and peer review through TOPIC. These kmds of 

evaluations, furthermore, may be even more valuable to the histmctor than onshe 

discussions because all of these communications are archived m wrhing. Instmctors can 

review theu conversations with students and document when students have demonstrated 
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lheracy development through theu questions about and articulation of theu work. While 

Onlme 2309rs evaluation methods are still fewer than Onsite 2309's diverse methods, 

they do, nevertheless, move closer to the evaluative richness of tradhional teaching 

settings. Whh the further development of these evaluation methods and the ahead\ 

advantageous archived records of student to teacher and student to student mteraction. 

assessment with the enhanced communication tools Onlme 23091 may improve 

mstmctors' abilhies to evaluate theu students' leaming. 

Research Questions about Onlme 2309's Curriculum and Assessment 

Onlme 2309's curriculum is clearly the descendent of both Onshe 2309 and Paper 

2309. From Onsite 2309, h acquues hs goals and objectives; from Paper 2309, h 

borrows hs htitial literacy goals, its assignment sequence, and hs initial assessment 

methods. While hs htitial lheracy goals and assessment methods are arguably not as 

layered or diversified as Onshe 2309's, the movement from paper-based to onlme 

education may actually strengthen both hs lheracy opportunities and hs assessment 

methods. By takmg a course online, students may be more likely to develop 

technological Hteracies m both pedagogical designs. If the online course mcludes 

communication tools, then students may also be able to make addhional gams m social, 

ethical, and crhical Hteracies. Ahhough the goal of this study is not to compare ehher 

online pedagogical designs duectly whh ehher onshe or paper-based distance education, 

what is whhm hs scope is discovermg whether or not Onlme 2309's designs offer 

students opportunhies to promote muhiple layered Hteracies and whether students 

learnmg through these designs achieve as a resuh of these opportunhies. If they can, then 
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how would such communication and assessment affect histmctor time, and what other 

insthutional constraints might prevent unplementation of more mteractive features? 

Specifically, from this analysis of Onlme 2309's curriculum and hs historical 

development from Onshe 2309, this study will seek to answer the foUowmg research 

questions: 

• Do students in both sections meet lheracy objectives for the technical wrhmg 

course equally as well? 

• Does ehher pedagogical design appear to promote higher student achievement 

of layered literacy goals? 

• If one does promote higher achievement of literacy goals, then what instmctor 

commitment is necessary to provide opportunities for such learning and assess 

them, and what histhutional delivery commhments are necessary to support 

such histmction? 

• Whichever curriculum students are enrolled m, are they satisfied whh the 

learnmg they receive? 
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CHAPTER VI 

TEACfflNG TECHNOLOGIES AND ONLINE 2309'S 

PRESENTATIONAL AND ESfTERACTIVE DESIGNS 

Tradhionally, as described m Chapter IV, distance education has been most 

strongly mfluenced by tradhional objectivist learning theories, focusmg on transmittmg 

subject matter through textbooks and exercises from the learnmg msthution to the student 

via postal services. Workmg mdependently of an histmctor, the textbook and tutorial 

elements in the course packet substitute for the lecture, and feedback from the instmctor 

was confined to examination grades and sometimes to written comments. This feedback 

most often is provided by post. Lag time between lesson submission and feedback is 

lengthy, and evaluation typically focuses on ehher BASIC conventions present or absent 

m the student's written document. With the growmg accessibilhy of the World Wide 

Web, intemet-based distance education m technical wrhing has begun to mcorporate 

more social constmction theories into hs curriculum and lesson design. 

In the last five years, several accounts of online technical communication 

instmction have been written. In this section, I will review these accounts of online 

distance education mstmction and, based on the descriptions of the courses, speculate on 

which learning theories seem to be behmd the courses' mstmctional designs and 

mstmctional technology choices. In domg so, I will suggest that the correspondence of 

Hteracy goals and tools (and somethnes the lack of correspondence) have contributed to 

these courses' reported successes and failures. FoUowmg this survey, I will tum to my 

own selections of technologies for delivermg two onlme technical communication 
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courses and discuss the curricular goals, learnmg theories, and activhies these 

technologies support as weU as the constrahits these same technologies placed upon 

instruction. 

A Survev of Onlme Technical Communication Instmction 
and Deliverv Technologies 

Texas A&M Univershy 

In the early 1990s, mstmctors at Texas A&M offered a web-based technical 

communication undergraduate service course from a distance. In "Technical Wrhing by 

Distance: Refocusmg the Pedagogy of Technical Communication," Elizabeth Tebeaux 

(1995) describes the course and the distance education theories that she considered as she 

developed it. The course was presentational in design and divided into five distmct 

segments with frequent, regular assignments. It rehed on three instmctional technologies 

for dehvery: a textbook, a course packet, and the WWW. The WWW materials, 

according to Tebeaux, were most similar to the information she gave students during 

class discussions and lectures. The web materials also explained how to use the course 

packet (p. 373). The 61 students m the course were resident at Texas A&M but met only 

twice m a physical classroom (at the beghmmg of the semester and at the end). Students 

could meet with theu mstmctors durmg office hours or communicate by phone or email. 

After conductmg the course, Tebeaux notes that the course, as h was designed, 

failed to provide adequate collaborative experiences between learners, specifically "the 

concept of'teamhig' and development of mterpersonal skills through peer review [were] 

lost" (p. 388). She also states that as designed the course focused more on the product of 
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student work, than on the social context m which wrhmg is developed. She concludes 

her analysis of the course by speculatmg on how fiiture courses wiU provide opportunities 

for collaboration that her own course did not. 

As described by Tebeaux, Texas A&M's fust efforts at technical communication 

via mtemet-based distance mstmction relied most strongly upon objective lheracy tools: 

textbook, course packet, and presentational, as opposed to mteractive. WWW pages. Not 

surprismgly then the course's goals and hs literacy tools appear to have placed emphasis 

on the student's written product, rather than the process or context of production. 

Considermg the status of web-based mstmctional technologies m 1994-5 when this 

course was offered, h is also not surprishig that the course rehed on these leammg tools 

for effective delivery and that the resident students were allowed, upon theu own 

inhiative, to meet with instmctors if they so choose. Web-based conferencing and 

coUaborative tools were in theu infancy at this pomt, and even if the mstructor had 

mcorporated them into the course instmctional technology mix, h is not likely that 

modem bandwidth and student software availabilhy would have made collaborative 

technologies viable at such an early date. The course's failure to promote more social 

Hteracy thus appears to be as much a technological limhation of Hteracy tools as much as 

a pedagogical one. The tools for promothig social lheracy simply were not yet available. 

Later accounts of technical communication courses demonstrate how technologies 

which support social constmction pedagogies have become more viable and more lUcely 

to be mcorporated mto the distance courses' technological mix. In 1996, three addhional 

accounts of web-based distance education histmction m technical communication were 
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published: Mercer Univershy, the Univershy of Massachusetts—Dartmouth, and the 

Univershy of Mhmesota. 

Mercer Univershy 

The curriculum of Mercer Univershy's fust onlme technical communication 

course, accordmg to David Leonard (1996), was prhnarily based upon Jerome Bmner's 

cognhive discovery leaming theory. Through the use of emaU and web pages, Leonard 

also incorporated social constmction Hteracy tools into hs delivery mix. The course was 

taught asynchronously whh local students attendmg class and distance students watchmg 

videotape of the class meeting. Students used web pages and emaU to communicate whh 

each other, and web resources held the syllabus, lecture slides, online lecture outlines, 

assignments, document requuements, technical support, student duectories, and other 

resources. Although implementing collaboration at a distance was somewhat 

problematic, Leonard did requue his distant students to work on teams together, which 

helped to build a sense of community among these students. To support this sense of 

community, these students also met quarterly m face-to-face meetmgs. Whh the addhion 

of face-to-face meetmgs, Leonard reported that students were able to develop more social 

Hteracy, which might had been unattamable if students had relied upon email alone for 

this purpose. In this case, the histmctor was able to supplement the mtemet-based 

mstmction with onshe mstmction. By domg so, he feh that he mcreased the social 

connections he feh were hnportant for leaming. 
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Univershy of Massachusetts—Dartmouth 

Describhig his graduate course m technical wrhmg, Raymond Dumont (1996) 

suggests that constmctive and social theories can play an important role m helpmg 

histmctors to design distance education courses. In Dumont's Univershy of 

Massachusetts-Dartmouth course, students used highly mteractive synchronous and 

asynchronous Hteracy tools (email, FTP, web pages, and chat rooms) to collaborate on 

theu written projects and to discuss theu work with one another and theu histmctor. 

Ahhough Dumont found that many students initially had problems adaptmg to 

technological challenges and, in the end, stUl feh somewhat isolated by theu distanced 

status, he notes that active and effective learning can occur m the technical 

communication distance classroom. The resuhs of this early distance education course 

also suggested that distance education teaching shes can be constmctive and dynamic, 

whh the course she growmg as students and facuhy share Imks and expand learning 

possibilhies. Distance education m cyberspace, Dumont argues, allows courses to move 

"beyond the potential for a high level of mteractivhy [and] h provides abundant Web 

resources, which, m turn, can lead to more active student learnmg" (p. 202). Dumont's 

description thus suggests that literacy tools can be employed effectively to develop 

courses based m both constmctive and social learrting theories. 

Univershy of Mhmesota 

In theu description of onlme technical communication course design. Jom Duin. 

and Wahlstrom (1996) promote a highly social theory of learnmg, argumg for designs 

that rely upon sound pedagogical goals and promote communhy, divershy, connection. 
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and civic responsibilhy. To estabUsh student identhies, the instmctors incorporated 

highly visible uses of student names, signatures, onlme pictures, and profiles. They also 

mcorporated the use of rituals of discourse, which they suggest are key considerations m 

developing a community onlme. Some of the discourse rituals they recommend include 

netiquette, emoticons, and other established patterns of communication. Fmally. they 

note that instmctors must also be architects of leaming spaces in which leamers "interact, 

estabUsh identify, and perform rhuals" (p. 184). Buildhig community, establishmg 

identify, and performing rituals of discourse are all key components of theu distance 

course designs. Each of these components, they suggest, can promote socially 

constmctive learning envuonments in technical communication distance education. 

Each of these accounts Ulustrates how distance educators m technical 

commurtication have begun to shape theu courses and to choose theu lheracy tools to 

promote more effectively the learnmg theory which they feel best helps students to learn. 

From Texas A&M's service course with hs prhnarUy objectivist learnmg theory to 

Univershy of Mhmesota's more social constmctive design, technical communication 

mstmctors are explormg a variety of pedagogical designs and technological mixes for 

mstmctional delivery. While none of these fust attempts have been reported as 

completely successful, they do suggest that, like m the tradhional onshe classroom, 

mstmctors' underlymg leammg theories and pedagogical goals may vary one from 

another, but the better the fit between the mstmctors' pedagogical goals and the literacy 

tools chosen to achieve those goals, the better student achievement will be. 
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Lheracv Goals and Tools m Onlme 2309 

This fmal section of the chapter takes a closer look at the correspondence of 

mstmctional goals and Hteracy tools employed m Onlme 2309. As Chapter V explamed, 

Onlme 2309 was offered as a course through Extended Studies, and hs curriculum was 

adapted from Paper 2309's curriculum. It uses the same textbook as the paper-based 

curriculum, and hs course guide content promotes the same formal and rhetorical 

Hteracies as the paper-based course guide. Both paper and electronic versions have the 

same number of lessons, the same lesson organization, and the same fmal exam 

requuement. 

Adapting Online 2309 for mtemet-based instmction, however, did significantly 

mcrease the opportunities for student achievement of other lheracy goals, mcludmg 

social, technological, ethical, and critical literacies. (These changes are more completely 

described in Chapter V.) These increased opportunities were complemented by the 

learning theories that supported my instmctional approach, the literacy tools I chose to 

deliver instmction to students, and the literacy tools I requued students to use to complete 

the course's activities successfully. In all cases, I chose literacy tools that most closely 

corresponded whh learning theories I held and the goals I hoped students would achieve 

m complethig the course. 

In both sections of Online 2309,1 requued students to use a word processmg 

program to create seven of theu assignments; some form of presentation technology (an 

audio tape, a video tape, or an electronic presentation format with embedded audio) for 

theu eight assignment, the oral report; WebCT; and an email application. Onlme 23091. 

the mteractive section, also requued students to use two addhional WebCT features—the 
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bulletm board and chat room—and TOPIC, an mtemet-based collaborative wrhhig 

software application. The rest of this chapter describes these Hteracy tools, considers the 

Hteracies and learnmg theories supported by them, and speculates on how these tool 

choices may help or hmder student lheracy achievement. 

Word-Processmg AppHcations and Presentation Technologies 

Onlme 2309 students were requued to submh every assignment, except the oral 

report, as a word-processed document. In providmg students whh mstmctions for word 

processmg, I recommended that students save theu documents m rich text format (.rtf), so 

that I could read h, no matter what word processor application ehher of us was usmg. 

Sendmg theu documents to me m rich text format also allowed me to view and evaluate 

theu document design choices, even though student work was presented to me 

electronically rather than on paper. 

To complete the oral report, students were able to choose from a variety of 

presentation technologies. They could send the oral report as an audio or videotape via 

the postal service, or they could use presentation software lUce Microsoft PowerPoint and 

embed an audio narrative mto the presentation. The presentation could then be emailed 

to me as an attachment. Using the technologies was requued for students to produce theu 

assignments successfully. 

The only exception to this word-processing requuement was the fmal exam, and 

that exception was a duect resuh of Extended Studies' administrative policies. Because, 

for securhy reasons. Extended Studies requues all exams to be taken in person at a testing 

center or whh an approved proctor, students are not allowed to take theh fmal exams on a 
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word processor and theu fmal exam is submhted as a pen-and-paper document. This 

paper document is ehher faxed or mailed to Extended Studies. Extended Studies' support 

staff then delivers h to me for evaluation. Extended Studies' policy regardmg fmal exam 

admmistration did create some problems smce students were often unable to demonstrate 

theu visual design choices on the fmal exam as easily m a hand-written document as m a 

word-processed one; consequently, my abilhy to evaluate students' visual design was 

dhninished on the fmal exam. 

WebCT 

To provide students with Onlme 2309's course guide, I used WebCT 2.0 as the 

shell for presenting aU course information. (For more information about WebCT, see hs 

web site at http://about.webct.coin/ .) Like the paper course guide, the web she for both 

Onlme 2309 sections included overall course requuements, administrative information, 

personal information about me, the instmctor. Both sections also included a duect link to 

the online course guide and a link to a printable version of the guide. Unlike the paper 

course guide, the online guide mcluded some features requued by the research study 

hself a link to research surveys and a web tour, which familiarized students whh the web 

she. In addhion to these common features, Onlme 23091. the mteractive section, had 

Imks to the course bulletm board, chat room, and TOPIC. (See Figure 6.1, an example of 

the homepage for Onlme 23091.) Onlme 2309P's home page mcluded the same Imks 

except for the thud row of interactive features or communication tools. 

Usmg WebCT's course content element called a path, I designated the enthe 

course guide as a smgle path and made each of hs lessons or chapters a different section 
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whhm that path. WebCT paths are sets of Imearly and hierarchically organized content 

pages. Figure 6.2 illustrates the onlme course guide available onlme to both sections. In 

this example, Lesson 8 is open, and h contams three separate sections: discussion, 

samples, and assignment information. 

m 
Web Tour Course InfortnaUon Online Course Guide Pttnt Course Guide 

Surveys 

J 
Assignments , Lesson Worksheets 

Chat Rooms 

Sample Documents 

Class Messages & Mail 

Instructor Information 

Student Presentation/ 

PeerRe\iew 

Figure 6.1: Onlme 23091 Home Page 

Like Lesson 8, each of the other lessons was divided mto at least three parts in the 

online version: introduction (which mcluded document introduction, course objectives, 

and submission guidelmes), discussion (which mcluded the "lecture" hiformation of the 

course guide), and assignment (in which students were given the guidelmes needed to 

complete the lesson's fmal document). Several of the chapters also mcluded sample 

documents. 

Visually, this division meant that, from the course home page, students Imked to 

the onlme course guide page. On the course guide page, they could click on any chapter. 

When they did so, the chapter's three sections would expand. Students could then read 
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through the lesson from the fust Imk to the last, or they could shnply choose the chapter 

section for which they were lookmg and go duectly there. Usmg the learnmg path's 

hypertext format, students would, theoretically, be less confmed to readmg the course 

guide Imearly; the hypertext course guide would allow them to enter the course guide at 

pomts of theu choosmg and Imk to hiformation as they chose. 

Course Guide 
Proceed Arough this course guide to complete EN 2309. You can access reading materials, assignments, and worksheets 
through these pages. 

Each course guide chi^ter has at least three parts: an introduction, a discussion, and assignments. Access these parts by 
chckmg on tiie blue arrow next to the chs9)ter number. Be sure you read all ftree parts of tiie course guide chapter. 

Eyou prefer to read the course guide on p25)er. you can access paper versions throu^ the Taper Course Guide' hnk. 

• 1. Lesson 1 Introduction What Is Technical Wnting and Hov,- Do You Do It? 
¥ 2. Lesson 2 Introduction Correspondence 
^ 3. Lesson 3 Introduction Designing Documents and Descnbing Technical Information 
• 4. Lesson 4 Introduction "Wnting the Technical Descnption and Planning Instructions 
• 5. Lesson 5 Introduction Instructions 
• 6. Lesson 6 Introduction Technical Reports 
• 7. Lesson 7 Introduction Oral Presentations 
• 8, Lesson 8 Introduction: The Resume and Cover Letter 

8.1. Lesson 8 
8.2. Lesson 8 
8.3. Lesson 8 

Discussion 
Sample Resumes and Cover Letters 
Assignment 

9. Lesson 9: Final Exam Study Guide 

Figure 6.2 Onlme Course Guide Learning Paths 

In addhion, I created separate learning paths from the course home page for all 

course worksheets, assignments, and sample documents. In this way, students did not 

have to open the onlme course guide to view or complete every activhy. They could 

shnply click from home page Imk duectly to the specific hiformation they needed. By 

mcorporatmg this hypertext design mto both courses, I anticipated that students would be 

able to piece together or constmct the hiformation they needed to complete the 

assignment m a way that suhed theu own leammg strategies and choices, thus drawing 
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upon both cognitive and constmctive learnmg theory. To frirther support student readmg 

preferences and comprehension, all of the course packet mformation was provided to 

students m three formats: as HTML web pages (for onlme readmg), as rich text format 

pages (so students could open m documents lUce the worksheets m own word processors 

and complete them), and as portable document files (so students could prmt the pages and 

read them offline, if they so wished.) 

Ahhough the WebCT's shell allowed me to create a web she that supported both 

cognitive and constmctive learning theories, I did encounter some problems whh 

WebCT's abilhy to support my choices. For instance, creating the leaming paths in 

WebCT was a tediously Imear activhy. I had to upload every page mdividually onto the 

server then connect each page separately to hs designated leaming paths. In doing so, I 

had to create and delineate leaming paths that students would follow. The Imearhy of 

these learning paths concerned me because they seemed to promote readmg as a page-

tuming activhy rather than promothig the more constmctive use of the course hypertext. 

To alleviate the page-turning problem, I opted to have some Imked hiformation appear m 

new whidows. Ahhough opening new windows seemed to moderate the page-tuming 

problem somewhat and to offer students some readmg flexibilhy, I was fruther concemed 

that new whidows might confuse less web-sawy students who may have forgotten how 

to retum to WebCT's home wmdow. So while the leammg paths allowed me to move 

the paper-based course guide to a hypertext format, this format was less than perfect. 

Whether this design would help students m both sections to use the onlme course guide 

and achieve the course's goals or confuse them as they searched for course hiformation 

was a question I hoped to answer m my study. 
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Email 

In addhion to the hypertext course design, I requued both sections of Onlme 2309 

to submh theu lessons via email. When lessons were graded, I retumed each lesson's 

evaluation checklist with an email message teUhig students that they could email me whh 

questions about my comments or about future lesson issues. Regular and hnmediate 

correspondence through email, unmediated by Extended Study, added a more mteractive 

communication between all Onlme 2309 students and me. Students m both sections were 

encouraged to correspond duectly whh me. When necessary (for example, when 

technology breakdowns occurred), I htitiated email contact with students, and I provided 

feedback on lessons. In choosing email as the tool most commonly used for lesson 

submission and feedback, I hoped that the ease and speed of email communications 

would potentially increase the socially constmctive hiteractions between students and me. 

These increased social interactions would not only provide opportunities for increased 

social lheracy achievement but might also provide opportunities for interactions that led 

to other literacy achievement. 

Bulletin Board and Chat Room Communication Features 

In designmg Onlme 23091,1 added WebCT's asynchronous and synchronous 

computer conferencmg, hs bulletm board feature, and hs chat feature. Students were 

requued to meet whh me m the chat room four thnes durmg theu coursework, and they 

were asked but not requued to post several thnes to the bulletm board. Rather than 

requumg a specific number of bulletm board posts, I used the board as an archive of 

course hiformation and student questions. In this way, I did not have to answer the same 
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questions from different students over and over. While these features supported students' 

collaborative work from a distance, they also had considerable limhations. The chat 

feature has Hmhed space for typmg comments; and this problem is compounded by hs 

excessively fast scroUmg speed. The buUetm board also has several mmor usabilhy 

problems, mostly a resuh of the complex and often opaque terms the designers use to 

describe posting features. For example, after students read new messages, these 

messages are no longer available for reading unless the student first clicks on the 

"Fomms" option. Since "Fomms" is not a term students commonly associate whh 

bulletin boards, I was concemed that some students would fmd the bulletin board hard to 

use. I wondered if these difficuhies would prevent students from most effectively using 

these features to communicate with me and whh other students. 

TOPIC 

In addhion to the bulletm board and chat room features, WebCT also has a 

presentations feature, designed to allow student to share and crhique one another's texts. 

Like the chat feature, the presentation feature needs reconceptualization: h does not 

allow the crhiqumg capabilhies we have come to expect from software more senshive to 

wrhmg mstmction. To counter WebCT's presentation feature Hmhations m Onlme 

23091,1 mcorporated a second software application, TOPIC, mto the technology nux. 

TOPIC (Texas Tech's Onlme Prmt Integrated Curriculum) is designed specifically for 

web-based wrhmg histmction and was developed m Texas Tech's EngUsh Department by 

Dr. Fred Kemp. Usmg a series of onlme forms and active server pages, TOPIC'S web-

based text-sharmg and crhiqumg features allow students to subntit assignment drafts, to 
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review and crhique other students' drafts, and to receive crhique from other students and 

from theu histmctor. Of the six assignments for which students wrote prelimmary drafts 

(excludmg the style exercises and oral report), students were requued, m total, to submit 

four drafts and to crhique four drafts written by other students. They received feedback 

from me, theu histmctor, on every submhted draft, but feedback from other students was 

not always available before revision. The thnmg of student feedback was impossible to 

predict because of Onlme 2309's roUmg enrolhnent. Students sunply were not workmg 

on the same assignments at the same tune. Through the programmmg efforts of Dr. Fred 

Kemp, TOPIC developer, however, students were stUl able to review other student's 

wrhing and to read how others had completed the assignments. Ahhough this was not the 

best of collaborative writing situations, h did provide students with some opportunity to 

mteract with others' writing and to gain feedback from, at least, theu instmctor, before 

complethig theu drafts. These opportunities supported my social collaborative theory 

and allowed students to work with me and whh other students' work to improve theu 

own wrhing. 

This survey of the Hteracy tools used m both sections of Onlme 2309 Ulustrates 

the constrahits I faced as well as the constramts other histmctors may face when movmg 

a course onlme. As yet, no tools exactly replicate the hiteractions that mstmctors have 

come to expect m the onshe classroom, so the onlme classroom, as evidenced by this 

description, is often a quih of technologies. Furthermore, while comprehensive teachmg 

software, such as WebCT, tries to mtegrate various classroom functions mto one piece 

software, many histmctors will need, as I did, a combmation of software packages. 
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mcreasmg technological complexhy of the course and riskmg that this complexit\ will 

get hi the way of prhnary course goals. 

Under better cucumstances and whh ideal technologies, I would have chosen 

web-based Hteracy tools that duectly fit the course I was designing; but this option was 

not possible smce I decided to use WebCT, Texas Tech's designated web-based 

mstmctional delivery application, as my prmciple delivery tool. For this reason, my 

choices were limhed to those Hteracy tools that would work within the WebCT 

envuonment. Given these constraints and my choices, this study will consider how well 

each mstmctional design (Onlme 2309P and Onlme 23091) and theu Hteracy tools 

promote or hinder student lheracy achievement. It will also seek to determine whether 

these lheracy tools affect the mstmctor's abilhy to assess this achievement and how 

satisfied students are with the histmction they receive through this technology. The goals 

of these questions will be to identify the lheracy tools or technologies that best promote 

specific Hteracies and to suggest a contmuum on which tools and Hteracies may be 

placed. Usmg this contmuum, fiiture histmctors of technical communication may be able 

to choose more effectively the Hteracy tools that correspond to theu specific course's 

curriculum goals and activhies. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ONLINE PEDAGOGICAL DESIGNS STUDY METHODS 

My study of two mtemet-based pedagogical designs used both quantitative and 

qualhative methods to answer hs research questions. In this chapter. I will fust describe 

the student participants m the study, mcludmg the foUowmg hiformation: 

• the population from which the sample of students was drawn. 

• recmhment methods I used to place students mto either Onlme 2309P or 

Onlme 23091, 

• reasons for student attrition, and 

• the characteristics of students who chose to participate m the study. 

In addhion to these descriptions related to study participants, I wUl identify the study's 

duration and the various contact pomts between study participants and me. the mstmctor 

for both courses. I wUl also detail the research questions I chose for the study and the 

data collection and analysis procedures I followed to answer these questions. Finally, I'll 

conclude this chapter with an analysis of reliabilhy and validhy concerns that resuh from 

the methods I've chosen for the study. 

Studv Population and Sampling Method 

Participants for this study were chosen from a pool of all students who contacted 

Extended Studies, Texas Tech Univershy, to request ENGL 2309 as a correspondence 

course from May 18, 1999, to June 28, 1999. To enroll m ENGL 2309, students contact 

Extended Studies m one of four ways: by mail, email, telephone, or personal contact. 
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When students contacted Extended Studies and requested ENGL 2309, they were 

identified as potential participants for the study. I made a telephone call to each student, 

explammg that two onlme sections of ENGL 2309 were bemg offered as part of m\ 

dissertation study and askmg if the student nught be mterested m an onlme offermg. In 

all, I contacted 140 students durmg this six-week recmhment period. Of these 140 

students, 71 students (51%) expressed mterest m an onlme course upon fust contact, 30 

students (21%) were not mterested m an onlme course, and 39 students (28%) were 

unreachable by phone. Of the 30 students who were not mterested m the course, the most 

common reasons for theu lack of interest were a desue to take Paper 2309 whh a friend 

(3 students or 10%), a dislUce for computers (3 students or 10%), and, most commonly, a 

lack of computer access through which to take an mtemet-based course (6 students or 

20%). 

After makmg the htitial contact and identifying the 71 students who were 

mterested in the online course, I followed up our telephone conversation whh a two-page 

letter explammg the study and hs two pedagogical designs in more detail. A consent 

form accompanied the letter and restated the primary responsibilhies of the 

mstmctor/researcher and the student/participants in the study. (Copies of the letter and 

the consent form are mcluded in Appendix B.) To be allowed to enroll m the study, 

mterested students had to sign and retum the consent form to me. On the consent form, 

students also had to choose the section (ehher Onlme 2309P or Onlme 23091) m which 

they wished to enroll. When I received the signed consent form, I requested that 

Extended Studies representatives enroU the student m the requested section. 
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Most students m the early stages of recmhment chose Onlme 2309P as theu 

preferred section. For this reason, Onlme 2309P's enrolhnent closed fust, and 19 of the 

29 students who enrolled m Onlme 23091 were given the choice of only one section— 

Onlme 23091—if they were mterested m takmg an onlme course. At the end of the 

recmhment period, 60 of the 71 hiterested students enrolled m Onlme 2309—31 students 

(52%) m Onlme 2309P and 29 students (48%) m Onlme 23091. The other 11 students of 

the 71 hiterested chose not to enroll m the onlme course after reading the letter and 

consent form. They were instead enroUed m Paper 2309. 

As part of enroUment procedures. Extended Studies sent each student registration 

materials and a textbook, if requested. Included in the registration materials was a one-

page "Getting Started in Online 2309" histmctional page (see Appendix B). On this 

page, students were informed of the course webshe entry procedures. Because some 

students did not receive this instmctional page from Extended Studies, I sent several 

students copies via email attachment. Whh this mformation, students were then able to 

begin theu coursework. 

This recmitment procedure gave me the opportunity to enroll 60 students in 

Onlme 2309 over a six-week period, but h did have hs disadvantages. Fust, students 

were not randomly selected and placed mto sections; they were asked fust whether they 

wished to take an onlme course and, if they were, they were then asked to choose theu 

preferred section (Onlme 2309P or OnUne 23091). Ahhough self-selection can be 

problematic m study resuhs, ethically I did not feel that I could force students mto an 

onlme section whhout theu permission, especially shice an onlme course requues 

technology access that I could not be certam all enroUees had. In addhion, I anticipated 
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that Online 23091's participation requuements would demand more time to complete than 

Online 2309P's less interactive requuements. Historically many of Extended Studies 

ENGL 2309 students take the course m theu graduathig semester. For this reason, I did 

not want to requue graduating seniors to participate hi a more interactive section if they 

feh they could not meet this commhment. Involuntary placement mto sections, I feh, 

might lead to immediate dissatisfaction whh or whhdrawal from the course; and since 

student satisfaction is one of the primary questions of my study, such mvoluntary 

placement might skew resuhs and possibly also resuh m higher attrition rates. For these 

reasons, participants were allowed to choose to take the onlme version as well as the 

section they most preferred, as long as both sections were open. 

Studv Participants 

When the study began, 60 participants were enrolled m two Onlme 2309 sections. 

Information about these participants was gathered m three ways: through prelimmary 

contact hiformation, through an htitial survey (Survey 1) m WebCT, and through a 

personal mventory students completed as part of theu resume (Lesson 8) assignment (see 

Appendk B). In this section, I will provide an overview of the students who participated 

in the study. 

Fifty-seven of the 60 students (95%) who mhiaUy enrolled m both sections of 

Onlme 2309 were geographically dispersed across Texas while three students (5%) lived 

m Alaska, lUmois, and Vugmia, respectively. Of the 57 livmg whhm Texas, 7 (12%) 

lived m the Austm area, 16 (27%) lived m the Bryan/CoUege Station, 11(18%) lived in 

the Houston area, and 8 (13%) lived m Lubbock. The fmal 15 (25%) lived m diversely 
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sized Texas chies and towns mcludmg Cameron, Dickmson, Lake Jackson, Lockhart, 

Paris, Tyler, Schertz, and San Antonio. Although I corresponded whh aU students and 

met with the Onlme 23091 students m a chat room, I never met any of these 60 students 

face to face. 

Before beghmmg Onlme 2309, aU of these 60 students retumed theu consent 

forms and were officially enrolled m Onlme 2309 through Extended Studies. By the end 

of the study's data collection period on the March 15, 2000, however, some students had 

whhdrawn from Onlme 2309, and others still enroUed m the course had yet to submit 

theu fust completed assignment. By the March 15 deadlme, 24 (77%) of the 31 students 

origmally enroUed m Onlme 2309P had actuaUy entered the section web she, and 19 

(65%) of the 29 students m Onlme 23091 had entered theu section web she. Table 7.1 

provides a breakdown of the number of students origmally enrolled, the number who 

actually enrolled by entermg the web she, and the attrhion rate. (Students mcluded m the 

attrition rate are further classified by theu reasons for whhdrawal.) 

Table 7.1: Initial and Final Study EnroUments and Reasons for Differences 

Section 

Initial EnroUment 
Study Enrollment (through web she) 
Attrition 

Reasons for Attrhion from Study 
• Enrolled but not completed by 3/15/00 
• Officially whhdrew 
• Transferred to 2309 Paper section 
• Failed to complete or extend 

Online 
2309P 

31 (100%) 
24 (77%) 

7 (23%) 

2 (6.5%) 
0 

3 (10%) 
2 (6.5%) 

Onlme 
23091 

29(100%) 
19 (66%) 
10 (34%) 

2 (6.9%) 
2 (6.9%) 

0 
6 (20%) 
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As Table 7.1 illustrates, some students were not counted as actually enrolled m 

the study for four reasons: they started theu coursework on the web she after the March 

15 deadline, they withdrew from the course, they changed sections, or they did not 

complete or extend theu enrollment before theu registration expued. The two students 

who whhdrew were brothers: one was m a serious car accident durmg the summer, so 

both of them decided to postpone the course until the injured brother recovered. Of the 

three students who changed to Paper 2309 sections, all three made theu decisions because 

they owned an earlier edhion of the course textbook, which was still bemg used m some 

Paper 2309 sections and because they did not wish to buy a new textbook. Fmally. of the 

8 students whose registration expued before completion, these students did not start the 

course m thne to fmish h before theu registration expued; or they requested an extension 

too late, so theu htitial registration period expued. 

Of the 43 students who enrolled m the course webshe, 42 provided more 

extensive demographic hiformation through the webshe's Survey 1. (One student did not 

complete the survey.) Of these 42, not all students answered every question m the 

survey. (See Appendix B for a copy of Survey 1.) In general, most students (35 or 83%) 

m both sections were 18-22 years old. The other 7 (17%) were older. Participants were 

fauly equally divided m gender (55% female and 45% male), and academic majors were 

dispersed across seven majors whh over half of the students m both sections majormg m 

either engmeermg or busmess. Academic majors were less varied m Onlme 23091 than 

m Onlme 2309P. The survey also revealed a sUght trend for Onlme 2309P students to 

have more computer and mtemet experience. Table 7.2 provides a more detailed 

explanation of these student characteristics. 
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Table 7.2: Online 2309 Student Demographics by Section 

Characteristic 
Age 

18-22 
23-29 
Over 30 

Gender 
Female 
Male 

Classificaticm 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Graduate 

Majors 
Engineering 
Business 
Biomedical 
Education 
Agribusiness 
Consumer Sciences 
English 
o response 

Years of computer 
experience 

One to five 
Over five 
No response 

Years of intemet 
experimce 

One to five 
Over five 

Online 2309P («=23) 

21 (91%) 
1 (4%) 
1 (4%) 

12 (52%) 
11 (48%) 

3 (13%) 
1 (4%) 

18(78%) 
1 (4%) 

5 (22%) 
5 (22%) 
4(17%) 
4(17%) 
2 (09%) 

0 
1 (04%) 
2 (09%) 

8 (35%) 
15 (65%) 
0 (00%) 

17(74%) 
6 (26%) 

Onlme 23091 («= 19) 

14 (74%) 
4(21%) 
1 (5%) 

11 (58%) 
8 (42%) 

2(11%) 
5 (26%) 

12 (63%) 
0 

11 (58%) 
5 (26%) 
2(11%) 

0 
0 

1 (5%) 
0 
0 

7 (37%) 
11 (58%) 

1 (05%) 

15(79%) 
4(21%) 

Combmed («=42) 

35 (83%) 
5(12°'o) 
2 (5%) 

23 (55%) 
19(45°/o) 

5(12%) 
6(14%) 

30(71%) 
1 (2%) 

16 (28%) 
10 (24%) 
6 (14%) 
4 (10%) 
2 (05%) 
1 (02%) 
1 (02%) 
2 (05%) 

15(36%) 
26 (62%) 

1 (02%) 

32 (76%) 
10(24%) 

In addhion to this demographic hiformation. Survey 1 also revealed that students 

m both sections had shnilar English wrhhig course and distance education experiences. 

In both sections, most students had taken more than one college English course prior to 

takmg ENGL 2309 (see Table 7.3). For this reason, the number of courses summarized 

m Table 7.3 is greater than the number of students. Table 7.3 also shows that most 

students had taken English wrhhig courses at theu home univershies or colleges whh 

only four students m both sections reportmg no prior college English work. Of the 

students who had taken college English courses at theu home msthutions. only 1 in 
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Onlme 2309P and 3 m Onlme 23091 had taken business or professional wrhhig courses 

previously. One of the students m Onlme 23091 who had previous busmess or 

professional wrhhig course experience was retakmg the class to unprove a grade. Of the 

other three students, two had taken a fust-year wrhmg course whh a technical 

communication emphasis and one had taken a mechanical engmeermg report wrhhig 

course. 

Table 7.3: Previous English Course and Distance Course Experiences 

13 
11 
3 
1 
0 
28 

19 
4 

16 
8 
3 
3 
1 
31 

16 
3 

29 
19 
6 
4 
1 

49 

35 
7 

Onlme 2309P Onlme 23091 Combmed 
Experience (23 respondents) (19 respondents) (42 respondents) 
EngUsh Course Experience 
No prior English coursework 3 1 -1 
Prior English coursework 

Composition 
Literature 
Placement 
Technical Writing 
Creative Writing 

Prior English coursework total 
Distance Course ExpCTioice 
No prior distance coursework 
Prior distance coursework 

Only 7 students m both sections had taken distance leaming courses before, and 5 

of these students indicated that these distance courses were taken for high school credh. 

The other 2 did not mdicate the level of theu distance course. Five of the 7 had taken 

theu previous distance course from Texas Tech Univershy's Extended Studies, and 2 

taken theu courses from the Univershy of Texas. 

When all students were asked why they chose to take ENGL 2309 from a 

distance, students in both sections gave a variety of reasons: 

1. Fh schedule better for academic reasons: 10 (25%); 

2. Offered convenience unavailable from onshe course: 7 (17.5%); 
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3. Allowed student to complete course at own pace or to save thne: 7 (17.5%): 

4. Allowed student to complete from home over summer vacation: 6 (15%); 

5. Fh schedule better for other personal reasons: 5 (12.5%); 

6. Recommended by a friend, a counselor, or academic advisor: 4 (10%): 

7. Prepare student for teachmg upconung high school course: 1 (2.5%). 

Academic reasons for takmg the course varied from the course bemg unavailable locally 

or students bemg unable to take the course whh theu other requued courses. One student 

was retaking the course via distance to replace a grade made m an onshe section. 

Personal reasons listed included decisions to take the course from a distance so the 

student could get married, move to a new home, and take the course at the same thne, or 

so the student wouldn't have to worry about taking the course onshe while looking for 

employment. Just as varied as students' reasons for taking the course via distance were 

students' deadline mtentions for completing the course. Of the 41 students who 

responded to the deadline question: 13 (32%) hoped to complete in August, 9 (22%) m 

September, 6 (15%) mQctober,7 (17%) m November, 5 (12%) m December, and 1 (2%) 

in February. Students were most likely to complete theu course from home (83%) rather 

than m a campus computer lab or classroom (10%) or at theu workplace or office (7%). 

The results of Survey I's demographic questions indicate that students in both 

sections of Online 2309 were very similar in age, gender, and classifications, and 

somewhat shnilar m theu years of computer and mtemet experience. The majors in both 

sections were sHghtly different, whh Onlme 23091 students havmg a stronger mterest m 

engmeermg and busmess. Students m both sections were also identified as havmg similar 
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English or wrhhig course experiences as well as distance education experiences, and they 

chose to take a distance education course for ENGL 2309 for shnilar reasons. 

Length of Studv and Contact Points 

As Survey 1 's resuhs mdicate, students set a variety of deadlmes for completmg 

the course. All of these deadlmes fell whhm Extended Studies designated thne frame: 

students had to complete the course withm six months, although at the end of this six 

months, students could request an addhional six months' extension. This guidelme 

means that if students first enrolled in June 1999, theu htitial deadlme was set for 

December 1999. If students had not completed the course at this thne, they could apply 

for and receive an extension untU June 2000. By December 1999, the htitial deadlme, of 

the 24 students actively enrolled m Online 2309P, 7 (29%) had completed. Of the 19 in 

Onlme 23091, 4 (21%) had completed. By the end of data collection m March, 15, 2000, 

6 addhional students had completed Onlme 2309P, and 5 had completed Online 23091. 

These addhional students gave Online 2309P a completion rate of 42% at the end of data 

collection and Onlme 23091 a completion rate of 47%. 

While actively completing the course, students and I had only distance 

hiteractions, no physical contact. Whh the exception of mhial phone contact from me to 

students to mform them of the onlme course possibUhy, 1 had only three other phone 

conversations whh students, and all three students were m Onlme 23091: one student 

called whh a question about takmg the exam, a second student called when he was havmg 

trouble accessmg the chat room, and the thud student called because her deadlme was 

approachmg and she was havmg trouble sendmg an assignment as an email attachment. 
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All other student/teacher mteraction was through email m Onlme 2309P and through 

email, bulletm board posts, TOPIC feedback, and chat room conversations m Onlme 

23091. 

While students in both sections used these methods to correspond and interact 

with me, they used the WebCT course web she and theu textbooks to interact whh course 

content. The web she is accessible at http://outreach.coed.ttu.edu:890Q. From this page. 

Course Listings links to the individual sections. On the Course Listings page. Online 

2309P is designated as Section 1 while Onlme 23091 is designated as Section 2. Both 

shes can be vished whh the following Loghi IDs and passwords: Logm ID: vishor; 

Password: 2309. The web site contents and technology designs are described m more 

detail hi Chapters 5 and 6. 

Data Collection and Analvsis Methods 

Data collection for this study extended from June 1999 to March 15, 2000. Data 

was gathered through survey mstruments; bulletm board, email and chat room logs; 

student achievement records; and a student personal mventory. The fust survey was 

conducted at the beghmmg of the course; the second, at the end. Both survey mstmments 

were pUoted m two onshe ENGL 2309 courses taught m the summer of 1999. After 

pilotmg both surveys, problematic questions were modified before surveys were posted to 

the onlme web shes. BuUetm board, email and chat room logs were kept for the duration 

of Onlme 2309rs collection period; student achievement records, also kept over the 

collection period duration, mcluded assignment evaluation checklists and the course 
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gradebook. Students submitted theu personal mventory as part of theu resume (Lesson 

8) assignment (see Appendix B for a copy of the personal mventor\). 

As described m previous chapters, data for this study were gathered to answer one 

prunary question: How should program duectors and histmctors design curricula and 

employ technologies to best deliver techitical communication courses and theu associated 

Hteracies onlme? In order to arrive at an answer to this question, however, I asked three 

secondary questions as well. These three questions looked at student achievement on 

mdividual lessons and overall grades, student achievement of Hteracy goals, and student 

satisfaction whh both designs and the technologies employed to deliver them. In this 

section of the methods chapter, I describe these questions m more detail and defme the 

data collection and analysis methods I used to answer them. 

Question 1—Considering the curriculum's assessment opportunities provided to 

each section, was there a difference in student achievement as evidenced in individual 

assignment or overall grades? This question, which focuses on each curriculum's 

assessment or evaluation opportunities, was answered usmg a variety of data. Fust, I 

gathered student self-reported GPAs from theu personal inventories. These GPAs did 

not mclude the Onlme 2309 course, m which students were currently enrolled. 1 used 

GPA hiformation to determine if there was a significant difference m each section's past 

academic records. I then exammed email, bulletm board, TOPIC, resubntitted papers, 

fmal papers, and fmal exammations to detemune how much formati\ e assessment 1 gave 

to students m each section. Formative assessment data allowed me to detemune hou 

much feedback I had given students while they prepared theh assignments for evaluation. 

To support this data, I also performed a frequency count to detemune how often students 
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m each section requested formative assessment and how often they requested 

reconsideration of summative assessments. To assess how formative assessment 

affected grades, I gathered students' mdividual assignment grades as well as theu overall 

fmal grades, and I performed one-way ANOVAs to detemune whether students 

performed (on assignments and m fmal grades) significantly better m ehher section. To 

determine how students feh about these assessments, I gathered students' atthudes about 

assessment m the fmal survey (see Appendbc B). Usmg one-way ANOVAs, I then 

compared students' overall satisfaction with formative and summative assessment 

between classes to assess any differences in satisfaction whh theu grades. I also used 

descriptive statistics to identify Onlme 23091 students' satisfaction whh addhional 

formative assessment they received through the TOPIC and chat room features. 

Question 2—How well did students in each section meet literacy objectives for 

technical communication courses? To answer this question, evaluation checklists, email 

correspondence to and from students in each section, and chat room logs from Online 

23091 were coded for Hteracies demonstrated. In all, seven codes were used: six 

corresponded to the six Hteracies (basic, crhical, ethical, rhetorical, social, and 

technological) and the seventh code was designated "administrative" to cover any 

interactions that deah with Extended Studies policies, specific course policies, or other 

instmctor-made policy decisions. Because literacies can be layered, some hems on 

assignment checklists and some email and chat room mteractions were muhiply coded if 

they related to more than one Hteracy. 

After the assignment evaluation checklists were coded, students' individual 

checkUst scores were tallied accordmg to how well students performed on each checklist 
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hem. Durmg the course of study, checklist hems were graded whh / 's (check-hem 

achieved), • - (check nunus-hem partially achieved), or X (x-hem not achieved). 

Coded lheracy achievement was then tabulated based upon these assessments, and chi-

square and ANOVAs were used to compare student Hteracy achievement in both sections 

and to compare lheracy achievement between classes, respectively. 

Two raters examined each email or chat exchange and coded h with one of the 

seven codes (basic, crhical, ethical, rhetorical, social, technological, or administrative). 

Prior to this procedure, raters were tramed in coding for approximately 1.5 hours. During 

coding, if exchanges seemed to relate to more than one lheracy. they were muhiply 

coded. After each rater coded aU exchanges, they compared codes, discussed differences, 

and negotiated codes until they reached 100% agreement. Folio whig the codmg 

procedure, descriptive statistics were used to determine which Hteracies were 

demonstrated for each student and within each section. One-way ANOVAs were also 

used to determine if a statistical difference in lheracy demonstration occurred between 

sections. 

Question 3—Given their grades and literacy achievement, were students in both 

sections satisfied with the curriculum, the instructional design, and technology through 

which they completed the course? The answers to this question were gathered from the 

online student survey given at course completion (see "Survey 2" m Appendix B) and 

from textual analysis of chat room and email logs for comments related to curriculum, 

mstmctional design and technology. Descriptive statistics were used to report each 

group's overall satisfaction while one-way ANOVAs were used to determine if statistical 

differences existed between groups. 
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Reliabilhv and Validhv Concerns 

A number of reliabilhy and validity concerns accompany these methods. Fust of 

these concems is participant selection. Study participants were not chosen randomly; they 

volunteered for the study then self-selected into a course section. Volunteers tend to be a 

more biased sample than the target population (GaU, Borg, and Gall, 1996), and. 

therefore, the satisfaction resuhs may be skewed poshively toward the online histmction 

students received. This bias may also affect the generalizabilhy of study resuhs. Yet, as 

I discussed earlier, randomly placing students into online course sections might have had 

more serious consequences since so many students do not yet have easy access to the 

internet. Whhout access, students would have been unable to meet the course's 

requuements, and, considering the course's aheady high current attrhion rate, even more 

students might not have completed the course. 

Another problem arises from constmct validhy problems. Constmct validhy 

relates to both the surveys used to gather data and the Hteracy categories or codes used to 

classify achievement. Both the demographic and final surveys were developed 

specifically for this course, not derived from previously standardized measures. To 

strengthen constmct validhy m the surveys, both surveys were pilot-tested whh two 

sections of onshe 2309 students. Students m both onshe sections took each survey, and 

then they were mterviewed about hs contents. Any problems identified whh the surveys 

were corrected before they were placed onUne. Such pilot testmg may help to alleviate 

the surveys' constmct validhy issues. To mcrease the Hteracy codes' constmct validhy, 1 

relied upon muhiple sources of evidence (as described m Chapter III) to identify the 

Hteracies most commonly taught m technical communication coursework. 
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A thud problem arises from the study's low extemal validhy. Extemal validhy is 

related to the extent to which the study can be generalized to other cases. Ahhough the 

extemal vaUdhy of case studies has been frequently challenged, Ym (1994) counters this 

challenge by argumg that case studies rely not on statistical generalization but on 

analytical generalization. "In analytical generalization, the mvestigator is strivmg to 

generalize a particular set of resuhs to some broader theory," not to other cases (p. 36). 

The resuhs of this study, therefore, may not be generalizable to other specific cases. 

They may pomt, however, to a theoretical stance that can be studied agam, and such 

repethion may lead to generalizations that can apply to other cases. 

A fmal problem that may impact extemal validhy was my own role as 

participant/observer or teacher/researcher hi this study. As Ym (1994) notes, this dual 

role has both advantages and disadvantages. Its advantages mclude fusthand opportunity 

to create and then observe the activhies associated whh mtemet-based histmction as well 

as the opportunity to gain the perspective of actuaUy providing such instmction. On the 

other hand, such a position can lead to biases and blindspots, as a resuh of close 

participation m the teaching process. The participation hself may also lead to time 

management problems created when teaching and researching responsibilhies conflict. 

In spite of hs disadvantages, members of the wrhing research community, mcluding 

North (1996) and SuUivan and Porter (1997), have strongly supported research m which 

teacher/researchers carefully reflect upon theu roles, engagmg m a classroom praxis. 

North (1996) predicts that wrhmg research wUl evolve m this duection as researchers 

(often the teachers themselves) study the practices of mstmctors as they occur: "Instead 

of leadmg an orderly march toward a perfected practice, research will fmd hself hurrymg 
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to keep up, serving as a companion—perhaps a commentator—trying to engage those 

practices m what will very often be a breathless dialogue " (203). Viewed as companion 

or comment, this study's research then has developed as a dialogue and report of my own 

and my students' experiences in Online 2309. While these experiences may not be 

generalizable to the experiences of other histmctors and students m other intemet-based 

courses, they may provide a theoretical basis for future considerations of how instmction 

occurs and how students benefit from online instmction m technical communication. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ONLINE PEDAGOGICAL DESIGNS STUDY RESULTS 

This chapter reports the resuhs of my study of two intemet-based pedagogical 

designs for teaching technical communication at a distance. The resuhs are organized in 

order of the study's research questions concerning achievement issues, literacy issues, 

and student satisfaction. 

Question 1—Considerhig The Assessment Opportunhies Provided In 
Each Section, Was There A Difference In Student Achievement 

As Evidenced In Individual Assignment Or OveraU Grades? 

Based on an initial comparison of students' final grades, the study's results seem 

to mdicate that Onlme 2309P students achieved more than theu Onlme 23091 

counterparts. Students in Onlme 2309P earned higher final grades than theu counterparts 

m Onlme 23091 by a statistically significant margm (F=3.4069, p = .0023), with Onlme 

2309P students' mean fmal grade for the course bemg 88% and Onlme 23091 students' 

mean fmal grade at 83%. This fmdmg, however, may not mdicate a practical difference 

when one considers that both 88% and 83% averages would be reported as a "B" or 

"Pass" on student transcripts. Nor does this htitial fmdmg take mto account how much 

students achieved, given theu academic strengths and weaknesses upon entermg the 

course. To create a more detailed picture of student achievement, I have considered a 

number of addhional factors: student GPAs prior to takmg the course, the assessment 

opportunities and histmctor feedback variety provided to each section, mdividual 

assignment achievement, and student satisfaction whh theu assessments and grade 
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achievement. When all of these factors are considered, a different picture emerges in 

which Onlme 23091 students have made more practical, if not statistically significant, 

gams in theu coursework compared to theu Onlme 2309 peers. 

Student GPAs 

Based on hiformation gathered from student personal mventories m the resume 

(Lesson 8) assignment, students who completed Onlme 2309P had higher GPAs entermg 

the course than theu peers m Onlme 23091. The mean GPA for Onlme 2309P completers 

(n=13) was 3.21 on a 4.00 scale (A/B average) while the mean GPA for Onlme 23091 

completers (n=9) was 2.94 on a 4.00 scale (B/C average). An ANOVA revealed that the 

two groups' GPAs were not statistically significant from one another ( F = 3.4069, p = 

.0798), yet the difference in GPA may have a practical significance. It may mdicate that 

students in Onlme 2309P were slightly better prepared for academic work than those m 

Online 23091 or perhaps more academically motivated. Ehher better preparation or 

higher academic motivation might explam their higher GPAs prior to entermg the course, 

and ehher factor could also hifluence fmal grades m Online 2309. 
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Assessment Opportunhies and Feedback Variety 

Another component m understandmg achievement resuhs is the consideration of 

the assessment opportunhies provided to each section as well as the variety of feedback, 

both formative and summative, students m each section received. Students may receive 

formative feedback from theu instmctor or from other students; such feedback is 

typically given while assignments are under production and may help students to create 

documents that better meet assignment evaluation standards or checkpomts. Summative 

feedback is typically mstmctor-generated and given whh fmal grades for assignments. 

Table 8.1 reviews the formative and summative assessment opportunities mcluded m 

each section and explams how each type of assessment was used. (See Chapter V for a 

more detailed discussion of evaluation methods and procedures.) As Table 8.1 shows, 

students in both sections received a variety of assessment opportunities and feedback, but 

students in Online 23091 received three addhional formative assessment opportunhies— 

bulletin board posts, chat room discussions, and TOPIC submissions. Online 23091's 

addhional formative opportunities were also used to generate theu summative 

participation grade. (In Table 8.1, a /mdicates that the section had this type of 

assessment while an X indicates that the section did not.) 
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Table 8.1: Assessment Types by Use and Section 

Assessment Type Use 

Formative 
• Individual assignment 

requirements 

• Individual assignment 
worksheets 

• Linked assignment 
worksheets and 
outlines 

• Email 

• Bulletin Board posts 

• Chat Room 
discussions 

• TOPIC submissions 

Online Online 
2309? 23091 

Students identify problems or seek answers to questions 
after comparing lesson drafts to requirements. v v 

Students check their own understanding by answering 
worksheet questions. v v 

Instructor checks student-generated plans and outlines for 
next assignment (Lessons 3 and 4). ^ ^ 
Students seek information from instructor to solve 
writing problems or answer coursework questions. if v 
Student identify problems and seek help in archived 
bulletin board posts. X v 

Students or instructor identifies problems and seeks or 
offers help for them through chat room discussion. X v 
Students submit drafts for instructor and peer review. 
Students critique others' drafts. X v 

Summative 

Assignment checklists 

Assignment grades 

Participation grade 

Final examination 

• Final course grade 

Instructor evaluates students' lessons using assignment 
checklist and writes additional comments, if necessary. 
After evaluating students with the assignment checklists, 
the instructor assigns final grades. 
Instructor determines participation grade by counting chat 
room attendance and TOPIC submissions and critiques. 
Instructor evaluates students' responses to multiple 
choice, letter revision, and flyer redesign sections of final 
exam. 
Instructor determines final grade by averaging lesson 
grades with final exam. Online 23091 students' 
participation grades are also computed as part of final 
average. 

• 
• 
X • 

Formative assessments were provided to both sections to help students shape or 

revise theu documents and improve theu fmal grades. In Onlme 2309P. formative 

comments were only written m response to student email requests or as a resuh of Imked 

assignments (Lessons 3 and 4). Onlme 23091 had these same opportunhies as well as 

others (bulletm board posts, TOPIC commentary, for example). The most common type 
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of formative assessment in both sections was instmctor email sent in response to student 

questions. The percentage of mstmctor email exchanges of this type in both sections was 

nearly equal (Onlme 2309P histmctor emails = 222; Onlme 23091 mstructor emails = 

229), and over 60% of all instructor email m both sections was m response to questions 

students asked about theu documents as they developed and delivered them. (The rest 

were administrative questions about Extended Studies and course policies.) Of the 222 

mstmctor messages sent to students in Onlme 2309P, 102 or 64% were related to 

formative assessment questions. In these 102 posts, I answered questions concemed whh 

basic, ethical, rhetorical, social, and technological Hteracies. Similarly, of the 229 

instmctor-written email posts m Online 23091, 160 or 69% were formative assessment 

posts. These Online 23091 posts were concemed whh basic, ethical, rhetorical, social, 

and technological literacies. (For more a more detailed accounting of these numbers, 

refer to Table 8.6.) 

Students m both sections also received formative feedback as a resuh of linked 

Lessons 3, 4, and 5. In Lesson 3, students submitted theu plans for the technical 

description to be v^itten m Lesson 4; shnilarly, m Lesson 4, students submitted theu 

plans for the technical process description to be written m Lesson 5. If theu plannmg 

documents m Lessons 3 or 4 did not mdicate an adequate understandmg of the next 

lesson's requuements, I provided feedback to help students hnprove theu understandmg 

and requested revisions. If revised lessons showed significant hnprovement, I re

evaluated grades upon resubmission. In all, 11 lessons were resubmhted durmg the data 

collection period. Five lessons from three students were resubntitted m Onlme 2309P 

while four students m Onlme 23091 resubmitted a total of 6 lessons. Upon re-evaluation 
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of these submhted lessons, Onlme 2309P students improved theu grades by an average of 

17%; Onlme 23091 students increased theu grades by an average of 24%. In this way, 

ushig the resubmission policy to theu advantage, students m both sections were able to 

improve theu grades through resubnussion. These hnprovements demonstrates that 

formative assessment helps students to unprove grades, but h is unclear whether the 

pedagogical designs contributed to the amount of grade mcrease for each group. 

Onlme 23091 students also had three addhional feedback opportunities as they 

worked on each lesson: bulletm board posts, chat discussions, and TOPIC submissions. 

As 10% of theu final grade, these students were requued to participate in four chat 

discussions and to post four drafts and four critiques of other wrhers' drafts in TOPIC. 

They were encouraged but not requued to use the bulletin board for further formative 

assessment. In fact, most of the bulletin board feedback was instmctor-posted, and I used 

these posts to reduce the email burden caused when many students have the same 

problem. To elimmate the need for muhiple emails, I typically posted formative 

assessment notes to the bulletm board if I noticed that more than one student was havmg 

problems whh a particular lesson or one of hs parts. These posts varied m nature from 

suggestions for hnproving document planning to posts of model documents. They also 

allowed me to provide students whh extensive support when they needed h whhout 

requumg my duect mtervention m theu work. If students employed the buUetm board to 

theu advantage, they could fmd answers there when they needed them; only when the 

bulletm board did not respond to a specific question did they need to contact me via email 

for other assistance. In a sense, the bulletm board also made students actively articulate 

questions and seek answers whenever issues arose, and thus moved the burden of 
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mstruction to them. When they needed help or hiformation, they looked for h on the 

bulletm board fust. If that help was not available there, then they sought h through other 

means. At these learnmg moments, the mstmctor was not duectmg student learnmg but 

facilhatmg h, thus makmg the course more student-driven and constmctive. In all, the 9 

students m Onlme 23091 checked the bulletm board for hiformation an average of 37 

thnes (rangmg from 81 posts read by one student to 3 by another). 

Onlme 23091 students who attended chat discussions also received formative 

assessment durmg these discussions. The number of student chat vishs ranged from 9 

vishs (198 total mhiutes) to 0 vishs. The average number of vishs was 3 for 

approxhnately 62 total minutes. While not all talk durmg these discussions was related to 

formative assessment, students typically did not come to the chat sessions unless they 

needed help with a writing assignment. 

Fmally, TOPIC submissions were also a common she of Onlme 23091 formative 

feedback. On average, students submitted 3 rough drafts to TOPIC for mstmctor 

feedback (with individual student submissions ranging from 8 to 0), and students 

crhiqued an average of 2.9 drafts (with the number of individual crhiques ranging from 4 

toO). 

Student Satisfaction whh Assessment 

Two statements on the fmal survey asked students to address specifically theu 

satisfaction with these assessment opportunities and the feedback they received from 

them. On a four-pomt scale, students could choose one of the foUowmg responses— 

strongly agree (1), agree (2), disagree (3), strongly disagree (4). Student were asked if 
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they agreed that theu mstmctor's feedback helped them to hnprove theu grades. All 

students m both sections ehher agreed or strongly agreed whh this statement. Onlme 

2309P students' mean response was 1.33 (SD = .4924); Onlme 23091 students mean was 

1.5 (SD = .5270). There was no statistically significant difference between groups (F = 

.5865,/? = .4527). Shnilarly, when both sections were asked whether hiteractions whh 

theu histmctor helped them to unprove theu wrhhig, they responded favorably. Onlme 

2309P students' mean response was 1.75 (SD =.6216), and Onlme 2309I's mean response 

was 1.8 (SD = -4216). Agam, there was no significant difference between groups (F = 

.0466,;? = .08312). 

Online 23091's survey also included five statements about specific types of 

formative assessment students received. Student responses indicate that they feh 

favorably about these feedback opportunities as weU. Usmg the same four-pomt scale, 

students agreed that TOPIC helped them to hnprove theu wrhmg (M= 1.9. SD = .738), 

and most students agreed that h was TOPIC'S feedback feature that helped them to make 

these hnprovements (M=2.4, SD = 1.075). Two other questions related to chat 

interactions. Most students agreed that the chat was a good substhute for onshe lectures 

and discussions (M= 2.1, 5'i>=.994), and most agreed that the chat helped them to better 

understand the course materials (M= 2.4, SD = 1.075). Fmally, most Onlme 23091 

students agreed that the bulletm board was a good source for gettmg theu questions 

answered (M= 2.2, SD = All). These fmdmgs seem to mdicate that most students 

agreed that these feedback opportunities were usefiil and helped them to hnprove theu 

wrhmg skills, ahhough the resuhs do show a slight trend toward disagreement. 
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Individual Assignment Achievement 

Considering all the formative feedback students received as they composed theu 

documents, especially the additional opportunities provided to Online 23091 students, h 

surprised me that Online 2309P students eamed significantly higher overall grades m the 

course. Examining individual assignment grades helped me better to understand how this 

difference may have occurred. Students in both sections completed 8 lessons and a fmal 

examination. These assignments determined 100% of Onlme 2309P students' fmal 

grades, but only 90% of Online 23091's grades. Online 23091 students were also requued 

to participate four thnes in the chat room and to post four drafts and crhique four other 

student drafts m TOPIC; this participation grade was worth 10% of the fmal grade. 

Table 8.2 Ulustrates how weU students m each section performed on mdividual lesson 

assignments ( a ^ signifies the class whh the better average on the mdividual 

assignment; a ^ ^ signifies near equal performance on assignment). Table 8.2 also 

identifies whether a significant statistical difference exists between groups on each lesson 

or assignment part. 
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Table 8.2: Assignment Grade Means by Section and ANOVA Resuhs 

Assignment 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
Participation 

Final Exam 
Final Grade 

Final Grade v^thout 
participation 

Online 
2309P M 
(n=U) 

84.08 

90.77 t 
89.54 t 

87.23 

86.46 ^ - > 
85.39 <"> 

87.85 
86.15 
none 

89.85 t 
88.08 t 

88.08 t 

Online 
23091M 

(n=9) 

85.78 t 
83.44 
87.33 

88.89 t 
86.44 <••> 
85.00 <••> 

90.67 t 
87.33 t 

48.89 
86.56 
83.00 

86.67 

{df=l\) 

F ratio 

0.2913 
3.0411 
2.2761 
0.4370 

0.0000 
0.0095 
0.3568 
0.1246 

none 
2.0868 

12.1888 

1.6157 

P 

.5654 

.0965 

.1470 

.5161 

.9955 

.9232 

.5570 

.7278 
none 

.1641 
.0023* 

.2183 

Table 8.2 shows that, although Online 2309P students faued better overall, they 

only performed better than Onlme 23091 students on three assignments (Lesson 2, Lesson 

3, and the final exam). Onlme 23091 students made a higher average grade on four 

lessons (1, 4, 7, and 8) and equally as well on Lessons 5 and 6. The ANOVA on all 

assignments reveals that no statistically significant difference exists between groups on 

any lesson or the fmal exam. In fact, the only significant statistical difference between 

groups is found m the fmal grade {p = .0023). This statistically significant difference 

disappears (p = .2183) when grades are reconfigured without consideration of Online 

2309rs participation grade. 

What these fmdmgs seem to mdicate is that the choice of some students m Onlme 

23091 not to meet the course's participation requuements affected the group's overall 

fmal grades. While the exact reason for this lack of participation is unclear, the 
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demographic survey and students' personal mventories may offer some msight mto theu 

choices. In the demographic survey (which mcluded answers from all 19 students who 

enrolled m the Onlme 23091 course webshe), 8 (42%) students reported that theu grades 

would be reported to theu home univershies as letter grades while 11 (58%) reported that 

theu grades would be reported as pass/fail. In general, students whose grades are 

reported as letter grades attend Texas Tech Univershy, and those whose grades are 

reported as pass/fail attend Texas A&M Univershy. The 9 complethig students' personal 

mventories revealed that 7 of these students attended Texas A&M: and theu grades, 

therefore, would be reported pass/fail. Only 2 students in this section attended Texas 

Tech; these 2 students were the only two with perfect (100%) participation grades. The 

other seven students averaged only 33% on theu participation grades (whh grades 

ranging from 12% to 68%). 

Such low grades in participation did not affect the students' passing status in the 

course, so they may not have been concerned with earning full participation points. In 

other words, only those students whose grades would be reported as letter grades actually 

fully participated m the chat and TOPIC formative assessment opportunities. When these 

low participation grades are removed as fmal grade requuements, these students' fmal 

grades were not significantly different from theu Online 2309P counterparts. In fact, 

when whhout theu participation grades averaged mto the final grade, Onlme 23091 

students, vsdth theu lower GPAs gomg mto the course, appear to have performed as well 

as theu Onlme 2309P peers who typically (accordmg to theu overall GPAs) make better 

grades. Of course, given the small number of students enrolled m both sections and 

limhed opportunhies for mteraction even m the mteractive section, these resuhs may not 
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entuely reveal the effect of mteraction on students' performances as measured by course 

grades m an undergraduate technical wrhmg class. 

Question Series 2—^How well did students m each section meet 
lheracv objectives for technical communication courses? 

Dependmg on the section m which students were enrolled, the Hteracies students 

demonstrated durmg theu coursework were documented m either two or three ways: 

through theu achievement of checklist objectives, through theu email exchanges whh 

theu mstmctor, and, for Onlme 23091 only, through theu chat room discussions whh theu 

mstmctor. (An analysis of student comments in TOPIC was not possible because of a 

software programming problem which developed over the course of the study. As a 

resuh of this programming problem, several students' TOPIC comments on other 

students' drafts were deleted and unable to be reconstmcted.) Therefore, using 

checklists, email, and chat room analyses, this section details how well and how often 

students' questions and discussions exhibhed questions or work toward Hteracy 

achievement. After analysis, the data indicate that students in Online 23091 appear to 

have had more opportunities for literacy leaming and more opportunhies for lheracy 

assessment than theu Online 2309P counterparts. 

CheckUsts 

On the eight assignment checklists used to assess student work were 184 lherac\ 

evaluation checkpomts. Some of the checklists had checkpomts that were multiply coded 

because they related to the demonstration of more than one Hteracy (see Appendix B). 
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Table 8.3 shows how these 184 evaluation checkpomts were divided by Hteracy and b\ 

lesson. As Chapter V discussed m more detail, basic, rhetorical, and social Hteracies 

were heavily emphasized hi Onlhie 2309's curriculum, and crhical, ethical, and 

technological Hteracies infrequently appeared in checkpoints. 

Table 8.3: Checkpomt Distribution by Lesson and by Lheracy 

Literacy 

Basic 

Critical 
Ethical 

Rhetorical 

Social 

Technological 

Literacy Total 

1 

10 
2 

1 

6 

3 

0 

22 

2 

9 
0 

0 

15 

6 

0 

30 

3 

11 
0 

0 

10 

5 

0 

26 

Lesson 

4 

7 
0 

0 

10 

3 

0 

20 

5 

16 
0 

1 

17 

1 

0 

35 

6 

2 
0 

2 

6 

4 

0 

14 

7 

7 
0 

0 

6 

9 

0 

22 

8 

4 
0 

0 

5 

6 

0 

15 

Lesson Totals 

66 
2 

4 

75 

37 

0 

184 

For each checkpoint m each lesson, students' work eamed one of three marks: a 

y designated a checkpoint's successful achievement, a ^- designated partial 

achievement, and an X designated unsuccessful achievement. Table 8. 4 shows the 

distribution of achievement for both classes and by individual class. Since technological 

Hteracy was not evaluated on any of the eight lesson checklists, h does not appear in the 

summary of fmdmgs. (In Table 8. 4, a ^ beside the class percentage signifies the class 

with the higher percentage of successfully achieved Hteracies.) Of the Hteracies 

evaluated, Onlme 23091 successfully achieved a higher percentage of pomts on four of 

the five Hteracies (basic, crhical, ethical, and rhetorical) while Onlme 2309P students 

successfuUy achieved a higher percentage of points m the demonstration of social 

Hteracies. 
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Table 8.4: Distribution of Checklist Evaluation Pomts 

Literacy 

Basic 

y (achieved) 

^ - (partially achieved) 

X (not achieved) 

Critical 

y (achieved) 

y - (partially achieved) 

X (not achieved) 

Ethical 

y (achieved) 

y - (partially achieved) 

X (not achieved) 

Rhetorical 

y (achieved) 

y - (partially achieved) 

X (not achieved) 

Social 

y (achieved) 

y - (partially achieved) 

X (not achieved) 

Section Achievement 

Online 
2309P 

76% 

20.6% 

3.4% 

IT/o 

15% 

8% 

58.3% 

39.6% 

2.1% 

74.8% 

21.2% 

4% 

82.7% ^ 

14.6% 

2.7% 

Online 
23091 

7 7 . 1 % ^ 

19.5% 

3.3% 

8 5 % ^ 

15% 

0% 

7 5 % ^ 

22.5% 

2.5% 

75.9% ^ 

20.5% 

3.6% 

79.7% 

16.5% 

3.8% 

Overall Achievement 

77% 

20% 

3% 

80% 

15% 

5% 

66% 

32% 

2% 

75% 

21% 

4% 

81% 

16% 

3% 

At fust glance at Table 8.4, Onlme 23091 students appear to have done 

significantly better that theu Onlme 2309P counterparts on the evaluation checklists. 

This htitial perception, however, may not be completely accurate. Fust of all. Onlme 

2309P's higher pomts m social Hteracy may seem countermtuhive smce these students 

worked ahnost entuely mdependent of others; however, the social Hteracies measured on 

the checklists were those most closely associated and more often layered whh rhetorical 

Hteracies. For example, did the student wrher consider the audience of the document, 

and did the student wrher use persuasive strategies to assist the audience to make a 
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decision? Such social Hteracies, while relevant and appropriate, are not the same as those 

associated with workmg whh others to produce a document. The social Hteracy, 

therefore, that Onlme 2309P students achieved was the social knowledge and skill which 

could be achieved without duect mteraction whh others, a very Ihnhed view of social 

Hteracy, to say the least. In addhion, two of the Hteracies—crhical and ethical—on 

which Onlme 23091 scored higher than Onlme 2309P were evaluated whh only two and 

four checkpomts, respectively. For this reason. Online 23091's higher achievement m 

these Hteracies is somewhat exaggerated, considermg how few opportunities the Onlme 

2309 instmctor has to assess these literacies in either section. 

To determine whether these differences were statistically significant, an ANOVA 

was used (see Table 8.5). 

Table 8.5: ANOVA Comparison (Between Groups) of Class Means 

Literacy 

Basic 
Critical 
Ethical 
Rhetorical 
Social 

Overall M 

1.27 
1.22 
1.36 
1.29 
1.22 

Section M 

Online 
2309P 

1.27 
1.29 
1.42 
1.30 
1.21 

Online 
23091 

1.27 
1.15 
1.28 
1.28 
1.24 

F{df=\) 

F ratio 

.1650 

.8060 
1.8087 
.5974 

1.0274 

Fprob 

.6847 

.3740 

.1820 

.4397 

.3110 

As Table 8.5 Ulustrates, none of the differences between groups was significantly 

different: students m both groups performed equally as well on Hteracy achievement on 

aU eight assignments. This fmdmg supports the previous fmdmg from Question 1 that 

students m both classes made shnilar grades across lessons, whh Onlme 23091 making 

slightly better but not statistically significant higher achievement on mdividual lessons. 
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Email 

Through theu email exchanges with me, students demonstrated theu 

understandmg of lheracy issues as weU as theu questions about them. AU email 

messages between students and me were coded accordmg to the lheracy associated whh 

the question asked or responded to. As with the assignment checkpomts, some email 

messages were muhiply coded if these messages corresponded to more than one lheracy. 

Once agam the administrative code was not related to Hteracies; h was used to identify 

email exchanges that requested or gave information about Extended Studies or course 

poUcy matters. Table 8.6 shows by class how many Hteracies were identified m email to 

and from students in both sections and how many literacies were identified m email posts 

overall. 

Table 8.6: Literacy Distribution in Email Messages by Class and Overall 

Literacy 

Basic 

Critical 

Ethical 

Rhetorical 

Social 

Technological 

Administrative 

Overall Totals 

From 
student 

41 (21%) 

2 ( 1%) 

0 ( 0%) 

18 ( 9%) 

29(14%) 

42(21%) 

68 (34%) 

200 

Online 2309P 
To 

student 

45 (20%) 

0 ( 0%) 

1 0%) 

21 (10%) 

29(13%) 

47 (21%) 

79 (36%) 

222 

Total 
messages 

86 (20%) 

2 ( 1%) 

1 ( 0%) 

39 ( 9%) 

58(14%) 

89(21%) 

147 (35%) 

422 (47%) 

From 
student 

51 (21%) 

10 ( 4%) 

0 ( 0%) 

13 ( 5%) 

58 (24%) 

46(19%) 

61 (26%) 

239 

Online 23091 
To 

student 

49(21%) 

1 ( 0%) 

0( 0%) 

19 ( 8%) 

50 (22%) 

41 (18%) 

69 (30%) 

229 

Total 
messages 

100(21%) 

11 ( 2%) 

0( 0%) 

32 ( 7%) 

108(23%) 

87(19%) 

130(28%) 

468 (53%) 

Overall 

186(2 1%) 

13 ( 1.5%) 

1 ( 0%) 

71 ( 8%) 

166 ( 19°o) 

176( 20%) 

277 ( 31%) 

890(100%) 

As Table 8.6 demonstrates, the nme students who completed Online 23091 sent 

6% more emails than theu thuteen Onlme 2309P counterparts. They sent ahnost twice as 

many social messages. These nme Onlme 23091 students were also more likeK to ask 

crhical questions or make crhical observations. Admmistrative questions and responses 
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were by far the most common type of email message m both classes, with technological 

and basic Hteracies havmg about the same counts. 

To determine whether the number and type of email exchanges were significanth 

different between classes, a two-sample chi-square test was performed on each lheracy. 

In the chi-square test, the expected resuhs for each lheracy were determined by the 

number of students m each section; smce Onlme 2309P students make up 59% of all 

completers m both sections and Onlme 23091 students make up 41%, these proportions 

were used to set expected resuhs. Since email messages related to ethical Hteracy only 

appeared in one of the two groups, an analysis for this Hteracy was not conducted. For 

this reason, ethical literacy does not appear m Table 8.7. 

The chi-square test of email by lheracy and section revealed significant statistical 

differences in four of the five Hteracies tested: basic, crhical, social and technological. 

Only rhetorical literacies were not statistically significant. These findings suggest that 

Online 23091 students were more lUcely to ask questions about these Hteracies or to 

demonstrate these Hteracies through theu email correspondence. While they do not 

mdicate how weU students m Onlme 23091 achieved, these findmgs seem to suggest that 

histmctors may be better able to assess students' Hteracy competence or achievement 

when usmg more interactive components m a distance course. These fmdmgs may also 

suggest that students usmg mteractive components are more willmg to seek formative 

mstmctional assessment and support than students usmg a more presentational 

pedagogical design. 
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Table 8.7: Chi-Square Analysis of Email Literacies Between Classes 

Literacy 

Basic 

Online 
2309P 
Online 
23091 

Critical 
Online 
2309P 
Online 
23091 

Rhetorical 
Online 
2309P 
Online 
23091 

Social 
Online 
2309P 
Online 
23091 

Technological 
Online 
2309P 
Online 
23091 

Cases 
Observed 

86 

100 

2 

11 

39 

32 

58 

108 

89 

87 

Expected 

110 

76 

8 

5 

42 

29 

98 

68 

104 

72 

X2 

12.8153* 
(df= l,p = .0003) 

11.7000* 
(df= l,p = .0006) 

.5246 
(df=l ,p = .4689) 

39.8559* 
(df=l ,p = .0000) 

5.2885* 
(df=l ,p = .0215) 
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Chat 

In addhion to the more frequent email exchanges between Online 23091 students 

and theu histmctor, these students also had opportunhies to discuss problems or 

difficuhies with theu histmctor during chat sessions. Of the 9 students who completed 

Online 23091 during data collection, only 3 met the participation requuement of at least 

four chat vishs during coursework. These three met theu instmctor in the chat room 6, 8, 

and 9 thnes, respectively. Five other students only attended 1 chat each, and 1 student 

never attended a chat session. In all, the 9 completing students vished the chat room 29 

thnes, but 23 of these meethigs were whh the same 3 students. Total time spent in chat 

sessions ranged from 198 minutes for the student who attended 9 times to 14 minutes for 

a one-time attendee. The overall lack of participation may be explamed (as discussed 

earlier) by the other 6 students' grade reporting requuements since 2 of the 3 regular 

attendees were Texas Tech students, and 6 of the uregular attendees were Texas A&M 

students. 

In the chat sessions, students met whh theu mstmctor each thne, and on five 

occasions, they also met wdth other students. AU of the exchanges (166) from each of the 

29 sessions were segmented and coded by lheracy exhibhed. Of the 166 chat exchanges, 

46 (18%) were related to basic literacy; 3 (1%), to critical; 2 (0%), to ethical; 44 (18%), 

to rhetorical; 102 (41%), to social; 39 (16%), to technological; and 15 (6%), to 

admmistrative. Eight Onlme 2309rs students participated m chat sessions, and these 8 

discussed an average of 3.875 Hteracies per chat. (The mean identified m Table 8.8 is 

different because h is derived from all 9 students' participation, mcludmg the 1 student 

who never attended a chat session.) All 8 students had questions or made comments 
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about social issues; 7 of 8 students about basic and rhetorical lheracy issues: 4 of 8 

students about technological issues; and 2 of 8 students about critical and ethical issues. 

Social exchanges were by far the most frequent of all lheracy exchanges durmg the chat 

sessions; but, as the previous numbers suggest, basic, rhetorical, and technological 

exchanges were also common. As whh the email exchanges, only ethical and crhical 

exchanges were relatively mfrequent. (Table 8.8 further details student chat vishs, coded 

segments, and identified Hteracies.) 

Table 8.8: Chat Session Vishs, Codmg Segments, and Lheracies Identified 

Student 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Totals 
Means 

Visits 

9 

8 
6 

0 
29 
3.2 

Minutes 

198 

137 
77 
21 
34 
19 
17 
14 
0 

527 
58.55 

Segments 

46 

68 
10 
11 
10 
9 
7 
5 
0 

166 
18 

Literacies 

6 

6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
0 

Identified Literacies 
basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, social. 
technological 
basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, social, 
technological 
basic, rhetorical, social, technological 
basic, rhetorical, social, technological 
basic, rhetorical, social 
basic, rhetorical, social 
rhetorical, social 
basic, social 
none 

The data m Table 8.8 seem to suggest that the more often students attended chat 

sessions, the more likely they were to discuss mformation relevant to all literacies whh 

theu mstmctor. The students who attended the sessions most often and stayed the longest 

were the only students who discussed all Hteracies or asked questions about them. Those 

students who attended chats less frequently ranged from as few as two Hteracies to as 

many as four. 
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Overall Lheracy Evaluation Opportunhies 

This analysis of Hteracy opportunhies has exammed how well students achieved 

Hteracies m theu assignment checklists and also considered how often students asked 

questions or discussed matters associated with these Hteracies m theu email posts and 

theu chat room sessions. This fmal section will compile this hiformation m order to 

describe how often students appeared to work whh Hteracy issues and what Hteracies 

were documented hi all theu exchanges. 

Both sections began with a ntinimum Hteracy exchange number of 184 because all 

students were evaluated with the lesson evaluation checklists. After addmg checklist, 

email, and chat exchanges m both sections to this 184, the mean lheracy exchanges per 

student was 199 for Onlme 2309P and 212 m Onlme 23091. Comparmg these two total 

exchanges using an ANOVA revealed a difference between the two sections. Ahhough 

this difference is not statistically significant (F= 3.8538,;? = .0637), the average number 

of literacies achieved can be considered practically different. All students were assessed 

on five Hteracies (basic, critical, ethical, rhetorical, and social) through the evaluation 

checklists, but they were not engaged equally in email and chat interactions. Students m 

Onlme 2309P engaged in discussion of only 3.08 Hteracies through email while Onlme 

23091 students averaged 3.67 Hteracies through email. In addhion, Onlme 23091 students 

discussed 3.75 Hteracies m chat discussions. When all lheracy discussions (ehher by 

email or email and chat) are considered, Onlme 2309P discussed 3.08 different Hteracies 

whh theu histmctor and Onlme 23091 engaged m discussion of 4.08 different literacies. 

Therefore, students m the mteractive section appeared to have been more fully engaged in 

one addhional lheracy through theu coursework. 
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These resuhs seems to mdicate that Onlme 23091 students had the opportunity to 

discuss or demonstrate theu understandmg of the requued Hteracies of the class more 

often that those students m Onlme 2309P. All students were evaluated on the five 

Hteracies assessed m the checklists, but Onlme 23091 students had significantly more 

practical opportunities to demonstrate theu understandmg (and perhaps theu lack of 

understandmg) to theu instmctor over the course of theu work. This fmdmg suggests 

that an interactive pedagogical design may provide students and theu histmctor whh a 

richer envuonment for learning and assessment. 

Question 3—Given theu grades and lheracv achievement, were students 
m both sections satisfied with the curriculum, the mstmctional design. 

and technology through which they completed the course? 

To determine students' satisfaction whh the curriculum, hs pedagogical design, 

and hs delivery technologies, students hi both sections were surveyed after completing all 

assignments but prior to taking the fmal examination. The resuhs of the survey revealed 

that overall students in both sections were satisfied whh the histmction they received. 

Overall Satisfaction whh the Course and Its Curriculum 

Five questions on the fmal survey asked students about theu satisfaction whh the 

course and hs curriculum. These questions specifically asked students to consider how 

well this course compared to other writmg courses they had taken. It also asked them to 

look forward to fiiture courses and state whether they would take another distance 

education course lUce this or whether they would recommend such a course to a friend. 

In general, students m both sections responded favorably to these questions. Only one 
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significant difference appeared between groups: When asked whether the course was 

more enjoyable than onshe courses they had taken, Onlme 2309P students agreed more 

strongly than theu Onlme 23091 counterparts did. Table 8.9 provides the complete 

resuhs of these questions. Students had four choices when answermg survey questions: 1 

(strongly agree), 2 (agree), 3 (disagree), and 4 (strongly disagree). 

Table 8.9: Student Overall Satisfaction whh Course 

Online Online Online Online 
Overall 2309P 2309P 23091 23091 

Survey Question M M SD M SD 

I liked that this online course allowed 
me to ftilfiU my college requirements 
without having to attend a regular on-
campus classroom. 1.59 1.42 .6686 1.8 .7888 1.5443 .2313 
This online course was of better 
quality than on-campus writing 
courses I've taken. 2.05 1.83 .5774 2.30 1.0593 1.7257 .2038 
Taking an online course was more 
enjoyable than attending an on-
campus course. 1.91 1.58 .7930 2.30 .6749 5.0860 .0355* 
I would recommend this online 
course (and the way it was taught 
using the intemet) to others. 1.77 1.5 .6742 2.10 .8756 3.3002 .0843 
1 would consider taking another 
online course after my experiences in 
this class. 1.95 1.67 .8876 2.30 .8233 2.9633 .1066 

As Table 8.9 reveals, Online 2309P students either strongly agreed or agreed that 

the course was comparable, if not, better than theu onshe wrhing courses. They would 

also recommend the course to others and consider takmg another course shnilar to this 

one. On the other hand, Onlme 23091 students agreed that they lUced the onlme course's 

attendance policy, but they tended toward disagreement on enjoy mg of the course 

(M=2.30), recommendmg the course (M=2.10), and takmg another onlme course 

(Af=2.3). The reason for Onlme 23091 students' tendency to disagree is unclear, ahhough 

h may be a resuh of the course's addhional participation requuements or theu lack of 
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choice of the other section when recmhed. Theu tendency to disagree may also be a 

resuh of the relative unfamiliarhy students had whh the technologies employed m 

delivermg the course. The newness of the technology may have made them less 

comfortable and more unsatisfied with the technological mix. 

Student Satisfaction whh Pedagogical Design Issues 

Another series of questions on the fmal survey asked students about pedagogical 

design issues: for example, the course guide and the assignment worksheets. These 

questions also explored stmctural and cohort learning decisions supporting both 

curricula's designs. Of the nine questions in this series, only one question revealed a 

significant difference between groups: Online 2309P students would not prefer a more 

stmctured schedule while Online 23091 students said that they would. All the resuhs 

from these nine questions are provided in Table 8.10. Students had four choices when 

answering survey questions: 1 (strongly agree), 2 (agree), 3 (disagree), and 4 (strongly 

disagree). 

Students' responses to these questions revealed an overall satisfaction whh the 

course guide and the assignment worksheets. They also agreed or strongly agreed that 

they lUced the course's independent thning and pacmg. They did not seem to miss face-

to-face hiteractions whh others, nor were they concerned whh the assignment stmctures. 

The only difference, as noted before, in the two sections was m schedulmg: students 

usmg the presentational design overall did not desue a more stmctured schedule while 

mteractive students did. 
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Table 8.10: Student Overall Satisfaction whh Pedagogical Design 

Survey Question 

It is easy to follow the course guide's 
instructions to complete each 
required assignment. 

The course guide was a good 
substitute for regular classroom 
lectures and discussion. 

The worksheets were easy to use and 
save. 

I would prefer to take an online 
course with a more structured 
schedule. 

I would prefer to take an online 
course with less structured 
assignments. 

I missed face-to-face contact with 
others in this course. 

1 liked the way this course allowed 
me to work at my own pace. 

I like the way this course allowed me 
to work on my own time. 

Overall 
M 

2.09 

2.14 

1.45 

2.45 

2.59 

2.73 

1.73 

1.73 

Online 
2309P 

M 

2.00 

2.08 

1.25 

2.83 

2.58 

2.83 

1.58 

1.50 

Online 
2309P 

SD 

.6030 

.5149 

.4523 

.9374 

.6686 

.8348 

.7930 

.5222 

Online 
23091 

M 

2.2 

2.2 

1.7 

2.00 

2.6 

2.60 

1.9 

2.00 

Online 
23091 

SD 

.6325 

.6525 

.8233 

.9428 

.5164 

.9661 

.7379 

.6667 

F 

.5742 

.2279 

2.6456 

4.2882 

.0041 

.3697 

.9258 

3.8961 

.4574 

.6383 

.1195 

.0515* 

.9493 

.5500 

.3475 

.0624 

Satisfaction whh Teaching Technologies 

A final series of nine questions asked students in both sections about theu 

satisfaction with the teaching technologies used to deliver theu online courses. 

Specifically, these questions related to overaU webshe usabilhy. Responses to these 

questions were shnilar m both sections, whh no significant statistical differences between 

group responses. Table 8.11 detaUs student responses. Students had four choices when 

answermg survey questions: 1 (strongly agree), 2 (agree), 3 (disagree), and 4 (strongly 

disagree). 
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Table 8.11: Student Overall Satisfaction whh Teachmg Technologies 

Online Online Online Online 
Overall 2309P 2309P 23091 23091 

Survey Question M M SD M SD 

I learned new ways to communicate using 
technologies in this class. 1.95 1.83 .5441 2.10 .5676 1.1814 .2900 
Using different electronic technologies 
often hindered me from focusing on my 
written communication skills. 

The website's text was legible and easy to 
read on my computer screen. 
1 had difficulty locating the information I 
needed on the course website. 
The course website was easy to navigate. 
When I hyperlinked to pages in the 
course website, I preferred for the page to 
appear in a new window. 2.18 2.08 .6686 2.30 .4830 .7299 .4030 
When I read the online course guide, I 
most often read from a printed copy 
rather than from the screen. 
I frequently printed copies of the 
website's course guide. 
When I printed copies of the course guide 
pages, I preferred to print directly from 
the web pages, rather than using the .pdf 
or .rtf page versions. 

3.18 

1.45 

3.36 

1.59 

3.4 

1.33 

3.5 

1.50 

.6686 

.4924 

.5222 

.5222 

2.90 

1.6 

3.20 

1.70 

.8756 

.5164 

.4216 

.4830 

2.4611 

1.5311 

2.1344 

.8556 

.1321 

.2303 

.1596 

.3660 

2.18 

2.27 

2.68 

2.33 

2.50 

2.667 

1.15 

1.0871 

.8876 

2.00 

2.00 

2.7 

1.15 

1.0541 

.9487 

.4545 

1.1858 

.0072 

.5079 

.2891 

.9331 

In general, students agreed that they leamed to use new technologies as a resuh of 

takmg the course, and they did not feel that the technologies hmdered them from focusmg 

on theu written communication skills. They found the course webshe easy to read, to 

use, and to navigate. They lUced the webshe's popup wmdows. They preferred readmg 

the course guide, m general, from prmted pages rather than from the web pages; and 

when they prmted the course guide pages, they tended to prefer the documentation m .pdf 

or .rtf formats rather than a duect prmt of web pages. 

Overall Satisfaction 

The fmal survey resuhs reveal that most students m both sections were satisfied 

whh the course as a whole, whh the mstmctional support they received, and VN hh the 
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technologies used to deliver the courses. The presentational and mteractive sections both 

lUced the mdependence the course provided them. Onlme 2309P students agreed that the 

technologies used to deliver the course were effective and easy to use. Online 23091 

students were more diverse in theu opinions, agreeing and disagreeing, that the 

technologies were effective. Nehher group appeared to be dissatisfied whh the course, 

and most students would recommend the course to others or take a similar course if given 

the chance. These resuhs seem to indicate that both presentational and interactive 

designs can be satisfymg for students, depending on theu specific needs and desues. 
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CHAPTER IX 

A CONTINUUM FOR ONLINE PEDAGOGICAL DESIGNS 

My study's purpose was to discover which curricular design and mtemet-based 

technologies best delivered technical communication courses and theu associated 

Hteracies onlme. Usmg two different pedagogical designs—presentational and 

mteractive—for mtemet-based technical communication courses, I exammed student 

grades, Hteracy achievement, and satisfaction whh the designs and technologies 

employed. At study's end, I can answer my prhnary research question simply: Nehher 

design appears to be defmhively better; both designs and theu curricula appear to have 

delivered effective histmction, and both have potential value to mstmctors considermg 

online pedagogical designs. 

In terms of grades and achievement, all Onlme 2309 students were successful, 

with most students in both sections' complethig the course with B averages. Through 

curricular activities and assignments, email exchanges, and chat room sessions (for 

Onlme 23091 only), students were able to address and engage m four of six Hteracies 

(basic, rhetorical, social, and technological) on a regular basis throughout theu 

instmction. Basic and rhetorical Hteracies were most commonly addressed through 

written assignments; social Hteracies were addressed through wrhten assignments and 

through email or chat room exchanges whh the histmctor and other students; and 

technology Hteracies were addressed through the course delivery media and through 

students' use of technology to produce theu assignments. Ethical and crhical Hteracies 

were rarely addressed m ehher section, probably as a resuh of onlme curriculum's lack of 
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focus m these areas. In addhion to achievement and lheracy leammg, students m both 

sections were satisfied whh the histmction they received. They were pleased whh the 

mstructional feedback, and they lUced the technologies used to deliver the course. In 

general, both designs met the needs of students and provided them whh Hteracy learnmg 

opportunities typically unavailable m a paper-based correspondence course, the model 

upon which these courses were based. 

Yet despite these shnilarhies, after teachmg with both designs for the last nme 

months, I have been able to draw some conclusions about each design's best fit for 

technical communication mstmction. The rest of this chapter discusses the strengths and 

weaknesses of each design, reviews the limhations as well as the hnplications of the 

study, and concludes with a design contmuum recommendation that should assist 

technical communication mstmctors to choose the best design for theu online classes. 

Design Strengths 

Presentational Design Strengths 

The presentational design effectively allowed the thirteen students who completed 

hs curriculum to cam average grades of 88%. Students worked through the coiuse 

quickly and easily by following the online course guide and reading the assigned 

textbook. When they had questions or feh confused by an assignment or course guide 

duective, they htitiated contact with theu instmctor and asked assistance. Throughout 

theu coursework and as a group, Onlme 2309P students received significantly less 

formative feedback from theu histmctor, and they were less likely to employ email or 

request assistance as they created theu assignments. In sphe of the reduced feedback 
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they received when compared feedback given to Onlme 23091 students, Onlme 2309P 

students performed well on aU theu assignments, surpassmg theu Onlme 23091 peers' 

efforts on two assignments and the fmal exam. In addhion, even whh less support and 

less mteraction whh theu histmctor, they outscored theu mteractive design peers on 

social literacy checkpomts on the assignment evaluation checkHsts. Theu assignments 

had a 75% successful lheracy achievement for aU Hteracies except for one, ethical 

literacy, for which they had a 58.2% successful literacy achievement rate. These resuhs 

seem to hidicate that, in a course emphasizing basic and rhetorical Hteracy goals, 

motivated students usmg a presentational design can produce acceptable, even above 

average work, whh little more than a course guide, a textbook, and occasional mput from 

an histmctor. Such a course would be relatively easy to develop and to administer, whh 

less instmctor time needed to create the web site and to monitor student progress through 

the work. 

Interactive Design Strengths 

Like the presentational design, the mteractive design has strengths of hs own. 

Shnilar to students m the presentational design. Online 23091 students' average grade 

was a B, 83%. Although this grade was a lower B than the 88% eamed by Onlme 2309P 

students, practically the two grades have little difference. When student GPAs are 

considered, the fact that the Onlme 23091 students, who had lower GPAs commg mto the 

course, made the same letter grade as Onlme 2309P students suggests that the mteractive 

design may support and encourage weaker students to cam higher grades. Theh lower 

fmal exam grades further suggest the hnportance of formative assessment and feedback 
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for these weaker students. In general, when these students were able to get formative 

assessment on theu assignments, they produced better, more highly evaluated work; 

when they were unable to receive formative assessment, as whh the fmal exam, theu fmal 

grades tended to be lower. 

Addhionally, the three students who participated fully m the Onlme 2309's chat 

sessions and m the TOPIC draft subnussion and evaluation process scored considerably 

better overall than theu peers who chose not to participate. Ahhough all students did not 

always take full advantage of the chat and TOPIC interactions, all did take advantage of 

the email contact they had with theu histmctor. The number of email posts between 

histmctor and student m Onlme 23091 was statistically significant over the number of 

posts in Online 2309P, and the Hteracies addressed in these posts were also statistically 

significant in five of six Hteracies (aU except rhetorical) when compared to the other 

section. Overall, these students addressed an average of 4 Hteracies regularly in theu 

asynchronous email and synchronous chat sessions as compared to Online 2309P 

students who only averaged 3 literacies throughout the semester in email posts. These 

fmdmgs seems to suggest that the mteractive design can provide more opportunities for 

discussions related to literacies and creates a more discursive, supportive envuonment for 

instmction. 

Overall, students m Onlme 23091 agreed that the technology used to deliver the 

course was satisfymg. Lookmg at the range of theu answers, however, h is clear that all 

Onlme 23091 students were not as pleased as Onlme 2309P students whh the 

technologies they were asked to use. In fact, theu satisfaction whh these technologies 

was lower (but not so different as to be statistically significant) than theu Online 2039P 
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counterparts. Theu slightly lower opinions of the course's technology may indicate some 

dissatisfaction with the technologies employed, or h may be a resuh of later enroUees' 

resentment of theu participation obligation. (Not aU students m Online 23091 were given 

two choices since Ortiine 2309P filled first.) Desphe these sHghtly lower opinions of the 

technology, Online 23091 students, nevertheless, appear to have profited from theu use 

both hi grade and literacy achievement. 

Design Weaknesses 

Presentational Design Weaknesses 

Ahhough both designs appear to have had more strengths than weaknesses, a few 

flaws became evident as both courses concluded. The mam drawback of the 

presentational design m this study appears to hs less frequent assessment opportunhies, 

particularly hs lack of formative assessment opportunities. Had Onlme 2309P students 

been given more formative assessment, they might have performed even better. In 

addhion, whh the exception of the prelimmary plannmg worksheets that students 

completed, Onlme 2309P students were requued to present very little documentation 

demonstratmg that the work they produced was theu own. This lack of documentation 

made me wonder at thnes whether students' work was theu own, especially when 1 

received five plannmg documents for technical descriptions and process mstmctions on 

the same topic: tensUe testmg. This frequently-chosen topic made me wonder, at fust, if 

students were borrowmg former students' papers or perhaps a textbook description for 

these assignments. My concems were somewhat alleviated when all the fmal drafts for 

both assignments were quhe different, and I came to believe that the similar topic was 
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more a resuh of similar engmeermg majors. Nevertheless, such a shuation might lead 

some histmctors to question whether students working at a distance have completed the 

assignments on theu own or by usmg other students' wrhmg. Whhout the opportunhy to 

witness students' work habhs and document generation attempts m process, some 

histmctors may question students' authority or theu honesty. 

To alleviate these problems, mstmctors may need to mcorporate activhies mto 

theu curricula which help them to track student progress through planning documents and 

muhiple draft submissions. Of course, these curricular addhions may mcrease the thne 

histmctors spend readmg drafts and makmg comments upon them, dependmg upon 

histmctors' decisions about assessment. Another option might be an archive or database 

of drafts to which the instmctor could refer when m doubt about document generation. 

Such an archive would place the burden of documentation on students and make 

document generation an administrative issue, rather than an assessment one. In ehher 

case, these solutions make the presentational design more interactive, providing 

instmctors whh more opportunities to mtervene and participate, as needed, in document 

generation. 

A second weakness of the presentational design is hs inabilhy to support 

collaborative projects. As h was conceived for this study. Online 2309P was designed to 

be completed independently of other students, with only incidental and student-htitiated 

mtervention from an instmctor. To requue interaction whh other students through 

coUaborative wrhmg assignments or projects would be much more difficuh whh the 

presentational design smce h does not support synchronous or asynchronous mteraction 

whh other students. Ahhough students could possibly have completed such projects 
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through email communication, the other technologies used m this design simply do not 

promote documented mteraction between students. Connectmg students usmg a 

presentational design would also create logistical problems: if mstmctors wanted 

documentation of these connections or meethigs, students would most lUcely have to cop\ 

the histmctor each thne they emailed one another comments or ideas. While email 

exchanges could make such groupwork possible, the volume of email documentation m 

the mstmctor's mailbox would prove to be monumental. Filtermg email messages whh 

the aid of carefully identified subject Ihies might aUeviate this problem but would requue 

some email application sophistication on mstmctors' part. 

Interactive Design Weaknesses 

Ahhough the interactive design, with hs technologies' abilhy to support both 

synchronous and asynchronous exchanges whhin WebCT, allows mstmctors more 

opportunities to discuss and assess document production whh students and to support 

groupwork, these advantages have theu own drawbacks. Such activhies requue more 

tune and work on the mstmctor's part—more hours logged into the chat room, more 

email posts to answer, and more bulletin board posts that requue at least reading and 

sometimes respondmg. 

This addhional tune and work requuement might be even more considerable 

when enrolhnent is high or when instmctors carry more than one distance class at a thne. 

In Onlme 23091, the nine students who completed the course between June and March 

sent a total of 239 messages. Over the nme months h took them to complete the course. I 

received approxhnately 27 messages from each student, or only about three a month from 
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each student, an easily manageable number. Project this same proportion of email for 30 

students over a four and a half (not nme) month semester, however, and the number of 

emails an histmctor might expect is nme each working weekday, a much greater thne 

obligation dependmg on how much wrhmg an histmctor has to do to answer the student's 

question. When mstmctors also keep vhtual office hours m a chat room or mamtam a 

class buUetm board, theu thne commhments are further extended. An addhional thne 

concem can occur when mstmctors and students live and work m different thne zones. In 

such situations, students may send email messages twenty-four hours a day and expect or 

need expedient responses from theu histmctor. How to address these tune differences 

and meet student feedback needs is a further complication often associated whh email 

exchanges. 

For these reasons, the time commhment necessary for an interactive design should 

probably be an important consideration when program duectors or administrators are 

considermg teaching load and enrolhnent caps. In other words, interactive designs may 

provide students whh addhional wrhing support and feedback, but they do so at the 

expense of histmctor thne. The thne distance mstmctors spend providmg assessment and 

feedback is a valuable yet Ihnhed commodhy. To have the thne to support distance 

students m mteractive designs, mstmctors may need to teach distance courses whh 

limited enrollments or need course reductions m the semesters when they teach distance 

courses. If nehher are possible, then distance histmctors may need to exclude email as a 

prhnary communication option and rely upon asynchronous bulletm board postmgs as a 

communication archive. In this way, students would have to post all questions to the 

same board, and the histmctor could respond to a question only once and then require 
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students to search the board for questions that had aheady been answered. Such a move 

from email to a buUetm board system might thus reduce the email response burden. 

Study Lhnhations and theu Impact on Design Resuhs 

Ahhough these strengths and weaknesses appear to resuh from presentational and 

mteractive designs, study limhations may have skewed or restricted these resuhs. These 

limitations mclude the roUmg enroUment of all Extended Studies classes. While this 

roUmg enrolhnent gave the students the freedom to complete the course on theu own 

thne and schedules, students had few, if any, opportunities to develop a sense of cohort 

and support from others, except theu histmctor. Students m Onlme 2309P never met 

vutuaUy or discussed any work whh other students, and Onlme 23091 only met one 

another mfrequently and never more than once. In Onlme 23091, typically no more than 

three or four students were actively meeting in the chat room during any given week, and 

few students were active for a sustained period of time. They completed theu 

assignments uregularly over a period of four to six months. While these students' 

uregular chat room meethigs with me allowed me to monitor student progress on given 

lessons, they did not allow me fiiUy to sense student progress over thne since student 

work was typicaUy completed in leaps and spurts rather than in consistent weekly 

progress. RoUmg enrollment may also explam the high attrition rate for both sections. 

Because students did not have fixed or requued schedules for complethig the course, 

some wahed too late to start the course and others never finished. 

Another limhation that may have affected design resuhs was the study's 

recmhment procedure, which soHched students' voluntary participation and section 
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selection. Students who enrolled m Onlme 2309P, as stated earlier, tended to ha\e higher 

GPAs and tended to have slightly more computer and mtemet experience. Most of them 

wanted to complete the course m as short a period as possible. These desues may ha\ e 

duectly mfluenced theu enrollment m the presentational course because h requued less 

tune-consummg participation (m theu ophtions). For this reason, they may have been 

more satisfied whh the curriculum, mstmctional design, and technologies than theu 

Onlme 23091 counterparts, who were not all given two sections as a choice. In fact, 

many of the Onlme 23091 students were given only one choice—Onlme 23091—because 

Onlme 2309P filled fust. Theu lower satisfaction with the technologies and participation 

requuement nught have duectly resuhed from this recmhment problem. Given the 

limitations of Extended Studies' rolling enrollment and my recmhment methods, fiuther 

study without the hindrances of these limitations will be necessary to more defutitely 

identify the strengths and weaknesses of each design. 

No Shigle Best Design 

Although this study does not definhively answer the question of which design 

works best for onlme technical communication mstmction, h does have hnplications that 

mstmctors might want to consider as they create theu own mtemet-based courses. Fust 

of aU, both designs seem to have theu appropriate uses or occasions, dependmg on the 

course's literacy goals and hs students* needs. If the course requues active social 

engagement between mstmctor and students and students and students, a more mteractive 

design seems appropriate; but if the course mvolves more readmg, thmkmg, and wrhing 

whhout duect social engagement whh others, a presentational design ma\ be the best fit. 
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Presentational designs may also be a good fit if histmction wUl occur whh man> students 

at once, for example, m courses with high enrollments and only one histmctor. 

The issue of course load is another key concern along these same Imes. If a 

course requues an mteractive design, histmctors may need more thne for meetmg 

synchronously whh students durmg office hours and answermg emails. Because distance 

students take so much "outside-of-class" thne for answerhig emails (even whh the 

presentational design) or meetmg m chat rooms, distance course loads probably should be 

kept to one or two courses, if instmctors are expected to perform other duties besides 

teaching from a distance. Not only will mstmctors employ class tune for chats, but theu 

time wUl also be spent corresponding whh students about the questions onshe teachers 

typically can answer m the halls or in the classroom between classes. 

This study's findmgs also suggest that, m addhion to low enrollments and class 

loads, instmctors who teach technical communication from a distance need time to 

evaluate theu current curricula before moving h online as well as time, when necessary, 

to create new curricular activhies promoting theu course's chosen Hteracy goals online. 

Because onshe goals and activhies are not always easily transferable to onlme 

histmction, this effort is needed to be certam aU lheracy goals are supported by activhies 

to accomplish and assess them. 

For example, after translatmg the Onlme 2309 curriculum from paper to online 

delivery, I discovered that critical and ethical Hteracies were not featured or, m many 

cases, even represented m the onlme curriculum. In an onshe course, this lack of 

curricular focus could probably be remedied with class discussions or explohation of 

teachmg moments, such as when students ask specific questions related to crhical or 
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ethical issues as they develop theu documents. Yet, m the onlme courses I taught, 

students and I were typically not workmg together as they drafted, and discussions at 

other thnes did not commonly broach these topics. Serendiphous teachmg moments, 

consequently, were rare, especially m the presentational design. Whhout curricular goals 

and activhies designed to solich student thmkmg about and actmg upon these issues, I 

found that ethical and crhical leammg did not take place, at least m a way that 1 could 

recognize and assess h. 

To remedy this problem, m the specific case of the Onlme 2309 curriculum, 

addhional goals and activhies would need to be mcluded better to promote ethical and 

crhical Hteracies. In order to mtroduce students to ethical and crhical Hteracies and 

provide them whh shuations within which they develop these Hteracies, the Onlme 2309 

curriculum for both designs would probably need to mcorporate case-driven assignments, 

not the genre or document-driven exercises currently duecting the course requuements. 

Another option might be to requue meta-analytical memos as accompaniments to 

requued documents. In these memos, students could identify, reflect upon, and critique 

theu document decisions, and, m this way, articulate for the purpose of assessment the 

ethical and crhical decisions they made as they developed theu documents. (Of course, 

such memos would mcrease assessment thne.) A thud option, for mteractive designs 

only, might be to mclude a short summative oral report or chat room dialogue m which 

students talk about theu design decisions as well as any crhical or ethical choices they 

made. In a synchronous group meetmg, this sharmg and "listenmg" exercise could 

provide all students whh a number of opportunities m which to articulate Iherate 

decision-makmg. Choosmg the best option would, of course, depend upon mstmctor 
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goals, mstructional thne Hmhations, mstructional design, and technologies available for 

course delivery. 

In contrast to ethical and crhical Hteracies, social Hteracies, somewhat 

surprismgly, and, less surprismgly, technological Hteracies were more easUy promoted m 

both presentational and mteractive designs. These Hteracies, ahhough not featured m the 

curriculum, were often topics of both synchronous and asynchronous communication 

between students and me. Discussions about these Hteracies occurred more 

serendiphously than ethical and crhical Hteracies, probably because social Hteracies came 

into play as students and I worked together to support theu wrhing projects or as we 

discussed theu relationships with theu audiences. Both the rhetorical planning activhies 

m which students in both designs participated and the social and rhetorical act of 

communicating with me supported the development of social literacies. Similarly, using 

technology to conduct the course often mstigated shuations or created teaching moments 

for discussing and assessing student technological fluency and literacy. Simply by 

moving the course online, students were immersed m shuations which requued them to 

achieve technological lheracy and to articulate theu relationships whh technology m 

order to succeed in the class. 

The Design Selection Process and the Best Fh Contmuum 

What this discussion demonstrates is the unportance of crhically evaluatmg the 

onlme curriculum before choosing an onlme pedagogical design. To msure course 

success, mstmctors need advance planning thne to evaluate theu onlme curriculum—hs 

goals, activhies, and assessment opportunhies—m terms of Hteracies promoted and 
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technologies capable of supportmg such lheracy learnmg. Expendmg this evaluati\e 

effort m course plamting stages should ensure that the curriculum, not delivery 

technologies, drives distance mstmction. To assure that curricular decisions drive the 

mstmctional process, I recommend the foUowmg steps based on my research m this 

study. 

Step 1: Defme Lheracy Goals and Support theu Instmction whh Activhies 

The fust step m this evaluation is to defme the curriculum's Hteracy goals and to 

support these Hteracies with specific course materials and activhies. In the case of Online 

2309, basic and rhetorical literacies were easily supported in both designs by the coiuse 

guide, the eight document assignments, and the document planning worksheets. These 

materials and activities, as described earUer, somewhat supported social and 

technological literacy learning. If Hteracies, such as crhical and ethical are desued but 

found to be lacking in the curriculum whh which histmctors begin theu planning, then 

instmctors must create or incorporate new course materials and activhies, such as case 

studies, meta-analytical memos, or chat room discussions. Whatever materials or 

activhies incorporated mto the distance curriculum, they should be designed to promote 

specific Hteracy leaming. 

Addhional course materials and activhies may also need to be hicorporated if the 

instmctor determuies that the course Hteracies are best leamed whh a student cohort, 

rather than mdividually. In such a shuation, the mstmctor will need to plan activhies or 

assignments that support cohort or collaborative learnmg projects. As this study has 

shown, collaborative learnmg (mvolvmg the histmctor and student, at least) appears to 
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occur more frequently and to be evaluated more easily m mteractive designs, ahhough 

presentational designs, with carefully and specifically conceived social lheracy goals and 

activhies, may also be successful. If social Hteracy goals are a key consideration, then 

the decision between designs, m terms of cohort versus mdividual leammg, may be best 

made by considermg the kmd of social lheracy goals the instmctor expects students to 

achieve. Social lheracy goals that relate to workplace document management practices 

and that review strategies or social Hteracies that can be demonstrated by understandmg 

how social issues work m a workplace may be leamed and demonstrated m ehher design. 

On the other hand, social goals that requue students actually to work whh others may be 

more easily facilhated with an interactive design. With these decisions m mind and whh 

the incorporation of additional course materials and/or activities, the instmctor must 

reconfigure assessment opportunities to allow these newly incorporated Hteracy activhies 

to be evaluated. The evaluation of assessment opportunities is the next step in course 

planning evaluation. 

Step 2: Evaluate Assessment Opportunities for All Lheracy Goals 

To begm an evaluation of assessment opportunities, histmctors should determine 

how much and what kind of assessment opportunities they have mtegrated or can 

mtegrate into theu curricula. (The discussion of curricular assessment options in Chapter 

V as weU as Table 8.1: Assessment Types by Use and Section may help histmctors to 

articulate and analyze these opporturtities.) Specifically, mstmctors should analyze and 

consider how much formative and summative evaluation they can provide students, and 

they should consider whether they expect students to provide one another whh formative 
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evaluative comments. Instmctors should also take mto account the tune commhments 

and course load constramts they will face as they deliver the distance course; both 

considerations may affect how much and what kmd of assessment opportunhies they can 

successfully offer theu distance students. 

This study's fmdmgs hnply that addhional formative assessment opportunities. 

lUce those provided m chat rooms and bulletm boards, can hnprove weaker students' 

Hteracy achievement while stronger students may only need occasional email feedback to 

mamtain equivalent achievement. With a typical class whh a mix of both weak and 

strong students, the histmctor must decide whose mterests to favor, and this decision may 

help the instmctor to choose a pedagogical design. If this study's fmdings prove to be 

generalizable, presentational designs appear to provide less formative assessment 

opportunities while interactive designs can support more formative assessment. 

Step 3: Detemune Technology Availabilhy and Consider How It Can 
Enhance and Support Course Lheracy Goals 

After histmctors have evaluated theu curriculum for lheracy goals, hs activhies 

for goal achievement, and hs assessment opportunities, the thud step m the evaluative 

planning process is to determine what technology is available for course delivery and to 

consider if and how technology choices can enhance lheracy learning and goals. 

Presentational designs can be delivered whh the shnplest and smallest cadre of 

technology choices. Mutimally, mtemet-based presentational designs requue a textbook 

or web-based course guide and a webshe for course poHcies, assignments, and 

submission policies. If the website does not possess document submission capabilhies. 
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such as web-based forms, then the histmctor may need to layer the webshe whh an email 

or file-sharmg technology to allow for document submission and feedback. More 

complex presentational designs may also mcorporate streanting audio or video lectures or 

demonstrations. As discussed m Chapter V, however, audio and video muhimedia 

technologies used to teach wrhmg often present course materials to students m a more 

entertahting way, but they do not necessarily aher the basic presentational nature of the 

coiuse design. 

In terms of Hteracies, this study has shown that presentational technologies were 

employed m Onlme 2309P to effectively deliver uistmction m basic, rhetorical, social, 

and technological Hteracies to students, judgmg from students' achievement of these 

Hteracies. They supported students' hidividual, self-paced histmctional activhies. Whh 

the addhion of email exchanges. Online 2309P students were able to request assistance, 

submitted theu final drafts, and received feedback about theu fmal drafts. Except for 

email's effective use when these students requested clarification of assignment 

requuements or other assistance from the instmctor, presentational technologies' abilhy 

to support collaborative activhies is less clear. On the other hand, theu abilhies to support 

summative evaluation is more clear. All of the presentational technologies were quhe 

capable of handlmg the summative evaluation, which was the prmciple means of 

assessment m Onlme 2309P. 

In general, these technologies appear to be supportive of large class sizes whh 

smgle or muhiple mstmctors usmg the same she. and some of these technologies, for 

example. WebCT, which I used to deliver both courses, can provide valuable detailed 

statistics on student webshe use. mcludmg page hhs. Such information can help 
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mstmctors to detemune how much students are readmg, what hiformation students are 

usmg most frequently to complete the course, and, as a resuh, what mformation appears 

to be most valuable for success m the course. 

Interactive designs requue addhional access to and layermg of technologies. In 

addhion to a textbook or course guide, a webshe, and email capabilhies, mteractive 

designs may also mclude chat rooms, bulletm boards, text-sharmg applications, and, as 

bandwidths expand, more advanced synchronous conferencmg and networkmg. In the 

study, the use of mteractive technologies promoted significantly more exchanges between 

mstmctor and students m Onlme 23091 when compared to Onlme 2309P. Not only were 

the exchanges more frequent, but they also appear to have provided regularly more 

opportunities for students to discuss the course's literacies. Included whh these 

instmctional exchanges were many opportunities—through chat room discussions or text-

sharhig applications—for students to receive both formative and summative evaluations. 

These evaluations appear to have provided a stronger scaffolding for students' whose 

instmctional needs requued more instmctor intervention for success. If more 

conversational social interactions between instmctor and students and students and 

students are a desued course goal, then instmctors wiU want to strongly consider these 

more discursive, interactive intemet-based technologies. 

Another value of these mteractive technologies seems to be the mtrmsic social 

and technological lheracy learnmg that accompanies theu use. No matter what Hterac\ 

mstmctors may wish students to address m a given activhy usmg mteractive 

technologies, social and technological Hteracies can be layered whh them when these 

technologies are used. Email and chat rooms can be used to support social literacy 
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learnmg, and ahnost any delivery technology, because h mvolves communication over 

distances, can support technological lheracy development. Document-sharmg and 

collaborative wrhmg technologies, too, can support a layered Hteracy approach. Through 

document sharmg and collaborative wrhhig applications, lUce TOPIC, students and 

mstmctors can work on basic, rhetorical, social, and technological Hteracies; and when 

used with email or chat room analysis of the crhiqumg process, these applications can 

also provide opportunhies for ethical and crhical discussions. For example, dependmg 

upon the applications used for peer critiqumg and document sharmg, related discussions 

might lead to explorations of and conversations about workplace document review 

practices (supporting basic, rhetorical, technological, and social Hteracies), about 

document recycling practices (supporting rhetorical, technological, social, ethical 

Hteracies), or about electronic edhing practices (supporting basic, rhetorical, crhical, 

ethical, social, technological Hteracies). 

Interactive technologies, thus, not only support the activhies of the course but 

also, m and of themselves, promote addhional opportunhies for discussmg, developing, 

and assessing future workplace literacies and communication practices. In contrast to the 

more presentational technologies, however, interactive delivery technologies may requue 

more instmctor thne to hnplement and maintain student contact, and such a thne 

obligation may be difficuh with large enrolhnents or muhiple classes. 

Step 4: Consider the Student User 

After mstmctors have determmed theu courses' Hteracy goals, evaluated their 

curricula's activhies m terms of these goals, considered how best to assess student 
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lheracy achievement, and chosen technologies that support the Hteracies, activhies. and 

assessment options they have chosen, the fmal phase of course plamting is to reconsider 

all these choices from students' perspectives. This study has shown that both 

pedagogical designs and both presentational and mteractive technologies satisfied 

students' needs m these particular onlme courses. Students who chose the presentational 

designs appear to have been academically prepared and motivated to take the course 

mdependently whh less histmctor mput. These students also appeared to have feh 

confident that they could use the course technologies whh little histmctional support. 

Students m the mteractive design self-identified themselves as mdividuals who desued a 

more supportive envuonment with a more social scaffoldmg. They wanted to be able to 

access the instmctor frequently. At the course's beginning, they had some experience 

with intemet-based technologies, but they were less confident of theu abilhy to use these 

technologies without instmctional support. Theu perceptions of theu needs, like those of 

the presentational design students, influenced theu choice of sections. 

In reconsidering the curricular and design choices in terms of students' needs, 

mstmctors should try to determine how students will perceive theu need for mstmctional 

support. Important considerations, at least from this case studies' fmdmgs, are student 

motivational factors (How wUl students' grades be reported? What kmd of grades will 

these students expect to eam?), student self-efficacy about wrhhig (Do they consider 

themselves good or bad wrhers?), student self-efficacy whh technologies (How much 

computer and mtemet experience do they have? Are they comfortable using mtemet-

based technologies?), students' desue for mdependent versus cohort learnmg (Do they 

prefer to learn alone or whh others?), and student access to technologies. All of these 
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questions can help mstmctors to be certam that the curricular and technology choices for 

theu courses will serve students effectively and satisfymgly. 

While these questions probably should not drive course plannmg decisions, they 

are hnportant later considerations. For a course to be successftil, students must enroll m 

h. They must see h as valuable and convenient, and they must have access to the 

technologies necessary to take a course onlme. Reconsidermg plamting decisions from 

students' perspectives can help histmctors to ensure that students will desue to take the 

course, will be able to participate m the course, and are satisfied whh the goals they 

achieve at the course's end. 

Step 5: Create a Customized Design from the Contmuum 

Because nehher pedagogical design in this study was clearly better than the other, 

this discussion is not intended to suggest that aU technical communication instmctors 

should use a single design or a specific set of technologies for distance coiuse delivery. 

To the contrary, this study's results suggest that a variety of effective designs are not only 

possible but desuable, depending on course Hteracy goals and student needs. The variety 

of possibilhies suggest a continuum from most presentational design to most mteractive. 

(Neither of these designs is likely to exist m isolation either onlme or onshe smce a 

purely presentational design would allow no mstmctional interaction whh the teacher, 

and an mteractive design would be entuely dialogic whh no presentational material. All 

pedagogical designs, therefore, will probably be a mix of both presentational and 

mteractive components, just as onshe histmctional envuonments are hybrids of both.) 

Smce both designs have theu strengths and weaknesses, mstmctors must careftilly 
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consider theu shuational needs as they choose the design that best fits theu purposes. 

Table 9.1 illustrates this continuum m terms of the fust four steps of the design selection 

process and states the characteristics of designs, specifically in this study's terms. 

After assessing theu courses' goals, activhies, assessment opportunities, delivery 

technologies, and student needs, histmctors should then be able to hybridize theu 

pedagogical designs to fit specific course requuements. As more instmctors employ 

these hybridized designs, our understanding of these designs and theu advantages and 

disadvantages will become even clearer, and the continuum should become even more 

defined. 

Questions for Future Research 

This resuhs of this study and the best fit design contmuum, m fact, do Httle more 

than lay the groundwork for future studies which should examme the question of 

pedagogical design m more depth and breadth. This fmal section explores some of the 

questions future research should address. 
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Table 9.1: A Contmuum for Distance Course Designs 

Steps 

Step la: 
Identify 
Literacy Goals 

Presentational Design 

• At least four literacies (basic, 
rhetorical, social, and technological) 
have been shown to be promoted with 
specifically conceived activities. 

Interactive Design 

Step lb: 
Incorporate 
Activities for 
Literacy Goal 
Achievement 

At least four literacies (basic, 
rhetorical, social, and technological) 
have been shown to be promoted with 
specifically conceived activities, but 
interactive technologies may encourage 
more social and technological literacy 
activities and discussion. 

Independently completed activities 
can lead to literacy goal achievement. 
Instructors provide these activities but 
do not participate in them with 
students; consequently, instructors 
may have difficulty assessing the 
student writing process. 

Assignment scaffolding with 
infrequent, if any, exchanges between 
students and instructor directs 
students through course requirements. 

Individual and collaborative activities 
lead to literacy goal achievement. 
Collaborative activities may involve 
student cohort or teacher/student 
activities or discussions. Depending 
on teacher involvement and group 
management requirements, instructors 
may have significant time obligations. 

Social scaffolding (frequent exchanges 
between students and instructor) directs 
and supports students through course 
requirements 

Step 2: 
Evaluate 
Assessment 
Opportunities 

Design primarily supports summative 
instructor-provided assessments with 
some student-initiated formative 
assessment requests. As such, 
evaluation is less time-intensive for 
the instructor, but it is based almost 
entirely on final products. 

Design allows large class enrollments 
because instructional contacts are less 
frequent. 

Design allows frequent formative and 
summative assessments with students 
and instructors able to initiate feedback 
commentary. If the instructor provides 
all formative feedback, this design can 
be highly time-intensive. 

Design restricts class enrollments 
because instructional contacts are 
frequent. 

Step 3: 
Choose 
Technologies 
that Support 
Goals and 
Activities 

Common technologies used to deliver 
instruction include textbooks and/or 
course guides, websites, email for 
document exchange, streaming audio, 
and streaming video. Once 
technologies are in place, little 
instructional input is necessary to 
maintain technologies. 

Technologies present information 
with little interaction, except for 
submission of documents and retum 
of summative feedback commentary. 

Common technologies used to deliver 
course include textbooks and/or course 
guides, websites, email, streaming 
audio, streaming video, chat rooms or 
MOOs, bulletin boards, and real-time 
conferencing or networking 
applications. Instructors are key 
participants with students in 
technology use. 

Technologies present information and 
promote instructional and social 
exchanges between teacher and student 
and between students. 
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Table 9.1: Contmued. 

Characteristic Presentational Design Interactive Design 

Step 4: 
Consider 

. „ r- • Design creates an independent, self- • Design creates a collaborative, group-
P , paced leaming environment situated leaming environment. 

Activhies, and 
Technologies 

Because this study was constrained by Extended Studies' roUing enrollment 

requuement, another study, based on a semesterly schedule and using similar groups in 

presentation and mteractive designs, nught examine whether student Hteracy achievement 

hicreases or decreases with a more stmctured schedule. Such a schedule would also 

reduce the mdependence and self-pacmg allowed m both designs m this study, so student 

satisfaction with the semesterly schedule might also vary. An addhional limhation of this 

study was hs requued reUance upon Extended Studies' designated curriculum for both 

onlme courses. This curriculum, as has been noted m several chapters, was heavily 

focused on basic and rhetorical Hteracies with little emphasis, if any, on ethical and crhical 

Hteracies. As a resuh, few conclusions can be drawn on the capabilhies of presentational 

and mteractive technologies to deliver these kmds of Hteracy mstmction. Another study 

might begm whh a curriculum with more emphasis m these areas and examme how well 

students are able to achieve these Hteracies whh both presentational and mteractive 

technology employment. 
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Many students m this study were motivated differently by grade reporthig; for this 

reason, another study whh students whose grades would aU be reported as letter grades 

might better reveal how satisfied students were whh course technologies. Students m 

Onlme 23091 whose grades were reported pass/fail were less satisfied than students 

whose grades were reported as a letter grade. They were also less concerned whh 

meetmg participation requuements. How students were motivated to achieve, how the\ 

achieved, and how they feh about interactive technologies' abUhy to help them achie\ e 

might all be mteresting questions to explore whhm a new study usmg the hiteractive 

design. 

Other studies might consider what kinds of assessment students appear to be most 

effective in online courses and how hybridized designs promote different forms of 

assessment and literacy achievement. This question, hi particular, has specific relevance 

to professional or workplace wrhhig because research in the field has shown that 

document cycling through a variety of readers and writers and edhorial commentary can 

improve perceived document effectiveness and actual usefulness. How these practices 

apply m online instmction as well as in corporate training scenarios is a question that 

deserves fiuther mvestigation. All of these questions grow from the repethion or 

refmement of specific questions explored m this study. 

Specifically, m this study, I have suggested a process for evaluatmg course 

curricula based on six literacies commonly promoted in technical communication 

Hterature as key components of our pedagogy. I have argued that these Hteracies are the 

foundation of mstmction m technical communication, and ahhough every course does not 

treat each lheracy equally, the end resuh of an education or program m technical 
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communication should mstill m graduates Hteracies m basic and rhetorical wrhmg 

concepts as well as crhical, ethical, social, and technological issues. In identifymg these 

Hteracies, I have further argued that the technologies we mcorporate mto our classroom 

histmction, whether onlme or onshe, should support such leammg and promote activhies 

that allow students to practice Hteracy development and to reflect upon theu growmg 

Hteracies. Fmally, through the study of two pedagogical designs, I have begun to explore 

how well we can achieve these Hteracy goals m online histmction. 

In future research, I would lUce to mvestigate how well this process of goal 

articulation and crhical selection of technologies can be applied to other forms of 

instmction. I am particularly interested in examinmg various forms of corporate training 

at a distance to identify the Hteracy or learning goals of the instmction and to distinguish 

various technologies' strengths and weaknesses m achievmg these instmctional goals. 

This investigation, like the current study, I believe, must also consider the learner's goals 

and needs as well as the learner's access to delivery technologies. 

At the end of this fifteen-month research project, I feel that I have more questions 

and possibilhies for future research now than I had when I started this project. In other 

words, I believe that my research m onlme histmction is m hs mfancy, and the resuhs of 

this study are ortiy prelimmary mapping of the issues and concems that will face the field 

as we contmue to move histmction onlme. At this study's conclusion, I am unable to 

answer my prmciple research question defmhively, and I have come to question the 

question hself Both designs I have worked with appear to have mtrmsic value, 

dependmg on course, mstmctor, student, and msthutional needs. I've come to realize that 

one design in onlme histmction is not the best or only answer. We don't expect onshe 
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histmction to follow just one pedagogical design; why should we expect onlme teaching 

to be any different? For this reason, a conthiuum of pedagogical designs appears to be 

the best answer for now, providmg a range of possibilhies and solutions which allow 

mstmctors to mtelligently and thoughtfully choose pedagogical designs that best fit theu 

instmctional needs. How weU this conthiuum can be applied to other courses, to other 

students' needs, and to other insthutions is the prunary research question I wUl contmue 

to pursue. In seekmg its answer, I hope to support the instmctional efforts of technical 

communication instmctors like me who are moving our classrooms from physical into 

virtual spaces on the intemet. 
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EVALUATION CHECKLISTS 
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The foUowmg table categorizes the checkpomts m each lesson mto the six Hteracies. In 
all, the checklists mclude 184 checkpomts. Of these 184 checkpomts, 66 evaluate basic 
Hteracies; 2, crhical literacies; 4, ethical Hteracies; 75, rhetorical Hteracies; 37, social 
Hteracies; and 0, technological literacies. This checkpomt categorization is used to 
describe the onlme curriculum m Chapter V and to measure student achievement of 
lesson Hteracies m Chapter VIII. 

Table A. 12: Lheracy Checkpomts by Checklist 

Literacy Lesson Checkpoint 

Basic 1 1. Example is an appropriate example of technical writing 
2. Eliminates nominalizations, passive voice, sexist 

language and strings of qualifiers 

3. Controls wordiness 

4. Proposal revision emphasizes important points 

5. Improves sentence clarity 

6. Improves paragraph transitions and pacing 

7. Letter revision emphasizes important points 

8. Improves sentence clarity 

9. Improves paragraph transitions and pacing 

10. Achieves a personal and pleasant tone 
11. Letter 1: The writer has included all essential parts in the 

2 letter 

2 12. Letter 1: The letter is formatted appropriately 

2 13. Letter 1: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 
14. Letter 2: The writer has included all essential parts in the 

2 letter 

2 15. Letter 2: The letter is fomnatted appropriately 

2 16. Letter 2: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 
17. Letter 3: The writer has included all essential parts in the 

2 letter 

2 18. Letter 3: The letter is fomiatted appropriately 

2 19. Letter 3: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 

3 20. Document text is clear 

3 21. Layout is attractive and easy to read 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Basic, cont 

22. Document uses effective visual techniques such as 
visual hierarchies, a logical layout grid, and fomriatted 

3 text 

3 23. Logical choice of graphic to illustrate the purpose 
24. Effective use of labels, captions, legends or other 

3 lat)eling techniques 

3 25. Graphic challenges and interprets the data 

3 26. The topic chosen is appropriate for this assignment 
27. The topic has an appropriate degree of complexity and 

3 specificity 
28. Planning distinguishes Ijetween a description of an 

3 object and processes associated with it 
29. Analysis of the topic reflects a logical division into major 

3 parts and subparts 
30. The outline adequately indicates the writer's intentions 

3 for the document. 
31. Technical description document cleariy distinguishes 

between a description of an object and a process 
4 associated with the ol)ject 

32. Technical description document shows a clear deductive 
4 (up-front) organization 

33. Technical description document categorizes information 
4 effectively 

34. Technical description document includes visuals and 
other document design techniques effectively to 

4 distinguish types of information 
35. An appropriate instructions fomnat has been chosen for 

4 topic 
36. Instructions outline is cleariy and logically organized 

4 (steps, tasks, headings) 
37. Instmctions outline includes all necessary content, such 

4 as introduction, equipment, etc. 
38. Instructions organized following a task-oriented, 

5 deductive frameworî . 

5 39. Tools and materials listed cleariy where appropriate. 
40. Instmctions cleariy separated from explanatory prose 

5 where appropriate. 

5 41. Similar types of infomiation grouped usefully. 

5 42. Use appropriate style for writing instructions 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy 

Basic, cont 

Lesson Checkpoint 

5 43. avoid future tense 

5 44. use second-person pronouns 

5 45. use the active voice 

5 46. use gender-neutral language 

5 47. use parallel structure 

5 48. Use appropriate design elements for instructions 

5 49. use cleariy labeled figures 

5 50. use consistent formats 

5 51. use decision tables 

5 52. use modular design 

5 53. use gender-neutral language 
54. The report has been edited for appropriate tone, tense, 

6 voice, sentence variety, and clarity 
55. The report is professional in content and appearance 

6 and uses headings con-ectly 

7 56. Presentation notes/outline show careful planning 
57. Visual aids are adequate to illustrate and enhance the 

presentation and are appropriate for the audience's 
7 needs 

7 58. Presentation content is cleariy and logically organized 
59. Presentation is delivered extemporaneously and 

7 incorporates visuals effectively 

7 60. Presentation observes time limits 

7 61. Speech is natural, clear and distinct 
62. Overall presentation is professional in content and 

7 appearance 
63 Position announcement, job advertisement, or job 

qualifications sheet is included with resume and cover 
8 letter. 

64. Resume contains no spelling, grammatical, or formatting 
8 enrors. 

65. Cover letter is appropriately fomnatted, using 
8 correspondence guidelines. 

8 66. Cover letter contains no spelling or grammatical en-ors. 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy Lesson Checkpoint 

Critical 

Ethical 

Rhetorical 

1 

1 

1 
5 

6 

6 

1 Evaluation of Example 1 shows an effort to assess the 
example critically 

2. Evaluation of Example 2 shows an effort to assess the 
example critically 

1. Eliminates nominalizations, passive voice, sexist 
language and strings of qualifiers 

2. use gender-neutral language 
3. The analysis is thorough and complete, not superficial or 

borrowed too lit>erally from sources such as consumer 
magazines 

4. The report is professional in content and appearance 
and uses headings correcth 

1. Example analysis 1 shows an understanding of 
audience, purpose and writing strategies 

2. Example analysis2 shows an understanding of audience, 
purpose and writing strategies 

3. Evaluation of Example 1 shows an effort to assess the 
example critically 

4. Evaluation of Example 2 shows an effort to assess the 
example critically 

5. Proposal revision emphasizes important points 

6. Letter revision emphasizes important points 

7. Letter 1: The writer directly addresses and responds to 
2 the letter's reader and the reader's needs 

8. Letter 1: The writer has chosen a letter type appropriate 
2 for the writing situation 

9. Letter 1: The writer has chosen an appropriate 
2 organization (direct or indirect) for the writing situation 

10. Letter 1: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
2 employed goodwill strategies effectively 

2 11. Letter 1: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 

12. Letter 2: The writer directly addresses and responds to 
2 the letter's reader and the reader's needs 

13. Letter 2: The writer has chosen a letter type appropriate 
2 for the writing situation 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy Lesson Checkpoint 

Rhetorical, 
cont. 

14. Letter 2: The writer has chosen an appropriate 
2 organization (direct or indirect) for the writing situation 

15. Letter 2: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
2 employed goodwill strategies effectively 

2 16. Letter 2: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 

17. Letter 3: The writer directly addresses and responds to 
2 the letter's reader and the reader's needs 

18. Letter 3: The writer has chosen a letter type appropriate 
2 for the writing situation 

19. Letter 3: The writer has chosen an appropriate 
2 organization (direct or indirect) for the writing situation 

20. Letter 3: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
2 employed goodwill strategies effectively 

2 21. Letter 3: The letter has an effective and consistent tone. 

3 22. Layout is attractive and easy to read 
23. Document uses effective visual techniques such as 

visual hierarchies, a logical layout grid, and formatted 
3 text 

24. Effective use of labels, captions, legends or other 
3 lat)eling techniques 

3 25. Document is appropriate for the reader 

3 26. Document meets the identified objectives 
27. The topic has an appropriate degree of complexity and 

3 specificity 

3 28. A specific reader with a need to know has been identified 

3 29. A clear purpose has been identified 
30. Paragraph explanation tells how the data apply to 

3 workplace needs 
31. Planning cleariy explains the workplace usefulness of the 

3 infomriation 
32. Technical description document categorizes infomiation 

4 effectively 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy 

Rhetorical, 
cont 

Lesson Checkpoint 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

33. Technical description document cleariy explains the 
workplace usefulness of the information about the object 
and process 

34. Technical description document shows a clear deductive 
(up-front) organization 

35. Technical description document shows adequate detail 
and content for the identified reader 

36. A specific reader with a need to know has been identified 

37- A dear purpose has fc>een identified 
38. An appropriate instructions fomnat has been chosen for 

topic 
39. Instructions outline includes all necessary content, such 

as introduction, equipment, etc. 
40. Instructions reflect adequate information atx)ut the users 

of the instructions. 
41. Technical description document shows a clear deductive 

(up-front) organization 
42. Instructions reflect adequate infomiation about the users 

of the instructions 
43. Instructions organized following a task-oriented, 

deductive framework. 

44. Tools and materials listed cleariy where appropriate. 
45. Instmctions cleariy separated from explanatory prose 

where appropriate. 

46. Similar types of infomriation grouped usefully. 
47. User actions adequately separated from the system's 

reactions. 

48. Use appropriate style for writing instructions 

49. avoid future tense 

50. use second-person pronouns 

51. use the active voice 

52. use gender-neutral language 

53. use parallel structure 

54. Use appropriate design elements for instructions 

55. use cleariy labeled figures 

56. use consistent formats 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy Lesson Checkpoint 

Rhetorical, 
cont 5 57. use decision tables 

5 58. use modular design 
59. An executive summary previews the report's content and 

6 conclusions for the reader 
60. The report cleariy defines a question to be answered and 

provides adequate background about the organization's 
6 needs 

6 61. The analysis uses cleariy defined and logical criteria 
62. The report uses accurate and adequate data to support a 

6 decision 
63. The analysis is thorough and complete, not superficial or 

t)orrowed too liberally from sources such as consumer 
6 magazines 

64. The report is professional in content and appearance 
6 and uses headings correctly 

65. Visual aids are adequate to illustrate and enhance the 
presentation and are appropriate for the audience's 

7 needs 

7 66. Presentation content is cleariy and logically organized 
67- Presentation is delivered extemporaneously and 

7 incorporates visuals effectively 

7 68. Presentation observes time limits 

7 69. Speech is natural, clear and distinct 
70. Overall presentation is professional in content and 

7 appearance 

71. Resume and cover letter demonstrate that writer has 
carefully analyzed the position announcement and 

8 responded to this analysis in both documents' contents. 
72. Resume contains personal infomiation relevant and 

applicable to the position announcement, job 
8 advertisement, or job qualifications sheet. 

73. Resume is organized appropriately for the chosen 
8 position. 

74. Cover letter is written to highlight the writer's specific 
8 qualifications for the chosen position. 

75. Cover letter is appropriately formatted, using 
8 correspondence guidelines. 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy 

Social 

Lesson Checkpoint 

1 

1 
1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 
4 
5 

1. Analyzing Example 1 of Technical Writing Worksheet 
shows care and thought 

2. Analyzing Example 2 of Technical Writing Worksheet 
shows care and thought 

3. Achieves a personal and pleasant tone 

4. Letter 1: The writer has adequately and thoughtfully 
completed a Communication Woricsheet for the letter 

5. Letter 1: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
employed goodwill strategies effectively 

6. Letter 2: The writer has adequately and thoughtfully 
completed a Communication Wori<sheet for the letter 

7. Letter 2: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
employed goodwill strategies effectively 

8. Letter 3: The writer has adequately and thoughtfully 
completed a Communication Worksheet for the letter 

9. Letter 3: The writer has used persuasive techniques and 
employed goodwill strategies effectively 

10. Graphic Communication Worî sheet shows adequate 
detail 

11. Paragraph explanation tells how the data apply to 
workplace needs 

12. Planning cleariy explains the workplace usefulness of the 
infomriation 

13. Description Communication Analysis Woricsheet shows 
enough detail 

14. Description Technical Description Planning Worksheet 
shows enough detail 

15. Technical description document cleariy explains the 
workplace usefulness of the infomiation about the object 
and process 

16. Communication Worksheet shows adequate detail 

17. Project Woricsheet shows adequate detail 

18. use second-person pronouns 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy 

Social, cont 

Lesson Checkpoint 
19. Communication Analysis Worksheet shows enough 

6 detail 
20. Recommendation Report Worksheet shows enough 

6 detail 
21. The report has been edited for appropriate tone, tense, 

6 voice, sentence variety, and clarity 
22. The report is professional in content and appearance 

6 and uses headings correctly 
23. Presentation is delivered extemporaneously and 

7 incorporates visuals effectively 
24. Communication Analysis Wori<sheet shows enough 

7 detail 
25. Oral Presentation Project Wori<sheet shows enough 

7 detail 
26. Presentation is delivered with appropriate enthusiasm to 

reflect the presenter's interest in and knowledge about 
7 the material 

27. Presentation is delivered extemporaneously and 
7 incorporates visuals effectively 

28. Visual aids are adequate to illustrate and enhance the 
presentation and are appropriate for the audience's 

7 needs 

7 29. Presentation observes time limits 

7 30. Speech is natural, clear and distinct 
31. Overall presentation is professional in content and 

7 appearance 
32. Communication and Planning Worksheet shows enough 

8 detail. 
33. Cover letter is appropriately formatted, using 

8 correspondence guidelines. 
34. Resume contains no spelling, grammatical, orfomiatting 

8 errors. 
35. Cover letter is appropriately fomiatted, using 

8 correspondence guidelines. 

8 36. Cover letter contains no spelling or grammatical en-ors. 

37. Resume and cover letter demonstrate that writer has 
carefully analyzed the position announcement and 

8 responded to this analysis in both documents' contents. 
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Table A. 1: Continued. 

Literacy Lesson Checkpoint 

Technological none none 
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APPENDIX B: STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE PAPERS 

AND SURVEYS 
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Fust Contact FoUow-Letter whh Course Descriptions 

Date 

Department of English 
M.S. 3091 
Texas Tech Univershy 
Lubbock TX 79409-3091 

Student Name 
Address 

Dear [Student Name]: 

I am foUowmg up our phone conversation whh this letter further explammg the Onlme 
ENGL 2309 offered by Texas Tech's Division of Extended Learnmg. This letter 
describes my reasons for offeruig the course onlme. It also explams the research study 
that Onlme 2309 is a part of and states the benefits you can expect by participatmg m h. 
Included whh this letter is a consent form that you will need to sign, after readmg this 
explanation, if you are mterested in taking this course. 

The Onlme 2309 sections have the same content and requuements as Extended 
Learning's paper-based correspondence course, but you will receive your materials and 
submh your assignments via email and the World Wide Web. These sections will requue 
you to complete surveys as you take the course. More mformation about the two online 
sections and my research project follows. 

To begin, both sections on Online 2309 use the same textbook, follow the same syllabus, 
and teach the same assignments as Extended Learning's correspondence course. You can 
begm ehher online section as soon as June 1, 1999, and you have the same completion 
deadlines for these sections as in the regular Extended Learning correspondence course. 
The research study that the course is a part of wUl end December 31, 1999, but if you are 
not fmished at that thne, you wdll stUl have your full six months to complete the course. 
Ahhough the syllabus and course materials are quhe shnilar between Extended 
Leariting's correspondence course and these Onlme 2309 sections, the onlme sections are 
somewhat different—primarily because they are offered on the World Wide Web at a 
class web site. (If you'd lUce to see a preview of the class web she, you can vish h m 
modified form at http://outreach.coed.ttu.edu:8900/public/ENGL2309sl ). The two 
onlme sections also vary slightly from each other. If you are interested m takmg an 
onlme section, you can choose the one that most appeals to you and your leaming 
preferences. What follows is a brief description of these two sections: 

1. Section One can best be described as sunply an onUne version of Extended Leammg's 
current ENGL 2309 correspondence course. The web she for the course will prov ide 
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you whh all course guide mformation. As you complete each lesson, you will submh 
your work to me; and I will comment on your work and return the graded 
assignments to you. 
This class will be different from the current correspondence course m only a few 
ways: 

• Surveys & Interview. Because the course is part of a research project, you 
will be asked on two or three occasions to complete onlme surveys which will 
question you about your satisfaction whh the course, and you may be asked to 
participate m a phone mterview after you complete the course. This phone 
mterview will focus on your experiences m the course and your feelmgs about 
how well this onlme course met your needs. 

• Email submissions. Because the course is offered onlme, you wUl be asked 
to submh your work through email, and I will respond to you through email 
with comments about your work. 

2. Section Two of the Onlme 2309 course will be shnilar to the fust section except h 
wUl offer opportunities to mteract with classmates, to discuss the assignments, and to 
use the additional course stmcture to help you manage your time. To communicate in 
these ways, you'll use online chat sessions, a course bulletm board, and peer-review 
wrhing sessions: 

• Chats. Students in this section will meet in online chat sessions eight times 
during the course (at least once per lesson). In these chat sessions, you will 
meet whh me and other ENGL 2309 students to discuss any problems or to 
ask any questions. Think of these chat sessions as online class meetings 
where you can come for support and further hiformation on the current 
assignment. 

• Bulletin Board. The bulletin board wiU offer you a place to post questions 
about assignments or readings and to receive hnmediate responses from your 
histmctor or other students. The bulletm board wiU make your mstmctor and 
others m the class available for your questions even when they are not 
available to you m the chat room. 

• Peer Review Presentations. Peer review wrhmg sessions wUl provide you 
whh the opportunity to have others, mcludmg your histmctor, in the Online 
2309 course read and respond to your rough drafts. As part of this 
requuement, you wUl be asked to post at least four assignments onlme (you 
choose which ones) and to respond to at least four of your fellow students' 
papers over the period that you take the course. 

Along with the activhies, you'll also be asked to respond to a series of surveys, to 
participate m a possible post-course mterview, and to submit your assignments by email. 
Given these addhional requuements, you may be wondermg why you should participate 
m the Onlme 2309 sections rather than our tradhional Extended Learnmg correspondence 
course. Several good reasons might lead you to take these onlme sections. You can w ork 
at your own pace m ehher section, and you can get quick feedback on assignments from 
your mstmctor through email. (Assignment submission and histmctor response can take 
as long as 5 to 7 days m a correspondence course that uses the Postal Service; onlme 
submissions and responses should take no more than 2 to 3 days.) If you are a student 
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who has mtemet access and who enjoys workmg and playmg on the World Wide Web, 
you may fmd this onlme mstmction a motivathig and fun way to take a college course. 
Section Two may be especially beneficial to some students because hs activhies will 
allows them to get extra support from other students and theu teacher before theu papers 
are graded. And fmally, participatmg m this onlme course wUl give you the opportunhy 
to help whh hnportant research on a new khid of classroom experience: the fust section 
gives you the independence of a conventional correspondence course as weU as the 
convenience of email submission while the second section also offers some of the 
stmcturhig and mteraction that an onshe class would offer. 

Now that you know the general description about Onlme 2309, let me teU you a little 
about me smce I'll be your histmctor for the course. I've taught on-campus ENGL 2309 
at Texas Tech smce 1996, and I've been teachmg technical wrhmg smce 1986. 
Currently, I am a doctoral student m Technical Communication and Rhetoric at Texas 
Tech Univershy, and my dissertation research concerns teaching technical wrhmg at a 
distance. My research project is called : Technical Communication Online: A 
Comparison of Two Web-Based Pedagogical Designs. As part of this research project. 1 
have designed the Online ENGL 2309 course to find out how students like to leam online 
and to discover how well students perform when they leam online. 

If you think you nught be mterested m participatmg m ehher Onlme 2309 section, please 
read the attached consent form careftilly and check the section that you are hiterested m 
taking. If you do decide to join our Online ENGL 2309, your participation will remam 
strictly voluntary, and you may whhdraw at any thne from the study. You should also 
know that only my research representatives and I will have access to the records or 
hiformation gathered from this study, and your identhy will be kept anonymous if any 
resuhs are published after the study is complete. 

Should you decide not to participate, you will be enrolled m the Division of Extended 
Leariting's paper-based ENGL 2309 correspondence course, and your decision will have 
no effect whatsoever on your grade for that course. Please send me email at 
ngack@ttacs.ttu.edu if you decide not to participate or call Cydne Lane at Extended 
Learnmg at 742-2352, ext. 238, and we wiU enroU you m the correspondence course 
immediately. 

If you have further questions, you may contact me, KelH Cargile Cook at 806/791-5676; 
my facuhy supervisor. Dr. Carolyn Rude at 806/742-2517; or the Texas Tech Univershy 
Insthutional Review Board at 742-3884. Thank you for takmg the thne to read about the 
Onlme 2309 course, and I hope that you are hiterested m johung this exchmg study. I'll 
look forward to hearhig from you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelli Cargile Cook 
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Onlme 2309 Studv Participation Consent Form 

I hereby consent to participate m the project enthled: Technical Communication Online: 
A Comparison of Two Web-Based Pedagogical Designs. As a participant in this project, 
I would lUce to jom the foUowmg section of Onlme ENGL 2309: (Please check one.) 

D Section One (onlme D Section Two (onlme Z No preference 
correspondence) hiteractive) 

The differences m these two sections have been explamed to me m wrhmg, and 1 have 
chosen the section that best fits my leammg preferences. I understand that I will need an 
mtemet connection, web browser, and email account to participate fully m ehher section 1 
choose to jom. 

I have been told that the persons responsible for this project are KeUi Cargile Cook, 
telephone number 806.742.2528, and her facuhy supervisor. Dr. Carolyn Rude, telephone 
number 806.742.2517. Ms. Cargile Cook has explamed that this study is a part of a 
project that has the following objectives: 

• To assess differences in two sections of Onlme ENGL 2309 
• To measure student performance in each section of Online ENGL 2309, and 
• To solich students' opinions about theu satisfaction whh the web-based course 

m which they participate 

In her letter to me, Ms. Cargile Cook has 

1. explained the course syllabus and requued written and oral assignments, provided 
information about the course web site, explained all participation requuements 
and stated that aU course materials, except the textbook, will be available online; 

2. explained that my participation m the project requues that I complete several 
online surveys and a possibly a post-course interview and that, whh my consent, 
my wrhing and other coursework wUl be examined as part of the study; 

3. described how the online sections differ from tradhional paper-based 
correspondence sections of Extended Learnmg's ENGL 2309; and 

4. told me that I can take the tradhional correspondence course from another 
Extended Learrting histmctor if I choose not participate m this study. 

I also understand that participation m this study mvolves no payment to me and my only 
cost is the regular tuhion and fees associated wdth Extended Leammg's correspondence 
course. I can withdraw from the study at any thne will have no effect on my grades m the 
course. Furthermore, there are no known risks associated whh participatmg m this 
research study. 

It has further been explained to me that 

• the total duration of my participation m the study will begm whh m\ 
enrolhnent m the course and wUl end no later than December 31, 1999. (1 may 
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take the full six months to complete the course, even if the study has ended 
prior to that tune); 

• only Kelli Cargile Cook or her research representatives will have access to the 
records and/or data collected for this study; and 

• all data associated whh this study will remam strictly confidential. 

Kelli Cargile Cook and her facuhy supervisor. Dr. Carolyn Rude, have agreed to answer 
any mquuies I may have concerning these procedures and have mformed me that I may 
contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 
Human Subjects by wrhing to them m care of the Office of Research Services, Texas 
Tech Univershy, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 742-3884. 

I understand that I may discontinue this study at any time I choose whhout penahy. 

Signature of Student Date 

Email Address 

(Please retum the signed consent form in the enclosed stamped envelope, addressed to 
Kelli Cargile Cook, Dept. of English, Box 43091, Texas Tech Univershy, Lubbock, TX 
79409-3091.) 
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Gettmg Started m Onlme ENGL 2309 

Welcome to Online ENGL 2309! This information sheet will help you get started in 
your online course. What you'll find here is a description of the materials in this 
packet, a list of other course requirements, and some instructions for accessing your 
course web site and instructor. The fmal section of the sheet offers some 
suggestions for starting your first lesson. 

Course Packet Materials 

In this course packet, you'll find the following materials: 

• ''Getting Started in Online 2309"—This one-page information sheet 
helps you to begin the course. 

• A Bar Code I D number: When you enroll in Online 2309 with Extended 
Studies, you are assigned a Bar Code ID number for this course. This ID 
number will help the Extended Studies staff keep accurate records of your 
course progress. You will need to have your ID number ready whenever 
you call for assistance, and you should also include it in any 
correspondence, including e-mail. If you are enrolled in more than one 
course, each course will have a different bar code ID number. Be sure to 
use the correct number. 

• Your textbook (if ordered when you registered): If you indicated on 
your registration that you wished to purchase a textbook when you 
enrolled in Online 2309, then the Bookstore will include a copy in this 
course packet. The required textbook is Woolever, Kristin. (1999) . 
Writing for ttie Tectinical Professions. New York: Longman. ISBN: 
0 -321-1122-8 . (Please be sure you received the correct 
textbook.) 

Other Course Requirements 
Before you start the course, you'll need to meet the following technology 
requirements and obtain these course materials: 

• A textbook (if not ordered when you registered): The textbook is 
available from Extended Studies or you can order it online from 
Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com (and possibly other online 
booksellers). If the book is in stock, the online booksellers take 
approximately 5-7 days to get the book to you. (You may be able to get 
the book sooner if you pay for express delivery.) The required textbook is 
Woolever, Kristin. ( 1999 ) . Writing for the Tectinical Professions. 
New York: Longman. ISBN: 0-321-1122-8. 

• Access to a computer with a modem, an internet connection, a 
word-processing program and email capabilities 

• A web browser: Although you can use most web browsers to access the 
class web site, the site looks best if you use Internet Explorer. 
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Web Site Access 

When you were enrolled m Onlme 2309 (m ehher section), your mstructor created a 
student file for you on the class web she. You can access the class web she by foUow mg 
these instructions: 

1. Type this URL into your web browser: http://outreach.coed.ttu.edu:8900 
(The WebCT World Wide Web Course Tools page will appear.) 

2. Click on "Course Listing" on the WebCT World Wide Web Course Tools 
page. (A Category and Courses page will appear.) 

3. Click on "College Courses" under Category. (A page with Extended 
Studies' online course offerings will appear.) 

4. Click on the Online 2309 course section that you've enrolled in: 

A. Section 1 (online correspondence) students choose ENGL 2309, s . l -
Technical Writing, Section One 

B. Section 2 (online interactive) students choose ENGL 2309, s.2— 
Technical Writing, Section Two 

5. An "Enter Network Password" dialog box will appear. Type the following 
information into the dialog box: 

A. User Name: firstnamelastname (Type your first name and last 
name with no spaces in between. Be sure to use all lower case letters, 
or WebCT will not let you enter the web site.) 

B. Password: 2309 

6. If you have entered your User Name and Password correctly into the dialog 
box, our class web site should appear. If you receive an error message, go 
back and retry with all lower case letters for your name. 

7. If, after several tries, you are still unable to enter the web site, contact 
your instructor. 

Instructor Contact Information 

You may contact your Instructor, Kelli Cargile Cook, by email at ngack@ttacs.ttu.edu 
anytime, or you can also reach her by phone at 806.791.5676. You may call 
anytime between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. CST. Please leave a message with your name 
and phone number on the machine if no one answers. 

Your First Assignment 

The course web site contains a Course Web Tour that will familiarize you with the 
pages found In the site. To get started, take the Course Web Tour and then explore 
web site's other pages. Pay close attention to the Course Information pages. Here 
you'll find typical "first-day" course information—an overview of the course, a 
description of the syllabus, and information about grading, assignments, and the 
final exam. As soon as you feel comfortable with the web site (and after you've 
received your textbook), you're ready to start Lesson 1. You can access Lesson 1 
either through the Online Course Guide or the Print Course Guide. Good luck as you 
begin Online 2309! I f you have any questions about getting started, contact your 
instructor. She'll be happy to answer your questions. 
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Personal Inventorv Worksheet 

Survey yourself. Write the answer to all of the questions below that apply to vou 
and your experiences. You'll use this information to write your resume, so be as 
detailed as possible. If necessary, supplement this worksheet with your own paper 

1. What is your full name? (If you go by another name, write that down as weU (e.g.. if 
your name is Thomas, but you go by Tom). 

2. What is your address? (If you have a temporary school address, wrhe that down too.) 

3. Do you have any milhary service? If so, write down dates, rank, etc. 

4. What schools have you attended? (Begm whh college and provide dates, any degrees 
or certificates awarded, and hnportant or key courses. Be sure to mclude Texas Tech 
or whatever college you are attendmg primarUy). 

5. What are your major and minor? 

6. What degree are you seekmg, and what is your proposed graduation date? 

7. How many hours have you completed in college? 

8. What is your cumulative grade-point average? (If your GPA in your major is 
appreciably better than your cumulative average, wrhe that down as well.) 

9. What jobs that you have held, includmg your job thles, the name and address of 
employers, and the dates; for each major or recent job, list three to five 
responsibilities that you had and one or two skills or qualhies that you learned from 
the job? Include non-paid or volunteer jobs, too. 

10. What memberships do you have m professional organizations, mcluding offices that 
you have held; if pertinent, in what chies did you belong? 

11. What extracurricular activhies, such as organizations, clubs, etc., have you 
participated m? (Include offices. 

12. What honors and awards have you received? 

13. What have you written that has been published, mclude publication mformation 
(date, place, publisher, etc.)? 

14. What other special skills do you possess? (Consider computer, mterpersonal or 
leadership skills.) 
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15. What three to five names of people do you know who would agree to serve as 
professional or personal references? Include theu job thles, addresses, and phone 
numbers.) 

16. What are your strong pomts? These could mclude character trahs. skills, specific 
experiences, etc. 

17. What do you want to do when you fmish coUege? Why? 

18. How would you describe your perfect work envuonment? 

19. What do you want to be domg m five years? Ten years? 

20. Who would be able to provide an employer whh a good reference for your work? 

Now survey your job ad. Analyze your job advertisement by answering these four 
questions: 

21. What kmd of company is seekmg a new employee? 

22. What kmd of work will the new employee perform? 

23. What kmds of skills and education should the apphcant possess? 

24. To where should the applicant respond? 

Finally, after surveying yourself and the job for which you are applying, answer 
these questions: 

25. Where do you and your experiences best "fit" the job qualifications described in the 
ad? In other words, what is h about you that makes you the best candidate for the 
job? (You'U highlight this information m your cover letter.) 

26. Which of the three resume types discussed in your text and the course guide-
chronological, targeted, or functional—would best highlight your "fit" for this 
poshion? Why? (Use this information to select a resume type.) 

27. What words (requested experiences, degrees, courses, etc.) m the job ad are murored 
m your own experiences? Use these connections to identify keywords for your 
scannable resume. 
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Survev 1 Questions and Demographics Resuhs from ENGL Online 2309P 

Responses: 31 origmally enrolled. Of 31, 23 (74%) responded. Of 8 (or 26%) who did 
not respond, 5 (16%) never started the course, 2 (6%) withdrew or changed course 
sections, 1 (3%) enrolled but did not respond. 

1. What is your age? 23 respondents: 
21 (91%) 18-22, 1 (4%) 23-29; 1 (4%) over 30. 

2. What is your gender? 23 respondents: 
11(48%) male; 12 (52%) female 

3. What is your university classification? 23 respondents: 
3 (13%) sophomores, 1 (4%) junior; 18 (78%) seniors; 1 (4%) graduate 

4. Do you consider yourself a tradhional or non-tradhional student? 23 respondents; 
100% tradhional 

5. What is your college major? 21 responded, 2 no answer 
2—Civil Engmeering 

-Mechanical Engineermg 
-Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
—Computer Sciences 

Biomedical sciences 
—Biology 
—Kinesiology 
;—Management Information Systems 
—Marketing 
—Busmess Management 
—Finance 
—Animal Sciences 
—Wildlife Ecology 
\—Special Education 
—Physical Education 
—Communhy Heahh 
—English 

6. How many years of computer experience do you have? 23 respondents: 8 (35%) 
One to five years; 15 (65%) more than five years 

7 How many years have you used the mtemet or World Wide Web (WWW)'? 23 
respondents: 17(74%) one to five years; 6(26%) more than five years 

8. Which word processmg application do you use most often? 22 respondents; 100% 

Microsoft Word 
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9. Which web browser do you most frequently use when accessmg the WWW? 23 
respondents: 14(61%) Netscape; 2(9%) AOL; 7(30%) Intemet Explorer 

10. What other college English courses have you taken? (Answers varied widely) 

11. Why did you decide to take this technical wrhhig course from a distance? 23 
respondents 

Friends suggestion—2 
Able to complete at own pace, freedom to complete without class schedule—4 
Fh schedule better for academic reasons: 6 
High School counselor suggestion: 1 
Fit schedule better for personal reasons: 1 
Convenience—3 
Could take from home over summer:3 
To prepare for high school teaching: 1 

12. How wiU your grade for this course be reported to your univershy? 23 respondents: 
10 (43%) letter grade; 13 (57%) pass/fail 

13. Have you ever taken another distance leaming course? 23 respondents: 4 (17%) 
yes; 19(83%) no 

14. If you have taken another distance leammg course, what kind of course was h? 4 
respondents: economics, high school government and economics, bowling, heahh 

15. If you have taken another distance learning course, from what msthution did you take 
the course? 4 respondents: TTU—3; UT—1 

16. Have you ever taken another technical or busmess wrhmg course? 
21 respondents: 1 (5%) yes; 20(95%) no 

17. If you have taken another technical wrhmg course, what kind of course was h? 1 
respondent: Freshman technical wrhmg course 

18. What is your personal deadlme for this course? (By when would you lUce to complete 
this course?) 22 respondents: 
August—^ (27%) 
September—6 (27%) 
November—6 (11%) 
December-^ (18%) 

19. What would be the best tune of day for you to contact your histmctor? 23 
respondents: 1(4%) 9-12 p.m; 8(35%) 12-15 p.m.; 14 (61%) 5-9 p.m. 
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20. What time of day will you most likely work on your assignments for this course? 23 
respondents: 1(4%) 9-12 p.m.; 5(22%) 12-6 p.m.; 13(57%) 6-9 p.m.; 4(17%) 9 
p.m. to 9 a.m. 

21. From where will you most lUcely complete your assignments for this course? 23 
respondents: 20 (87%)) home; 3 (13%) office 
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Survey 1 Questions and Demographics Resuhs from ENGL Onlme 23091 

Responses: 29 origmally enrolled. Of 29 enrolled, 19 (65%) responded, 8 (28%) never 
started the course, and 2 (7%) whhdrew. The resuhs report the answers of the 65% who 
enrolled and used the course web she. 

1. What is your age? 19 responded: 14(74%) 18-22; 4 (21%) 23-29; 1 (5%) over 30 

2. What is your gender? 19 responded: 8 (42%) male; 11(58%) female 

3. What is your university classification? 19 responded: 2 (11%) sophomore; 5(26%) 
junior; 12 (63%)) senior 

4. Do you consider yourselfa tradhional or non-tradhional student? 19 respondents: 18 
(95%) trad, 1(5%) nontrad 

5. What is your college major? 19 respondents 
Mechanical Engineering—4 
Constmction Science—1 
Computer Science/Engineering—5 
Industrial Engmeering—1 
Biomedical Sciences—1 
Zoology, pre-med—1 
Advertising—1 
Intemational Studies—1 
Business management—2 
Management Information Systems—I 
Family Consumer Sciences—1 

6. How many years of computer experience do you have? 18 respondents: 7 (39%) 
One to five years; 11 (61%) over five 

7. How many years have you used the intemet or World Wide Web (WWW)? 19 
respondents: 15 (79%) one to five; 4 (21%) over five 

8. Which word processing application do you use most often? 19 respondents: 18 
(95%) Microsoft Word; 1 (5%) WordPerfect 

9. Which web browser do you most frequently use when accessmg the WWW? 19 
respondents: 9 (47%) Netscape; 1 (5%) AOL; 9 (47%) Intemet Explorer 

10. What other college English courses have you taken? (answers vary widely) 

11. Why did you decide to take this technical wrhmg course from a distance? 

Fh schedule better for academic reasons: 4 (21%) 
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High School counselor or academic advisor suggestion: 1 (5%) 
Fh schedule better for personal reasons: 4 (21%) 
Convenience: 4 (21%)) 
Save tune: 3 (16%)) 
Could take from home over summer: 3 (16%)) 

12. How will your grade for this course be reported to your univershy? 19 respondents: 8 
(42%)) letter grade; 11 (58%) pass/fail 

13. Have you ever taken another distance leammg course? 19 respondents: 3 (16%) yes; 
16 (84%) no 

14. If you have taken another distance learning course, what kind of course was h? 3 
respondents: can't remember, HS health education; HS government 

15. If you have taken another distance learning course, from what msthution did you take 
the course? 3 respondents : TTU: 2; UT: 1 

16. Have you ever taken another technical or busmess wrhing course? 18 respondents; 3 
(17%) yes; 15 (79%)) no 

17. If you have taken another technical wrhmg course, what kind of course was h? 3 
respondents: EngUsh, mechanical engineering reports course, ENGL 2309 

18. What is your personal deadline for this course? 19 respondents 
August—7 
September—3 
October—6 
November—1 
December—1 
February—1 

19. What would be the best tune of day for you to contact your histmctor? 19 
respondents: 1 (5%) 9-12 p.m.; 7 (37%) 12-5 p.m., 11 (58%) 5-9 p.m. 

20. What tune of day will you most lUcely work on your assignments for this course? 19 
respondents: 4(21%) aftemoon; 7 (37%) early evenmg; 8 (42%) late evenmg 

21. From where wUl you most likely complete your assignments for this course? 19 
respondents: 15 (79%)) home; 4 (21%) campus computer lab 
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Survev 1 Questions and Combmed Demographics Resuhs from Both Onlme Sections 

Responses: 60 origmally enrolled. Of 60, 42 (70%) responded. Of 18 (30%) who did 
not respond, 13 (11%) never started, 4 (7%) withdrew or changed sections, and 1 (.5 %) 
enrolled student did not respond. 

1. What is your age? 42 respondents: 
35 (83%)) 18-22; 5 (12%) 23-29; 2 (5%) over 30. 

2. What is your gender? 19 (45%) male; 23 (55%) female 

3. What is your university classification? 5 (12%) sophomore, 6 (14%) junior. 30 (71%) 
senior, 1 (2%) graduate 

4. Do you consider yourselfa tradhional or non-tradhional student? 41 (98%) 
tradhional; 1 (1%) non-tradhional 

5. What is your college major? 40 responded, 2 not answered 
Engineering related fields—16 (40%) 
Business fields—10 (25%) 
Biomedical fields—6 (15%) 
Education—4(10%) 
Agribusiness—2 (5%) 
Family Consumer Science—1 (2.5%) 
English—1 (2.5%) 

6. How many years of computer experience do you have? 41 respondents: 24 (59%) 
one to five; 17 (41%)) over five 

7. How many years have you used the mtemet or World Wide Web (WWW)? 42 
respondents: 32 (76%) one to five; 10 (24%) over five 

8. Which word processmg application do you use most often? 41 respondents: 40 
(98%) Microsoft Word; 1 (2%) WordPerfect 

9 Which web browser do you most frequently use when accessmg the WWW? 42 
respondents: 23 (55%) Netscape, 3 (7%) AOL, 16 (38%) Intemet Explorer 

10. What other college English courses have you taken? (Answers vary widely ahhough 
all but one student had taken other college English courses.) 

11. Why did you decide to take this technical wrhhig course from a distance? 40 

respondents: 

Fh schedule better for academic reasons: 10 (25%) 
Convenience—7 (17.5%)) 
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Could take from home over sunimer:6 (15%) 
Fh schedule better for personal reasons: 5 (12.5%) 
Able to complete at own pace, freedom to complete whhout class schedule-^ 
(10%) 
Save tune: 3 (7.5%)) 
Friends suggestion—2 (5%) 
High School counselor or academic advisor suggestion: 2 (5%) 
To prepare for high school teachmg assignments: 1 (2.5%) 

12. How wiU your grade for this course be reported to your univershy? 42 Respondents: 
18 (43%) letter grade; 24 (57%) pass/fail 

13. Have you ever taken another distance leammg course? 42 respondents: 7 (17%) yes; 
35 (83%)) no 

14. If you have taken another distance learnmg course, what kmd of course was h? 7 
respondents: 

Economics 1 
HS Economics/Govt 2 
Mechanical Engmeermg reports course 1 
HS Health 2 
Don't remember 1 

15. If you have taken another distance learning course, from what insthution did you take 
the course? 
7 respondents: 5 TTU, 2 UT 

16. Have you ever taken another technical or business wrhing course? 39 respondents: 4 
(10%) yes; 35 (90%) no 

17. If you have taken another technical wrhing course, what kind of course was h? 

18. What is your personal deadlme for this course? (By when would you lUce to complete 
this course?) 41 respondents: 

August—13 (32%) 
September—9 (22%) 
November—7(17%) 
October—6(15%) 
December—5 (12%) 
Febmary—1 (1%>) 

19. What would be the best tune of day for you to contact your mstmctor? 42 
respondents: 2 (5%)) early am; 15 (36%) early aftemoon, 25 (60%) late aftemoon 
mto evening 
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20. What time of day will you most lUcely work on your assignments for this course? 42 
respondents: 1 (1%) early a.m., 9 (21%) aftemoon; 20 (48%) early evenmg. 12 
(29%)) late evening/early moming. 

21. From where wUl you most lUcely complete your assignments for this course? 42 
respondents: 35 (83%) home, 3 (7%) office, 4 10%) campus computer class 
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Survey 2 Questions and Individual and Combmed Resuhs from Both Onlme Sections 

The averages under each section below mdicate the average response for each question. 
These answers correspond to the foUowmg rankmg system: 

1 Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Disagree 
4 Strongly disagree 

Questions 25-33 were only asked of Onlme 23091 students. 

Table B.l: Fmal Survey Questions and Individual and Combmed Resuhs 

Online 

2309P 

Bbsease2 

2 

Classf2f 

3 

Coursde 

2 

Courpace 

2 

Coursat 

1 

Online 

23091 

Bbsease2 

2 

Classf2f 

3 

Coursde 

2 

Courpace 

2 

Coursat 

2 

Combined 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

Question 

1. This online course was of better 
qualhy than on-campus wrhing 
courses I've taken. 

2. I missed face-to-face contact with 
others m this course. 

3. I would consider taking another online 
course after my experiences m this 
class. 

4. I liked the way this course allows me 
to do my own work at my own pace. 

5. I lUced that this onlme course allows 
me to fulfill my college requuements 
whhout havmg to attend a regular on-
campus classroom. 
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Table B.l: Contmued. 

Online 

2309P 

Courschd 

3 

Coursrec 

2 

Courstrc 

3 

Courtime 

2 

Download 

1 

Fdbkhelp 

1 

Guidease 

2 

Guidesub 

2 

Online 

23091 

Courschd 

2 

Coursrec 

2 

Coiustrc 

3 

Courtime 

2 

Download 

2 

Fdbkhelp 

1 

Guidease 

2 

Guidesub 

2 

Combined 

2 

2 

3 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

Question 

6. I would prefer to take an onlme course 
with a more stmctured schedule. 

7. I would recommend this onlme class 
(and the way h was taught usmg the 
Intemet) to others. 

8. I would prefer to take an onlme course 
with less stmctured assignments. 

9. I lUced the way this course allows me 
to do my own work on my own tune. 

10. The downloadable worksheets were 
easy to save and use. 

11. My mstmctor's feedback on my 
graded assignments was useful to me. 

12. It is easy to follow the course guide's 
instmctions to complete each requued 
assignment. 

13. The course guide was a good 
substhute for regular classroom 
lectures and discussions. 
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Table B.l: Contmued. 

Online 

2309P 

Insthelp 

2 

Qnline2 

2 

Readpagl 

2 

Readpag2 

3 

Readpag3 

3 

Readpag4 

1 

Shenavl 

4 

Online 

23091 

Insthelp 

2 

Qnline2 

2 

Readpagl 

2 

Readpag2 

2 

Readpag3 

3 

Readpag4 

2 

Sitenavl 

3 

Combined 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

1 

3 

Question 

14. Interacting whh my instmctor 
electronically (through email and 
bulletin board exchanges, phone calls, 
chat room meetings, or assignment 
feedback) helped me to improve my 
assignments. 

15. Takmg the course online was more 
enjoyable that attending an on-campus 
class. 

16. When I read the onlme course guide, I 
most often read from a printed copy 
rather than from the screen. 

17.1 frequently printed copies of the web 
site's course guide. 

18. When I printed copies of the course 
guide's page, I preferred to print 
duectly from the web pages, rather 
than usmg the pdf or rtf page versions. 

19. The web site's text was legible and 
easy to read on my computer screen. 

20.1 had difficuhy locatmg the 
information I needed on the course 
web she. 
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Table B.l: Contmued. 

Online 

2309P 

Shenav2 

2 

Site wind 

2 

Techcomm 

2 

Techhndr 

3 

Online 

23091 

Sitenav2 

2 

Sitewind 

2 

Techcom 

m 

2 

Techhndr 

3 

Chatease 

2 

Bbseasel 

2 

TQPChelp 

2 

Chatsub 

2 

Combined 

2 

2 

2 

3 

1 

Question 

21. The course web she was easy to 
navigate. 

22. When 1 hyperlinked to pages in the 
course web she, I preferred for the 
page to appear m a new wmdow. 

23.1 leamed new ways to communicate 
usmg the technologies m this class. 

24. Ushig different electronic technologies 
m this course often hindered me from 
focusing on my written 
communication skills. 

25. It was easy to use the chat feature to 
taUc to my histmctor and classmates. 

26. It was easy to use the bulletm board to 
fmd the hiformation I needed. 

27. Usmg TOPIC to review my rough 
drafts helped me unprove my wrhmg 
before h was evaluated. 

28. The chat room was a good substhute 
for regular classroom lectures and 
discussions. 
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Table B.l: Contuiued. 

Online 

2309P 

Online 

23091 

BBSl 

2 

Instf2f 

2 

Chathelp 

2 

TQPChelp 

2 

TOPCease 

2 

Combined Question 

29. It was easy to post to the bulletm 
board. 

30. The bulletin board was a good 
resource for getting my questions 
answered. 

31. Attending class chats helped me 
understand the course material. 

32. Getting feedback in TOPIC from my 
peers helped me to improve my 
wrhmg. 

33. TOPIC, the peer review software, was 
easy to use. 
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